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PREFACE
Americans during the 18^0 »s and the 1850' s were ex-
tremely self-conscious about their political system. In-
cessantly they talked about democracy, compared it with
other systems, and boasted of its virtues. They considered
democracy unique in the world. The United States was its
laboratory, where the success or failure of the experiment
would one day be established. The issue grew more sensitive
with every European criticism of democratic America — the
table manners of its "mobs," their tendency towards riot,
flaws in prison and educational systems, alcoholism and
drug addiction, uncontrollable epidemics of cholera and
yellow fever, and especially Black slavery, the existence
of which, within a system held to be progressive, could test
the defensive rhetoric of even the most ardent of patriots.
Perhaps Americans were honestly convinced of their
superiority; possibly also, a sense of insecurity may have
caused them to overreact to such criticism and to attempt,
with intensive zeal, to provide proofs for all the doubters.
Whatever the cause, America's period of "Manifest Destiny"
included a kaleidoscope of efforts to attract the world's
admiring attention. There were attempts, some successful
and others not, to expand the territorial domain of God's
chosen political system. Americans admiringly recollected
naval battles in the War of 1812; their army seemed un-
conquerable, particularly after its victories in the war
iv
against Mexico. The nation's physical characteristics were
emphasized: her vast size, her natural resources, the beauty
of her mountains and forests. Above all else, Americans
were proud of their capacity to produce things, and their
ability to employ a national genius of the "common man" to
accomplish this. As yet unstudied has been another area
of national competition — that of scientific discovery.
Here also Americans made it clear that they would compare
favorably with other nations.
In the Red Room of the White House is a cabinet con-
taining a selection of books by American authors. Shelved
alongside the works of Nathaniel Hawthorne is a five-volume
edition of Navy Lieutenant Charles Wilkes* Narrative of the
United States Exploring Expedition, 1837-1842
. When it was
printed in 1850, the nation's pride in what it represented
was enormously high.
Fifteen naval exploring expeditions sailed to all
parts of the globe, including both polar regions, during the
early decades of the nineteenth century. Each carried civ-
ilian or naval scientists and often both. With their botany
boxes, insect nets, preserving chemicals, collector^ in-
structions, deep sea sounding gear, and travelling libraries,
the scientists were away from home for two, three and four-
year periods. They took the pulse of Fiji Islanders, cap-
tured East Indian butterflies, measured the wingspan of
South American perching birds, surveyed the harbors of
Japan, and drew fossil specimens from three miles deep in
v
the North Pacific Ocean.
When the ships returned, laden with thousands of plant
and animal specimens and dozens of hydrographic charts, most
Americans rejoiced at their success. In the impressive
quantity of results was proof that a democratic republic
could equal, and perhaps outshine, similar enterprises by
foreign governments. The Republic had reached maturity and
now had tangible proofs that culture and knowledge could
flourish in a land far removed from Old Europe's monarchism
and Jesuitism. Europeans had always been most annoyingly
condescending when they pointed out their superiority in
matters educational and intellectual. This attitude, Ameri-
cans said, was a fraud, and was demonstrated repeatedly by
scientific success won by Americans in every part of the
world
.
These expeditions were the key to an exuberant view
of science held by certain amateurs in the field i naval
officers, government officials, democratic-minded politicians
and private collectors. The voyages of discovery were them-
selves colorful events, demanding courage, determination and
other admirable virtues. They promoted national glory more
spectacularly perhaps than could be done by a scientific
professional, who might have to work for years with his
specimens and microscope before discovering and producing
something noteworthy. Additional prestige would come from
the knowledge that immense cargoes of specimens were unload-
ing in American ports. These should bo catalogued and the
vi
results published as quickly as possible, in order to secure
more priorities of discovery for the nation. (Some would
shelve the entire collection in a national museum for all
citizens to admire). No European studies should be used in
the working up of expedition collections, nor were Europeans
— and Englishmen in particular — to be consulted during
the process of study and publication. The demand was for
"all-American" discoveries. While scientific advancement
always characterized the voyages, this mission frequently
suffered from the presence of naval, commercial, and even
expansionist priorities.
The country yearned for quick and startling proofs of
excellence in science — an area of progress proclaimed by
foreigners to be among her most vulnerable. Amateurs, or
citizen-scientists, could join with professionals to remedy
this allegedly defective condition, possibly through the
"innate qualities" Americans had been discovering since
their earliest conception of themselves as a nation. In
love with the Common Man concept, many Americans distrusted
elitism in any form, including specialization in science.
Specialists in science too often lost sight of national
goals. Their work was agonizingly slow, and in the end
their discoveries often appeared undramatic, as well as in-
comprehensible to the average citizen. They were "closet
scientists," small clusters of workers in laboratories and
observatories, using strange Berzelius lamps and Frauenhofer
telescopes, mainly of foreign manufacture. Their written
VII
works sometimes bore Latin titles, and the text often em-
ployed terms quite obscure to the average reader. They
ignored the true purpose of democratic science, which was
the diffusion of knowledge whether through public high
schools, mechanics
• institutes or museum exhibits. Discov-
eries ought to be practical — useful in solving current
problems in medicine, technology, or navigation. Expedition
collections should be accessible for observation or study
by any citizen, no matter how amateur his standing or meager
his training.
Such attitudes appalled the small but growing body of
professional scientists. They welcomed the quantities of
plants and animals brought home by the expeditions, yet such
data was often unrepresentative of fields under study. The
collecting process suffered from lack of expert knowledge
or concentration on the part of the amateur collectors.
Equally distressing were government pressures for hasty
analyses; Congressional rules that prevented use of foreign
sources and consultants, and official demands for a type of
publication which would not only impress the foreign world
of science but also provide easy, popular reading for the
American people. Professionals resented these principles
of democratic science, for they inhibited, in many ways,
their own ability to specialize. This hostile attitude was
quickened by instances when amateurs, exercising democratic
rights, gained access to expedition collections and so mixed
up or damaged the specimens that useful work on them was
• • •
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made difficult.
Most of the professionals claimed that, contrary to
current opinion, they too were patriots and wanted to im-
prove the ability of the republic in matters scientific.
They patiently explained that only foreign ridicule would
result from careless collecting practices, hurried work ups,
or the anxious publication of a discovery already made by
someone else or a fact of knowledge too easily vulnerable
to the expert probings of foreign specialists. If America
wanted to be admired as a successful nation, she must act
like one. She must produce works of high quality in a sys-
tematic and consistent manner. There was no other way to-
wards progress
.
A struggle developed between the professionals and
those who saw science as a means of promoting national pres-
tige and the values of democratic society. It was fought
on many fronts, by individuals and through the institutions
they represented. The explorations — their purposes, plan-
ning, staffing, priorities at sea, and the use of results —
formed an important arena for deciding the overall issue at
stake: control of the quality of science in American life.
This work enters into the struggle to define the nature
of science in a democracy, for this is an essential part of
the background for the central theme i the role played by the
scientific community, through the voyages of discovery, in the
intense and many-sided nationalism that America experienced
during the two decades prior to the Civil V/ar.
ix
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Fifteen naval exploring expeditions sailed to all
parts of the globe, including both polar regions, during
the early decades of the nineteenth century. Each carried
civilian or naval scientists and often both. With their
botany boxes, insect nets, preserving chemicals, collector's
instructions, deep sea sounding gear, and travelling librar-
ies, the scientists were away from home for two, three and
four-year periods.
These expeditions were the key to an exuberant view
of science held by certain amateurs in the field i naval
officers, government officials, democratic-minded polit-
icians and private collectors. The voyages of discovery
were themselves colorful events, demanding courage, determin
ation and other admirable virtues. They promoted national
glory more spectacularly perhaps than could be done by a
scientific professional, who might have to work for years
with his specimens and microscope before discovering and
producing something noteworthy.
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Such attitudes appalled the small but growing body of
professional scientists. They welcomed the quantities of
plants and animals brought home, yet such data was often
unrepresentative of fields under study. A struggle devel-
oped between the professionals and those who saw science as
a means of promoting national prestige and the values of
democratic society.
Notwithstanding all of the obstacles, real and imag-
ined, American exploring expeditions achieved certain suc-
cesses in science. Out of the work in natural science, now
made easier by the collections of data from the exploring
expeditions, came an increasing emphasis upon particular
studies in science — specialization.
This attempt to examine the Cosmos piece by piece was
not very comforting to the earlier humanist thinkers who
tried unsuccessfully to emphasize the Unity of all Being.
Their cosmic view of life did not compete successfully with
the new science. There was a basic faith in progress in
Jacksonian America which accepted and steadily subsumed
science and technology as essential ingredients to be in-
cluded in the final shaping of the national destiny.
Yet the presence of two sources of support for the
formation and execution of the exploring expeditions — one
seeking prestige and one seeking information — presented
the watching nations with a troublesome picture. They won-
dered which would emerge as the dominant theme for exploring
i
programs of knowledge and cultural interchange, or gunboat
xm
diplomacy. Smarting under taunts by Europe that democracy
tended to level men and thus inhibit intellectual excellence,
many Americans tried almost too desperately to have their
contributions to scientific progress admired as quickly as
possible by all the world.
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CHAPTER I
AMERICAN DESIRE FOR SCIENTIFIC INDEPENDENCE
Many Americans displayed a high degree of interest in
science in the eighteenth century. A working knowledge of
astronomy, for example, conferred great honor upon individ-
uals or upon nations. In 1785, the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts supported a Harvard University astronomical ex-
pedition to Nova Scotia to observe a transit of Venus. A
later proposal for a United States government expedition to
Baffin's Bay to conduct magnet ical observations was re-
jected. Congress thought the plan too expensive. 1 Once
the new nation had been established, the progress of
science in America faced more than a lack of funds. The
nation's scientists did not keep pace with the most recent
increases in knowledge by Europeans. America's scientists
had too little expertise, gave too little attention to
science curriculum in education, and trained too few
professional researchers.
In the early decades of the nineteenth century as
the American empire spread westward, the nation encompassed
more unknown territory which required surveying and eval-
uation. The population grew larger and became more urban
in nature. Serious public health problems developed. The
central government could not long protest it lacked funds
i
1
2to support exploration and research. American people of
science called for a larger sphere of action by government
in support of improved conditions of life. Physician-
chemist Benjamin Rush urged the federal government to in-
vestigate the cause of yellow fever. The Surgeon General
of the United States asked military surgeons to collect
data from distant posts to determine, if possible, any
correlation between climate and disease. In 1832 the first
of the devastating cholera epidemics struck America. In
New York City, hundreds died, stores closed and many fam-
ilies fled the city. The New York City Board of Health
petitioned Congress to support federal medical research.
Thomas Jefferson had earlier realized the need to
improve the quality of science as practiced by Americans.
As President, he requested the Lewis and Clark reconnaissance
of the new western territory of Louisiana to include special
studies in natural science. This expedition made collec-
tions in botany and natural history for almost three years,
but American scientists were not prepared to work up the
technical results. The botanical study had to be completed
by English scientists.-^ Fortunately for American pride,
George Ord, a Philadelphia naturalist and Secretary of the
American Philosophical Society, was able to complete the
zoological studies of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
President Jefferson had become upset that Europe seemed
to be waiting in vain for American scientists to produce
k
some results from the exploration.
Americans were sensitive to the growing accomplish-
ments of Europeans in science. They were especially im-
pressed with the great geographical and botanical recon-
naissance into Latin America by Alexander von Humboldt,
the German naturalist. ^ Humboldt hoped both to discover
a "causal connexion" of natural laws and to assess the
physical resources of these regions. England's Navy Cap-
tain James Cook had also impressed the Americans with his
long sustained scientific studies during the years 1768-
1778.^ Sensitivity to these achievements by Old Europe,
practical demands for an examination of the resources of
the nation, and efforts by friends of science to gain
public support for research led to increased interest on
the national level in scientific exploring expeditions.
Americans possessed a deep-seated pride in the "progressive"
nature of democracy.
Before Americans would support such enterprises there
had to be reasonable prospects for success. It would be
dismal indeed if a highly publicized national expedition
should fail. The memory of the poor performance of the
Americans in working up the results of the Lewis and Clark
exploration was still fresh. The major problem was the
competence of the existing scientific establishment. Nat-
ural scientists were often very amateurish. Many of the
professionals, although graduates of medical schools, had
not done university work. There was some improvement in
the quality of medicine during the early decades of the
nineteenth century as Americans absorbed new ideas on
pathology from France and many American medical students
went to Europe to study. This improved condition was only
temporary, for the Jacksonian emphasis on democratic free
education permitted the growth of American "schools" of
medicine such as the Thomsonians or "Friendly Botanic
Societies." These new democratic schools challenged the
professionals' domination of science and medicine. A
growing nationalism in the early decades of the nineteenth
century also challenged the dependence of American culture
upon Europe. It was not considered American or patriotic
by some to go to Europe for an education.?
What the nation ought to do was create institutions
which could train technicians and scientists to conduct
profitable explorations; to survey the coasts and rivers;
to assess the mineral wealth of the west; to collect drugs
to treat the epidemic diseases and to improve the quality
of science by apprenticing its students on long voyages of
discovery such as other nations were doing. The federal
government turned first to the military and allied pro-
fessions because they were technically trained either at
West Point or in the Coast Survey and they were amenable
to discipline. One problem in using the military for
anything at all was the popular hostility towards them
which had grown during the War of 1812. Drunken soldiers
on leave roamed the streets of Gloucester and when a
disorderly soldier was sought by the civil authorities
5
there, his superiors hid him away from the magistrate on
a spurious military charge. The enraged magistrate con-
sidered calling out the militia to prevent the arrogant
military from trampling "our most sacred institutions in
the dust." 8
The enterprising John C. Calhoun, Secretary of War
in James Monroe's administration, tried to reshape military
education and to overcome this public hostility by dis-
patching Army Topographical Engineer expeditions into the
West. In 1819, and again in 1823, Stephen Long explored
the upper Mississippi, employing the despised military for
public services of a peaceful and scientific nature —
making an inventory of the national resources and helping
to develop technical and scientific expertise in America.
Calhoun carefully attached civilian natural scientists to
the Long expedition in order to avoid the criticism which
had followed the ill-staffed Lewis and Clark Expedition.
Thomas Say, curator of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural
Sciences became the Long expedition zoologist. He was
accompanied by a naturalist and a botanist. The results
were mixed. Although the scientists did manage to publish
their results using American library resources and fellow
American naturalists for advice, they carelessly spread
the idea that the plains area was a desert, thus inhibiting
o
migration westward for the next twenty years.
People of science in America realized that true
scientific enterprise should not be limited to a
6reconnaissance of the national domain. A complete survey
of nature as Humboldt and other European scientists had en-
visioned required a global examination of both terrestrial
and marine life. England had already begun such a total
examination, prompted by the wishes of their scientific
community and the availability of an idle navy following
the Napoleonic Wars. English maritime explorers for
science were supported in their endeavors by the Church
militant whose missionary zeal intended to spread the
gospel of Jesus "from pole to pole." In 1819, Reginald
Heber, Oxford poet and Anglican Bishop of Calcutta, sang
the praises of this endeavor. For wherever Englishmen went
they would bring with them their superior knowledge to
uplift and to redeem the unenlightened peoples
i
"From Greenland's icy mountains,
From India's coral strand,
Where Afric's sunny fountains,
Roll down their golden sand,
From many an ancient river,
From many a palmy plain,
They call us to deliver
Their land from error's chain."
That same year England dispatched a well-staffed polar ex-
pedition to find a passage to the Orient through Arctic
seas and to make scientific studies along the way.^° More
expeditions were to follow.
Many Americans eagerly sought to emulate or to surpass
such enterprises. Unhappily for the reputation of the
nation in science, the most publicized proposal for an
American polar expedition was based on an untenable thesis.
7
In 1818 John Cleves Symmes sent out a circular to "every
learned institution" he could think of asking for help in
organizing an expedition to sail inside the earth at the
pole either one of them. Cleves firmly believed there
were openings at the poles leading to lands within, formed
by "concentric spheres" of the planet. The idea of a land
within the planet was not new. In 1723 an anonymous writer
had published a book entitled "Relation d'un voyage de pole
artique au pole antarctique par le centre du monde." The
ironically named "Honest" Ranger had proposed A Visit to
the Ideal World in 1763, and in 1819 the famous Baron
Munchausen visited "at the Pole." No responsible institu-
tion of learning gave Symmes any support, but many Ameri-
cans flocked to hear him and his friend Jeremiah Reynolds
talk about the glorious opportunity to sail inside the
earth
.
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The federal government still hesitated to support any
overseas scientific expedition. The national leaders wanted
assurance that there would be adequate returns for spending
time and money on such efforts. In addition, there was a
good deal of suspicion of professional science and tech-
nology, both in America and in Europe. This was in part
a reaction to the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars
which had directed men, ideas and materials into technical
efforts to expedite the war. The same year that Symmes
proposed his Utopian theory of an idyllic land within the
planet, Mary Shelley, wife of English poet Percy Shelley,
8published Frankenstein. This novel dramatically portrayed
the fears of humanists that experimental science threatened
the equilibrium of man-in-nature. Other romantic protests
against the tyranny of technology came from English poets
such as William Wordsworth. His love for unexploited
nature rejected the value of acquired knowledge. American
novelist Herman Melville believed that exploring expeditions
to primitive regions of the world concealed images of
western violence. 12 It was possible to believe that an
over-emphasis on rational, scientific knowledge might
diminish humanity's understanding of self, for people
possessed intuition and heart as well as intellect and
wisdom. Humanists did not seek to analyze nature but to
establish a correspondence with her.
Such protests were still only another obstacle to be
overcome by the professionals 1 search for knowledge. Nor
would this anti-rationalist movement seriously impede the
nationalists • thrust to prove America could perform in
science. The professionals realized the need to improve
when even the publications of the honored American Phil-
osophical Society were of uneven quality. 1 -^ The former
were joined in their efforts to promote knowledge by the
nationalists, who wanted to improve the nation's cultural
appearance with respect to Old Europe. Gradually, many of
the earlier romantic protesters came to transfer their
identification with unspoiled man-in-nature to a worship
of America's heroic adventurers such as Lewis and Clark and
9Stephen Long, who explored the untamed lands of Western
America.
The political leadership of America usually supported
exploring expeditions from less romantic persuasions.
Jefferson supported the Lewis and Clark reconnaissance to
establish the geopolitical limits of the nation's security
requirements as well as to assess her natural resources.
John Quincy Adams' Transcontinental Treaty with Spain in
1819 allowed the nation to extend her control further west-
ward and allowed continued study of the continent. The
Europeans respected the diplomacy of Jefferson and Adams
but they still saw the Republic as less successful in
science. American scientists longed for improvements.
Perhaps some physical scientist could explain the peculiar
temperature decline in 1816 — "the year without a summer." 1
Possibly someone working in medical science could provide
some answers to the problems of disease-stricken America.
The Lewis and Clark and Stephen Long expeditions
provided important precedents for continued scientific ex-
ploration, despite their apparent military character. They
were not true military expeditions. They provided useful
information about the flow of rivers, the height of moun-
tains and — for theoretical science — that knowledge of
biological life in unknown regions which natural scientists
needed in order to help complete the table of created life.
1
John Quincy Adams realized that such expeditions could
advance America's commercial and scientific prestige. In a
rare combination of geophysical and geopolitical interest,
Adams urged President Monroe in 1820 to take possession of
the antarctic lands before England did so. Adams believed
such a maneuver would be useful not only for the economic
security of the whaling industry but also for national
scientific prestige. 16 Official England, which had never
really appreciated the idea of a "democratic republic," be-
came increasingly unfriendly when these two officers of
state suggested a protective screen about not only
antarctica but the whole of Latin America as well. 17
Adams was somewhat in advance of his contemporaries
TO
with respect to overseas expansion. Congress was still
reluctant to send out maritime expeditions for either com-
merce or science. American expeditions were still westward
and landward. 1^ The American nationalism of the Monroe
Doctrine years was more integrative than expansive. There
was still a great deal of continent to subdue.
In 1825» when Adams himself became President, he
promptly urged the nation to support exploring expeditions
to improve the Americans* knowledge of geographical science
He was especially anxious for America to participate in
astronomical science for this was one of the marks of a
great nation. Adams had more breadth of vision than his
predecessor Monroe. He hoped that government support of
science and technology might so improve the working of
society as to encourage the elimination of such negative
11
functions as war and slavery. 20 England and France were
already searching the seas for new truths in science, oppor-
tunities for richer trade, and perhaps new lands to colonize.
Adams* intellectual energies and frank assessments of
American efforts in science were yet too comprehensive for
the American people.
The fundamental problem to be solved by those who
wished to promote scientific expeditions was how to estab-
lish public support for the gathering of knowledge. Research
was not a profession in the United States of America, as the
North American Review observed, and scholars had not found
enough collegiate support for its advancement. There was,
however, H a tolerably skillful set of native examiners," in
the opinion of some American people of science. They looked
for leaders among themselves to gain popular and public
support for the advancement of knowledge as a common social
principle. Research in America would try to demonstrate
how its efforts to obtain new truths might contribute to-
21
wards the power and wealth of the nation.
Certain scientists did come forward with new approaches
to learning and scientific advancement. One of these was
Joseph Henry, an experimental physicist. Henry was only
twenty-nine when he joined the faculty of the Albany
Academy in 1826. As he delivered the customary inaugural
address, Henry carefully observed how current works of
internal improvements in America possessed basic elements
12
of mathematics and mechanics (physics) and thus scientific
knowledge could usefully add to the material well-being of
the nation. That same year, leading citizens of the middle
states memorialized the Congress to give support to scien-
tific research. People in Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania
specifically asked in their memorial that the national gov-
ernment conduct original research on the "figure of the
earth," for America, they observed, was already eminent in
the useful arts. There was a frankly nationalistic note in
this petition which suggested that the basic motivation was
to rival England in whatever was "great and good." The
petitioners believed that knowledge was power and gave
"superiority to nations over each other." This movement
for "national" science was important to many Americans, who
had seen the "hollow earth" theory of their fellow citizen
Symmes, ridiculed by European scientists. In 1820, the
popular magazine, Edinburgh Review , criticized American
efforts in science asking "what new constellations have been
22discovered by the telescopes of Americans?" Both pro-
fessional scientists such as Henry and nationalists who
sought to rival England in whatever was "great and good,"
were stung by such criticism.
In order to conduct effectively studies of the "figure
of the earth" and its magnetic effects, as well as studies
of life forms of the planet; in order to carry out a total
scientific reconnaissance, nations had to send out wide-
ranging maritime expeditions with professional examiners
13
equipped with scientific instruments. Before the American
political leaders would send out such an expedition, they
had to be persuaded that there was public support for such
an enterprise; that it would be of practical benefit to the
nation and would not suffer the indignity of being unpre-
pared in contrast to those of Europe. There was no precedent
for an official Naval exploring expedition. The only exper-
tise the Navy then possessed in natural science was her corps
of surgeons who had done some specimen collecting on
individual voyages.
^
In 182?, Congress decided that political conditions
permitted the nation to "plan for a Naval peace establish-
ment." As part of the peacetime establishment, one small
warship would visit the Pacific and South Seas in order to
study the coasts and islands. In the last year of the
administration of John Quincy Adams America officially
joined the international search for geographical, commercial
and scientific knowledge.
It was a timid step, however, for the Congress was
reluctant to subscribe wholly to the ambitious scheme of
Adams for great national observatories, universities and
scientific developments. The Adams administration realized
the tentative nature of this congressional sanction of an
expedition to support public scientific endeavors. Secre-
tary of the Navy Samuel Southard knew it was important to
plan effectively for the expedition and to seek professional
advice from civil scientists. Southard realized, as had his
14
friend Calhoun before him, that national efforts required
efficient mobilization of national resources; in the case
of exploring expeditions, professional scientific examiners
were required.
Professional scientists hoped the government would
choose carefully for there were many unqualified citizens
quick to give advice and there was still much support for
the "hollow earth" theory. The government decided to seek
advice from American whaling and sealing captains, who had
been charting the antarctic and south seas for years. Some
of these expeditions had even brought back geological speci-
mens from the South Shetland Islands which they had given to
the New York Lyceum of Natural History. Secretary Southard
asked Jeremiah Reynolds, an Ohio journalist and amateur
naturalist, to solicit advice from the sea captains of New
2^England
.
Reynolds was a graduate of Ohio University and had
contributed articles on nautical adventures to Knickerbocker
Magazine . He had also supported the "hollow earth" theory
at one time and had traveled about with Symmes lecturing on
the need for Americans to give support to scientific expedi-
tions. Reynolds* chief qualification was his enthusiasm for
national cultural and commercial expansion. Before leaving
to interview the sea captains, Reynolds memorialized Congress
early in 1828 on the important political values that an
antarctic-south seas expedition could have. We need to show
the new nations of South America, he said, that we are
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arrived as a nation; that we "have reached a degree of
mental strength that will enable us to find our way about
the globe." Reynolds spoke for those who sought a national
science and technology; to express in political terms the
extent to which America was willing to make her democratic,
republican presence felt in the new world. "Power
.judiciously exhibited ." said Reynolds, " is the great peace-
maker of the world
. . . [and] . . . those in South America,
want looking after with a steady eye." Reynolds did not
intend that such a voyage would proceed solely from commer-
cial motivations. An important feature of such an enter-
prise was that a great people should contribute to world
knowledge by preserving and classifying species of natural
science to be obtained during the expedition. The nation
would demonstrate her ability as an advanced civilization
to be the protector of less enlightened peoples. Secretary
Southard concurred in the Reynolds report to the Senate
Committee on Naval Affairs. He added his own thought that
America's search for science and for commerce would bring
peace and humanity to the Pacific — a "theatre . . .
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peculiarly our own."
Southard endorsed the report and the Congress dis-
cussed the proposal that autumn. The House reacted favor-
ably to the idea of discovering new whaling grounds while
at the same time gaining new knowledge for the nation. The
Senate was unimpressed. Southard had told the Senate that
civilian scientists (naturalists) and a competent astronomer
16
would accompany the expedition so that the results would
be more valuable. The Senate Committee on Naval Affairs
did not even discuss the plans for obtaining scientific
knowledge. Their main concern was that a series of expedi-
tions would follow this one and be "fraught with the most
serious evils." It would lead to American colonies develop-
ing overseas and form "unnecessary connexions abroad." 27
The whole expedition was rejected. The national policy of
the Adams administration had already gone too far in commit-
ting the nation's energies beyond reasonable expectations.
There was still considerable support from New England
commercial interests as well as from professional science,
both of whom saw opportunities for new discoveries. The
American Journal of Science and Arts , now eleven years old,
took advantage of the current surge of nationalism to
suggest that the proposed South Seas Expedition could well
emulate England's arctic expeditions, improve both commer-
cial and scientific understanding and awaken the "pride and
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ambition of the American Empire."
Reynolds now turned to private enterprise and phil-
anthropy for aid in promoting the expedition. Ships, men
and supplies for the enterprise came from Connecticut whaling
interests; a small research grant came from the New York
Lyceum of Natural History. Reynolds engaged two naturalists,
including the geologist James Eights, who had a knowledge of
medicine as well.
In 1829, three ships sailed from New York City with
1?
Jeremiah Reynolds as "chief scientist." The expedition
visited the South Shetland Islands, near 65 0 south latitude.
Here Eights studied geological formations and searched for
organic remains of past ages. The expedition returned in
1831 and Eights made a valiant effort to publish some Ameri-
can results in science. His descriptions of the geology of
the South Shetlands in the Transactions of the Albany
Institute, and of a ten-legged antarctic sea spider in the
Boston Journal of Natural History attracted little atten-
29tion, however.
Reynolds had shown more enthusiasm than specificity
in developing a plan of action. The expedition was too
commerce-oriented and had not been wide-ranging enough for
thorough natural history study. There had been no attempt
to study astronomy or magnetism as the Europeans then were
doing. Professional scientists had to convince Americans
of the need to develop the search for new knowledge into a
major social function just like trade or law.
Local scientific institutions such as the New York
Lyceum and the Boston Society of Natural History did not
have the resources to support either extensive researches
or continued publications. Mechanics* Institutes, such as
the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, attempted to en-
hance the intellectual stature of a scientifically uninformed
citizenry and to blend technical skills with scientific
principles. Yet all too often these institutes changed
their programs to appeal to literary and business audiences
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as well. Finally a new leader appeared to challenge such
desultory and unimaginative efforts to aid the progress of
science and technology in America.
Alexander Dallas Bache was the great grandson of
Benjamin Franklin. Bache graduated from the University of
New York in 1837. He became a professor of chemistry and
natural philosophy at the University of Pennsylvania and a
trustee of the Franklin Institute. It was to Bache and the
Institute that the government turned for help when American
steamboats began blowing up and drowning citizens with
alarming frequency. Bache took advantage of this unexpected
federal contract to reshape the dwindling science program
of the Institute and to encourage specialization in theo-
retical science with regular publication of results.-^ 0
Unfortunately far too many local institutions which
supported the idea of promoting science in America remained
uninspired by the idea of original investigation. The
Washington Botanical Society, which flourished from 181? to
1826, was chiefly interested in vegetable productions. The
Columbian Institute for the Promotion of Arts and Sciences
emphasized moral and political literature as often as it
did natural science. The leadership of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences of Boston in 1829 wished to make the
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Academy an "institution of practical utility. " J These
institutes did not uniformly support the search for new
knowledge.
19
The new Jacksonian administration continued the idea
of federal support for scientific research as had Adams and
the National Republicans earlier. Andrew Jackson's first
Navy Secretary, John Branch, urged the Congress in 1830 to
found a Naval Observatory where studies of the stars and of
the configuration of the planet Earth could be conducted
without "being dependent on other nations." Congress did
not respond any more favorably than it had earlier to John
Quincy Adams when he proposed a national observatory and a
32
university.
Adams blamed the slave oligarchy of the South for not
systematically supporting intellectual progress. Others
saw opposition to "promoting science as a principle of
political action," in the pioneering communities of the
West. There were also many democrats of the Northeast who
distrusted any increase in aristocratic or elite institu-
tions. The same North Shore area of Massachusetts which
feared the professional military would trample democracy
"in the dust," also repudiated the political elitism of
"Jackson-Van Burenism" which displayed such power against
South Carolina tariff policy in 1832. Opposition to scien-
tific study was not a political party issue. By 183^ both
the new Whig party and the Democrats had so organized them-
selves within Congress that both were able to place most
matters of internal improvements beyond direct party
loyalties.^ This helped to create an atmosphere in Congress
more favorable towards an exploring expedition once it could
be shown to be in the public interest.
Jackson's second Navy Secretary, Levi Woodbury, gave
support to agricultural and scientific research by having
the United States Frigate Potomac gather information on
animals, seeds and plants during an 1831 voyage to the
Pacific. Woodbury asked that any specimens thus obtained
be deposited with the Columbian Institute. Woodbury em-
phasized that the data collected should be for agriculture.
The major purpose of this expedition, however, was not even
the advancement of agriculture. That was merely incidental
to the principal objective — chastising the King of
Quallah-Battoo, Sumatra, for wrongs done to Americans trading
in his dominions. After reaching Sumatra and bombarding
the little kingdom, USS Potomac attempted to gather speci-
mens of conchology by dragging the sea bottom in the East
Indies.^ Such efforts by the government to advance science
were nominal and ineffectual. Although USS Vincennes had
also made a major ocean voyage, correcting charts and
collecting natural history specimens, the government's
efforts in science thus far were unsystematic and lacked
professional treatment. Moreover, the Senate Naval Com-
mittee led by Robert Hayne of South Carolina, was still
reluctant to see the nation become too involved in overseas
commitments
.
Anti-rationalists disliked the overemphasis on
intellect by science; anti-aristocrats feared an increase
of elitism in democracy, and isolationists such as Hayne
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opposed "unnecessary connexions" overseas. Yet all these
social forces were being challenged by a strong public demand
for cultural competition with Europe. During the 1830'
s
such major nations as Britain, France and Russia outfitted
maritime expeditions at public expense to collect data on
natural history, study the magnetic forces of the planet
and chart unknown seas and coasts. Europeans were increas-
ingly condescending towards the failure of the American
Republic to engage in similar enterprises. The Americans
were chagrined that Britain's Michael Faraday had published
his ideas on electromagnetism before America's Joseph Henry
did so, thus further diminishing the prestige of their
nation.
American author James Fenimore Cooper was aware of the
unfavorable judgment by Europe of American scientific en-
terprise. He thought the Old V/orld simply didn't know that
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much about the cultural progress of the Republic. This
was partly true, as the lack of an adequate presentation
of the electromagnetic discoveries of Henry dramatically
revealed. It would take time to create substantial,
respectable scientific societies and publications in
America. Work in some branches of the physical sciences,
especially those involving laboratory work and experimenta-
tion, would necessarily not be brief. Research work in the
field of natural history would probably yield more immediate
results, for study in the life sciences depended creatly
upon field collection of data. The nations of Europe were
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already fitting out major field expeditions at public ex-
pense to botanize and to study natural phenomena.
^
8
John Quincy Adams, elected to Congress following his
term as president, continually advocated organized scien-
tific expeditions. y He knew, as did others, that there
were Americans who possessed intellectual independence and
could demonstrate that it was an exaggeration for anyone to
state that England had to do America's thinking for her.^°
Still at the Albany Academy in 1832, Joseph Henry stressed
the value of a theoretical knov/ledge of the physical scien-
ces in extending "our power over matter, the elements and
the brute Creation." Henry insisted that mechanics and
artisans should understand the principles of science if they
were to achieve an independent state beyond that of being a
mere cog in the new machinery of industry. They would then
be able to perceive worthy innovations in science and in-
vention and help promote the welfare of the national repub-
lic. The (Boston) Young Mechanic agreed in principle with
this view — a theoretical knowledge of science could
enable the mechanic to judge his colleague's work for
beauty, precision and utility. The (Boston) Mechanic in
183^, bravely but naively launched into scientific crit-
icism with articles on how the starfish could disengage an
arm in battle and why "Papyrus Antiquorum" had been used in
in
Ptolemy's library.
More impressive leadership in promoting science in
America came from scientists such as Henry and Bache and
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from technical organizations such as the Coast Survey and
the Army Topographical Engineers. The Coast Survey in-
itiated an era of independent scientific study by the
federal government. The Survey could not conduct a major
scientific reconnaissance as England's Beagle and Darwin
were doing, for it was constitutionally limited to studies
of the immediate coastline. The Topographical Engineers
were important collectors of data in natural science as they
mapped the American West.^3 They were not prepared to under
take a major maritime reconnaissance. Army Captain Benjamin
Bonneville's California surveying team of 1832-34 also
tried to collect data on natural science but the results
were not significant because of inadequate scientific
staffing. There were also a few State Geological Surveys
but there was no constitutional way for them to carry out a
general scientific reconnaissance for the nation.
^
American scientific leaders now were alert to any
opportunity to obtain federal assistance in support of
original work in science. In this way they hoped to im-
prove their own expertise and become working partners in
science with European savants. It was upsetting both to
professional workers and to American pride in general to
make foolish errors in science. When workers on the Erie
Canal route dug up some fossil creatures, the American
Journal of Science carelessly published an article pro-
nouncing them to be live mollusks. George Ord, the exper-
ienced naturalist who had studied the Lewis and Clark
2k
zoology, was astonished. Such discoveries even the "merest
tyro in natural history can pronounce to be fictions," and
no editor should admit such articles to publication, said
Ord in 18 3**. Ord was particularly disgusted with the ed-
itorial policy of America's leading journal of science for
allowing the publication of an article perpetuating the sea
serpent myth. The "serpent" which had been recently caught
on the north shore of Boston was probably a "Tunny or Horse
Mackerel" — even the common sailors at Nahant Beach knew
k6
that.
American people of science were experiencing the prob
lems of developing a competency in their professional areas
of study. Although he had botanized for twenty years,
Kentuckian Charles Wilkins Short complained that "the
Botanists of our country have not done much towards ele-
vating the character of our naturalists." American botan-
ists were naturally anxious not to have to depend upon
Europeans to publish the results of data gathered by other
Americans, as had happened in the case of the Lewis and
k7
Clark botanical collections. Although some Americans
were more hopeful than Short that their scientists could
specialize successfully, there were fewer dedicated pro-
k8
fessionals than there were amateurs in the I830 , s.
Joel R . Poinsett, amateur botanist and Secretary of
War during President Van Buren's administration, was a
typical gentleman-scholar of science. The social structure
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of science in the first third of the nineteenth century was
not closed or narrowly professional; perhaps thirty percent
of scientists then were almost wholly self-taught. These
amateur students of natural science realized there was an
opportunity to develop a flourishing culture and thus exalt
the status of the new Republic. Their enthusiasm was
usually greater than their competence, and they were often
ignorant of developing conceptual themes in science, such
as that of biological evolution. Biological scientists in
the first four decades of the century were not likely to
have been college graduates; typically they were graduates
of medical schools instead.
^
To complicate the patterns of growth of science in
America, such amateur scholars were often found in positions
of power in society and in government and their inadequate
conception of the nature and purpose of scientific study
often took precedence over the plans of professional scien-
tists. Included in this circle of amateur scientists be-
sides Secretary of War Poinsett, was Mahlon Dickerson, Navy
Secretary for both Jackson and Van Buren during the critical
days of preparation for the first federal exploring expedi-
tion. Dickerson was president of the Columbian Institute
for the Promotion of Arts and Sciences, which had been seek-
ing to gain public acceptance as the national leader in
these fields. Yet the Institute did not compile much data
for science nor did it publish many articles of merit.
^°
Professional science wanted to develop a working body
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of researchers, conversant with contemporary theories of
physical phenomena and life processes. This meant seeking
dependable support for original research. A special require-
ment to advance science was collection of natural history
data through a program of explorations overseas.
Many people who asserted the inherent capabilities of
the new Republic promised to support science. Henry Laurens
Pinckney, editor of the Charleston Mercury and a congressman
from South Carolina, trumpeted the superiority of the Ameri-
can intellect. Nothing can "elude its search, or escape its
grasp," he boasted. For such Americans, the popular diffu-
sion of scientific knowledge could result in the dominion
of man over nature and would result in the establishment of
"an imperial Republic, great in arts and reknowned in arms."^
This popular urge to advance the general culture contained
the seed for national support of scientific research.
Such grand statements provoked the professionals to
make even fuller plans for improvements in science. Leaders
such as Bache and Henry were worried over official and
popular tolerance of quackery and charlatanism, both theo-
retical and practical, which spread its dismal shadow over
basic research in science and the practice of medicine.
Testifying before Congress in 1838, Walter R. Johnson, a
prominent chemist, asked for help in preventing "impostures"
from degrading the search for "important physical truths."
He asked Congress for a national institution to pursue
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"original investigations" and thus help to "place our
national resources, institutions, and arms of defence,
above a dependence on the science of foreign nations." 52
The Senate listened more respectfully than they had
ten years previously, when Senator Hayne was so upset about
forming "unnecessary connexions abroad" with the proposed
scientific expedition. Although the Senators would not en-
dorse the idea of a national research institution, they did
support the long-sought exploring expedition. Congress
would not support individual research such as the gastric
stomach juice experiments of William Beaumont, the military
surgeon who had studied the digestive process for twelve
years. They would support a public exploring expedition
which could search for drugs and study epidemic diseases in
other climates. Professional science could argue that if
the permissive Jacksonian government must allow the experi-
ment of hydropathic nature cures and "friendly botanic
societies" which tried to cure all ills, they must also
allow the professionals to seek answers to scientific
53
mysteries more systematically.
What finally persuaded the government to change its
policy on scientific research overseas was the strong nat-
ionalist feeling in America. It was the public excitement
over the continued criticism by England and the Continent
of the quality of American life that led the Congress to
give support to an improved condition for science and cul-
ture. They respected the choice of an exploring expedition
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because such a venture could also aid commerce by improve-
ments in knowledge of the seas and coasts. An established
instrument of government could be usefully employed, for
the Navy officers already had training in physical science
and navigation. Such an enterprise would demonstrate the
ability of the nation to set in motion a worthy public
endeavor, not limited to a few individuals as in the case
of Dr. Beaumont. In a sense the whole people could be made
to feel that they were all sharing in the undertaking.
Up to this point in time systematic study of science,
with but few exceptions, had been in the hands of small
clusters of workers. In 1835, when Halley's Comet appeared
it created a new, popular interest in astronomy. Yet no
one believed that anyone except experts should try to under
stand and explain such phenomena. America's first profes-
sional observatory was established by Williams College in
1838. The first serious academic exploring expedition was
sent out in 1835 by the Williams College Lyceum of Natural
History. Three instructors of science and several students
armed with shotguns and collecting portfolios went to Nova
Scotia where they studied geology and collected plants,
fossils, and animals. Over the door of the new Williams
Natural History Museum was affixed an American Eagle.
Such modest support for science could not satisfy the grow-
ing public demand for international acclaim of science in
America. American gentlemen-scholars felt that they could
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certainly add to the public knowledge of natural history
since many of them had already made large collections of
birds, plants, minerals and stuffed animals. What they
could do so well as individual citizens their government
could do even better with expeditions.
Americans both within and without the professional
scientific community continued to protest against a "de-
pendent" or "colonial" status for the Republic, with respect
to science in Europe. In 1835, the North American Review
urged that the nation recognize her scientists as she did
her politicians. The Review called for the election to
office of political leaders who knew the value of intel-
lectual matters and asked especially for the appointment of
naturalists to naval exploring expeditions. Not unexpectedly,
Jeremiah Reynolds appeared on the scene again, to petition
the government to do something for science "as a nation to
add to the accumulated stock of knowledge." Specifically,
Reynolds asked that such an expedition "collect, preserve,
and arrange every thing valuable in the whole range of
natural history . . . examine vegetation . . . [and] study
man ... in order to trace his origin. M
There was no way for natural science in America to
work effectively with the large amounts of data required to
advance their knowledge, than to seek the aid of the federal
government. That government responded because it realized
that benefits would follow in the form of renewed prestige
for the ideals and practice of democracy in a republic.
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Their whaling ships and sailors abroad would be better re-
spected and their productions, both commercial and cultural,
would be less scorned by Europe.
In 1835. USS Peacock sailed for the Orient on a com-
mercial and diplomatic mission. The ship's surgeon took
time out from medical duties to collect insects, shells and
birds. Both the Brooklyn Naval Lyceum and the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences supported this activity. The
collections of birds went to Charles Pickering, medical
doctor and naturalist from the Philadelphia Academy; a col-
lection of skulls went to the American Philosophical
Society. Such isolated efforts could not provide the
wide-ranging and intensive study of natural science needed
to improve the expertise of American scientists or to
create respect for America as a nation. In 1827 the Adams
administration had wanted to send out a whole corps of
civilian professionals, for Navy Secretary Southard real-
ized that naval officers could not "furnish the lights which
would do most credit to the enterprise." Officers were
neither "profound astronomers, nor . . . skillful natural-
ists." Southard had proposed giving both military and
civilian assignments in science as such seemed appropriate,
believing that the commanding officer would be "too discreet
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to interfere injuriously" with the civilians.
Now the Jacksonian administration and the Congress
listened to Reynolds urge the nation to study the "whole
range of natural history," while foreign critics continued
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to sneer at the mean efforts of Americans to add to the
world's knowledge of nature. Worse still, some criticisms
were badly done and gave an inaccurate and confused impres-
sion of the actual worth of science in America. According
to George Ord, the Edinburgh Review , which was given to
overstatements, had accepted uncritically the John James
Audubon work, Birds of America . Ord, who had published in
ornithology himself, had taken enough of the indiscriminate
criticism of things American by badly informed English
journals. The Philadelphia naturalist furi ously assailed
the "piggy" culture of England, whose writers were making a
poorly-endowed American culture seem even baser. "I want
words to express my contempt," said Ord, "of a nation which
can receive with complacency such a book as Audubon's
Biography of Birds." He thought Audubon's book more
musical and dramatic than critical. The Review article
which praised Audubon was typical, said Ord, of "the
fulsome puffs which have been vomited from the British
press for these several years past; - no taste, no knowledge,
no discrimination."-^
Joseph Henry and Alexander Dallas Bache had been watch-
ing new efforts in science by England. They were particu-
larly interested in the efforts of England's Michael Faraday
to promote electromagnetic studies. In February, 1835# Bache
reported to the Committee on Publications of the American
Philosopnical Society that Faraday had now begun observations
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on spiral conductors of electricity; something which Henry
had already done. We should at once publish on Henry's work,
said Bache, to show the "prior claims of our fellow country-
man." In May, Henry wrote to Bache from Princeton, that he
did not want to engage in any controversy over priority of
discovery for he was unwilling to appear "pugilistic" about
science. J7 What Henry would not tolerate, however, was the
domination of science in America by those who were willing
to retail "the untested opinions and discoveries of
European philosophers." Nor would physicist Henry overlook
the threat to meritorious work in biological science in
America by imperfectly trained naturalists who published
incomplete articles.^0
According to Henry, there were several possible
remedies for the improvement of the poor quality of science
in America. American scientists, unlike many of their
English counterparts, examined over too wide a range of
subject matter. Henry pre-figured an era of specialization
in science in America which began with the exploring ex-
pedition staffing. He also suggested the possible adoption
in America of an organization such as the British Association
for the Advancement of Science which might stimulate original
investigation and raise funds for research purposes.^ 1 No
less important was the necessity of having works in science
by Americans published and acknowledged "by what is consid-
ered, high authority abroad, in order that it might be received
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with confidence by the [American] public generally and thus
be placed in the way of practical application." When Henry
visited the British Association in 1837 he praised the power
of American steamboats. At the end of his remarks, the
British chief of the "mechanics" [physics! section com-
plained that the Association had no desire for "popular
information on the subject." Henry told Bache that it was
hazardous for an American to make any communication on
science unless he was already well known abroad.^
Bache knew the importance of improving American work
in physical science and had the Philosophical Society
petition the government to cooperate with the British gov-
ernment in their extended terrestrial magnetism program.
John Torrey, New York physician and Americans leading
botanist, joined the leaders in pronouncing the importance
of ending quackery and charlatanism and putting an end to
pretended discoveries in science.
The problem now was for scientists in America to de-
cide if they had the capacity to perform work alone, as the
American nationalists wanted, or if they had better work in
concert with their correspondents in Europe for the advance-
ment of knowledge. They would soon be called upon to decide
what they could do for their country, for nationalists such
as Reynolds were urging support for increased knowledge of
both a commercial and scientific nature which appealed to
the northeast especially. The national glory of an explor-
ing expedition, as well as useful knowledge for their
3^
citizens, appealed to many amateur botanists and geologists
in the south and elsewhere. The possibility of being able
to collect new data and give field experience to new pro-
fessionals appealed to the scientific community.
So the narrow constitutional interpretations of the
nature and purpose of government in America were giving way
to a wider search for a means to improve the quality of life
in the nation. Americans no longer wished to suffer the
petty jibes of Old Europe — especially Britain. There was
an intense national reaction against the tasteless jokes
and poor judgments showered on America by English visitors
such as Harriet Martineau and Mrs. Anthony Trollope, and
English journals such as the Edinburgh Review . Simultan-
eously, there was internal speculation by professional
America as to the quality of her national culture, which
revealed that the Republic was indeed wanting in intel-
lectual progress. Such national aspirations by both
professional and amateur people of science and their
followers overcame the old fears of the dangers inherent
in scientific rationalism, of the excesses of military
power and of forming unusual "connexions" overseas.
America's fears yielded to hopes and expectations of
successfully improving her national status.
CHAPTER II
THE SEARCH BEGINS t TO ANTARCTICA AND THE SOUTH SEAS
Come, my friends.
. . .
Push off, and sitting well in order smite
the sounding furrows;
For my purpose holds to sail beyond the sunset,
And the baths of all the western stars. . .
Some work of noble note, may yet be done.
Ulysses
In 1835, a more receptive Congress listened to
Jeremiah Reynolds' plea for an exploring expedition to the
South Seas. Reynolds knew, as did others, that many more
citizens now shared his conviction that the nation should
become more progressive in the peaceful arts and improve its
"mental strength." Carefully he addressed the Congress and
drew attention to the fact that such an expedition could
accomplish several objectives, including improved commercial
relations with Pacific peoples, safer navigation of the seas
for Americans, more prestige and better security for Ameri-
cans living overseas, and scientific investigation for the
increase of mankind's knowledge.
The Congress was impressed but wished to proceed care-
fully for there were no effective precedents for such an
enterprise. The western land expeditions had produced in-
complete results for science. The only academically-
sponsored expedition overseas then being carried out was by
Williams College for a small number of its science students.
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Reynolds naturally considered his own privately-supported ex
pedition to the South Shetland Islands as a suitable proto-
type for the government to use. Yet professional science
knew that his expedition had not done much original investi-
gation due to careless staffing and lack of funding. The
comprehensive nature of the South Seas expedition now being
proposed by Reynolds would severely test the abilities of
the scientific community of America.
In March, I836, the Senate Committee on Naval Affairs
endorsed the proposed expedition. They urged that such an
expedition should especially visit in the Pacific — an area
of the world "peculiarly our own." The Senators called for
the staffing of the expedition by citizens qualified in
•appropriate departments of science." The speeches of
Representative Thomas Hamer of Ohio helped persuade the
middle west. Such an extended national policy was justi-
fied, he said, because of its support of the general welfare,
The Southern Literary Messenger supported the proposal. Its
editors were pleased that the ability of Americans to trade
in distant lands would no longer be left to "the scientific
labors of countries far more distant." America had both
the money and the "mental elasticity," said the Messenger ,
to remunerate scientific research. The Boston Society of
Natural History was anxious for an emphasis on natural
science. They believed that a naval expedition would have
great success in collecting for there would be no land
mass to subdue as was the case with the Western army
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expeditions .
^
Now the Congress began discussing financial support.
Reynolds promptly spoke up again in defense of the proposed
expedition. Don't talk only of money, said Reynolds, such
an expedition should have "scope for high and daring ad-
venture." Without some devotion to science and arts, the
nation would never become great. Within two months Presi-
dent Jackson was able to sign a bill authorizing the
expedition.
As the unofficial champion of the mission, Reynolds
received much unsolicited advice on how to conduct an ex-
ploring expedition. Author James Kirke Paulding, a severe
critic of Great Britain, cautioned Reynolds to select good
men of science in order to avoid more ridicule by the
English. Friends of science were happy to see the nation
take an interest in something besides money. They re-
minded Reynolds that the nation needed new ideas and should
avidly study both "animate and inanimate creation." Asa
Gray, a promising young botanist, asked that the expedition
botany specialist be someone skilled in vegetable chemistry
for he might discover new wood products, dye-stuffs and
drugs for America.
In the summer of I836 Navy Secretary Mahlon Dickerson
appointed Thomas Ap Catesby Jones as Commander of the
Exploring Expedition and commissioned Lieutenant Charles
Wilkes, a Naval astronomer, to go to Europe to obtain
precision astronomical instruments. Jackson was anxious
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for the expedition to depart before his administration
ended and ordered the explorers to be supplied with every-
thing necessary "to secure its success." The president
then quietly advised the Navy Secretary to allow Commander
Jones to have full latitude in the selection of staff and
equipment. If the expedition should fail, said Jackson,
then Jones would be blamed and if it was a success then
Dickerson could take the "credit as head of the Navy."^
Dickerson was wise enough, however, to seek advice from
several science associations — asking them which scien-
tists would be best to take along and what objects of in-
vestigation should be considered by the government. Already
unsolicited applications were reaching the executive depart-
ment, some of which frankly appealed to Jackson's vanity.^
Leading scientists were anxious to create a responsible
expedition. They exchanged ideas on topics for study and
sometimes wrote directly to the government in an effort to
bring about worthy nominations for the scientific corps.
There should be artists to render accurate natural history
drawings, for otherwise the results might lead to "impotent
conclusions." Competent naturalists, such as botanist Asa
Gray, would help the expedition compare favorably with the
European explorations; the professional scientific community
7
opposed "the appointment of any small fry."
Dickerson appeared to know what was wanted — he
accepted Asa Gray's own application and said he would appoint
as artist someone who could draw botanical subjects as well
8
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as landscapes. The staffing of the naval officers was a
complex problem. Dickerson favored the appointment of
Lieutenant Wilkes to a command position because he was
trained in astronomy and surveying. Jones did not like I
the idea of a junior officer being placed in high position,
even though Wilkes had been head of the Department of Charts
and Instruments. Rank was important for discipline. If
cultural attainments were so important, sneered Jones, why
not select Washington Irving or James Fenimore Cooper to
command the expedition?
In November, I836, Dickerson appointed "John Reynolds"
as secretary to Commander Jones. Reynolds, secure in his
belief that the public saw him as the champion of the long-
delayed exploration, boldly communicated his ideas on scien-
tific studies to Jackson himself.^ Botanist John Torrey
became alarmed at the efforts of Reynolds to control the
planning for the science studies. Torrey warned Dickerson
that the duties of the expedition secretary should be
exactly defined, for if Reynolds was to have control over
the actions of the scientists, they would not go at all.
Reynolds was "utterly unacquainted with Natural History,"
said Torrey. He strongly urged the appointments of James
Dickerson called him "John Reynolds," perhaps believ-
ing him to be the New York physician of that name. "Jeremiah
Reynolds" was a midwest journalist and author. Reynolds
himself always used the initials "J. N."
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Dwight Dana, the Yale mineralogist, to be Expedition Geologist
and of Joseph Henry to study meterology and magnetism, es-
pecially "Austral Magnetism," an area in which scientific
knowledge was thus far defective. 10
After soliciting ideas from Henry on magnetism,
Dickerson began to make plans for a conclave of selected
scientists in Washington to form "a board for the distribu-
tion of labors." This was somewhat premature. The nation-
alist clique, led by Jeremiah Reynolds, did not have the
same ideas on topics of study as did the professional scien-
tists. Many of the naval officers grew doubtful about the
success of what they had come to see as a nautical
reconnaissance. Dickerson continued to rely upon the ad-
vice of the science societies to define the most profitable
areas of study.
The American Philosophical Society proposed six areas
of study for the scientific corps t (1) Astronomy and Physics,
including a study of the magnetic forces of the planet; (2)
Geology, including a study of coral island formation as
well as a search for commercially valuable minerals; (3)
Medicine, including an analysis of the state of medical
practice in barbarous regions, a study of diseases known to
occur in primitive areas which also occurred in areas "of
civilization and refinement," and a study of any drugs being
used elsewhere (one of Darwin's objectives had been to seek
curatives with less harmful side effects than the arsenic
often prescribed by physicians of the Victorian Age);
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(4) ethnography, including not only a study of language and
literature but also a study of racial origins and relation-
ships, in particular the possibility that the native Ameri-
cans may have come from Oceania; (5) botany, including a
special search for drug-producing plants and commercially
valuable seeds and roots; (6) zoology, including an emphasis
on animals and fishes with commercial value and a special
study of Zoophytes (corals) which "erect their fabrics and
form Islands." Such a study might give evidence of an im-
portant link "in the chain of Created beings." The Navy
Secretary was impressed and said that these recommendations
would form the basis for the instructions. 11
The recommendations of the Academy of Natural Sciences
were less comprehensive and tended to concentrate more on
geological studies. Their report had the special value of
giving specific instructions on the collection of both min-
eralogical and biological specimens. The Academy urged
Dickerson to be careful to select an investigator in geology
who possessed "speculative" wisdom and would be in a position
to confirm or negate prevailing opinions in this field of
12knowledge. The Brooklyn Naval Lyceum suggested a study
of fossil zoology to aid in estimating the true history of
the planet and urged the sending of a comparative anatomist
13for medical studies.
Torrey and Henry supported the nominations of Asa Gray
14
as botanist and James Dwight Dana as geologist. Unready
as American scientists knew they were for such an ambitious
undertaking, they felt compelled by current national feelings
of competitiveness with England to select their most renowned
colleagues and make their best efforts for science and for
the reputation of the Republic. Indeed it was the most am-
bitious scientific reconnaissance since Napoleon's expedition
to Egypt discovered the Rosetta Stone in 1799. Most British
and other national expeditions of those times usually were
accompanied by one or two renowned naturalists; the Americans
chose several. The North American Review doubted, however,
that all the world's knowledge could be acquired in one
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sweep. J
Some of the Naval Secretary's plans for staffing and
supply were less careful than others. Dickerson sent Wilkes
to England to buy precision instruments and to inquire of
the British what studies of the Pacific area had already
been done. This would make the American work more original.
Wilkes consulted with British scientists who had done previous
expedition work on magnetism, and he studied in England for
the important pendulum experiments on gravity. He did
nothing in the way of preparation for natural history stud-
ies. Wilkes had not been trained in this field. The fault
was Dickerson' s for not consulting with Gray and the other
natural scientists concerning their special needs. The
latter now suggested to the Navy Secretary that the natur-
alists be allowed to make collective decisions in their own
fields of interest. Wilkes promptly responded by suggesting
to Dickerson that there were Navy officers as well qualified
^3
as civilians to "fill all the scientific situations." This
approach would give valuable scientific experience to
peacetime Navy officers and would mean better discipline
aboard ship. 1^
It was now the spring of 1837 and the Expedition had
no immediate prospects of departure. The scientists were
not ready to go. Charles Pickering, a physician, was the
choice of the Academy of Natural Sciences for zoologist.
He had already bought so many books of reference to take
along that Secretary Dickerson warned him he had created
some prejudice "in the mind of the President [Jackson].
"
In order to carry out effectively a program of scientific
reconnaissance civilian assistance was required, however.
The expedition leaders engaged William Cranch Bond, a
Dorchester astronomer, to make observations of the moon
and culminating stars at home while Wilkes was performing
similar studies overseas. Navy Lieutenant James M. Gilliss
was to make parallel observations at Washington, D.C.-'-?
In the summer of 183?t Dickerson recommended to the
new President, Martin Van Buren, that a reduction of ships
and men might have to be effected as American commerce in
Latin America and the Pacific was relatively unprotected.
The President and Navy leaders agreed, believing such a
reduction would serve to emphasize the peaceful nature of
18
the explorations.
Dickerson was relieved to find an excuse tc delay
the departure of the expedition and perhaps to reduce its
scope for he was having difficulty in maintaining control
over the staffing and planning phase of the enterprise. It
was becoming increasingly difficult to reconcile the objec-
tives of the special groups interested in the success of
the expeditioni the Naval officer corps, represented by
Commander Jones; the professional scientific community, led
by individuals such as Gray and Torrey, and nationalists
such as Reynolds who sought economic rewards or inter-
riational praise.
From all sides came impatient denunciations of the
Navy Secretary for careless planning. One who was espec-
ially critical was Matthew Fontaine Maury, a new Navy
Lieutenant, who had hardly been confirmed as expedition
astronomer when he resigned because of the uncertainty of
the enterprise. I won't be subject, he said, to "the control
of the imbecile Secretary & his minions." Maury and other
officers were becoming suspicious of the close relationship
of Dickerson with the scientific community in planning oper-
ations. They preferred to adopt the Wilkes plan for an
all-Navy study.
Both Reynolds and the professionals criticized Wilkes,
however, for neglecting the natural sciences when he went to
19Europe to study, and blamed Dickerson for this same neglect. 7
Wilkes had emphasized the physical sciences in his prepara-
tions and his all-Navy plan was said to be deficient in this
20
respect. The problem now in preparing the national ex-
pedition was obtaining from all concerned a uniform
k5
appreciation of the scope of the reconnaissance, its prior-
ities, and the competence of its examiners. Amateur scien-
tists such as Reynolds and professional naturalists such as
Gray, Torrey and Pickering were now joined by interested lay
members of the public in giving advice on how the expedition
should be conceived and staffed. One New Yorker begged the
government leaders to ignore any support for the Symmes
"hollow earth- theory, which many Americans still seemed to
believe. The Southern Literary Messenger hoped the explorers
would study the social as well as the physical sciences,
thereby improving the nation's understanding of mankind's
"language, manners, and character." 21
The definition of the nature and purpose of the ex-
ploring expedition was important, for it presaged an era of
closer civil-military cooperation, following long years of I
civilian hostility towards the Army and Navy. The scope of
the reconnaissance also helped to determine the respective
role to be played by statesmen and by people of science in
controlling the expedition. The struggle for leadership of
the exploration suggested also a high degree of commitment
by the business community. The knowledge to be acquired by
the explorers would include commercial and geographical
statistics as well as geology and botany. Reynolds tried
to represent both whaling and scientific interests in his
plans for study of the antarctic area. The natural scien-
tists showed less interest in studying polar regions where,
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it was said, few biological life forms existed other than
whales and seals. Commander Jones did not favor the plan for
studying Antarctica as he did not believe the ships were
suitable for such a voyage. 22
Dickerson finally turned the whole matter of the scope
of the expedition over to the American Philosophical Society
for detailed recommendations. The Society set up a "Committee
of Advice" which made specific suggestions to the Navy Sec-
retary on "the parts to be performed by the different members
of the Scientific Corps."23 Although there was only one
naturalist on this committee, they made recommendations for
appointments to fields such as entomology and ornithology.
The Academy of Natural Sciences protested this questionable
staffing decision. It was particularly upset because the
Philosophical Society preferred one of its own members,
Titian Peale, to be zoologist. The Society in turn crit-
icized the Academy's candidate, Charles Pickering, comment-
ing that he "is no hunter, — is exceedingly nearsighted,
cannot draw, — and knows nothing of taxidermy." Pickering
was superior, the Society said, "only in the book-knowledge
of natural history." Pickering was angry and fumed at the
thought of a shotgun-carrying Peale making decisions on what
Oh,
species to collect and why.
If the scientific community could not agree on how much
specialization to offer the expedition, the Navy Commander
could hardly be expected to settle the problem. Catesby
Jones was overwhelmed by the qualifications controversy.
^7
After issuing a vague General Order No. 1, suggesting
Americans would enlarge the bounds of knowledge and diffuse
civilization, Jones resigned. He told Dickerson that the
expedition lacked a "naval character" and that he would not
have enough authority over the scientific corps. 25 Jones
was correct. The enterprise lacked a naval character be-
cause it had assumed a national character. The prominence
asserted by the scientists in the planning of the exploration
modified the commercial and naval motivations and suggested
a new type of professional had emerged; one whose research
priorities and experimental motivations had not yet been
successfully evaluated by society. All of these delays in
preparation for the expedition were creating doubts on the
part of some of the naval officers that the public would
continue to support the mission at all. 26
Public enthusiasm was maintained, however, by Jeremiah
Reynolds, whose popular appeal as unofficial champion of the
expedition was due not only to his belief that both business
and science could benef it ,but also to his continued fostering
of the idea that the exploration was a national endeavor to
upgrade the reputation of the Republic in the ranks of civ-
ilized nations. Reynolds kept his appeal alive by means of
a newspaper campaign. 2 '!7 However, when he criticized Dickerson
for careless planning, by implication he also downgraded the
efforts of the Philosophical Society. The latter became
very annoyed at the interference of the "pragmatical and
designing" Reynolds. Its Secretary, George Ord, told
^8
Dickerson it would be a mistake to have a "heterogeneous
mixture of elements" in the corps and reminded the Navy
Secretary of the failure of a French expedition to Australia
which tried to do too many things with too large a staff.
Ord recommended using naval officers for astronomy and
hydrography and naval surgeons for meterology and philology.
Send Peale as naturalist, said Ord, with a botanist, an
artist and a machinist — then get rid of the others, es-
pecially that "incendiary fellow Reynolds ," 28 Ord trusted
few natural scientists in America, save for a few such as
Peale and himself, both of whom had been brought up under
Society tutelage. He believed that the "major part of the
fraternity [of naturalists] was composed of the most
intriguing, presumptuous, cross-grained animals that ever
were herded together in a similar enterprise." Ord also
believed that Reynolds had successfully persuaded the gov-
ernment to include the preposterous "hollow earth" search
as a major objective of the expedition. 2 9
Unfortunately, this approach to staffing the scientific
corps reflected the older, general view of the study of
natural history held by many in America. It did not recog-
nize the emerging specialties in science represented by men
such as James Dwight Dana, then the world's greatest min-
eralogist, Asa Gray the botanist, and Joseph Henry, the in-
dependent discoverer of electromagnetic induction. Ord's
plan, like the all-Navy plan of Charles Wilkes, would have
excluded practically all of Americans best workers in
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natural science. The natural scientists would not have it
this way.
Rumors of mismanagement of the expedition soon reached
the President. Van Buren now asked Secretary of War Joel
Poinsett to assist Dickerson. Poinsett was one of the best
of the gentlemen-scholars in science. Until Dickerson re-
signed for reasons of health, Poinsett gave advice on staff-
ing and consistently held the view that the expedition ought
to emphasize scientific study. 30 Poinsett also was able to
ward off some unqualified, politically-motivated appointments,
such as those from the Mechanics 1 Institute of New York City
which endorsed Oliver Smith as a zoologist , and the Native
American Association, also of New York, which endorsed the
same Oliver Smith as an astronomer , primarily because he was
a "native American." 31
Congress grew concerned about such hesitant and faulty
staffing methods. It debated the merits of the proposed
enterprise all over again, with strong criticism developing
from those who saw the science studies as ornamental and
only devised "to catch birds and flies, and what not." Whig
Congressman Henry A. Wise of Virginia would rather have an
improved coastal survey. We don't need general science
studies, said Wise, who saw more value in better nautical
science. Opponents of research-oriented science such as
Wise and Isaac E. Crary, Democrat of Michigan, preferred to
improve the expertise of the naval corps in hydrography and
meterology. They proposed a reduction in the funding of the
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expedition. The chief defense of the expedition now came
to be based upon the question of national honor and the
humiliation America would suffer if she now abandoned the
enterprise.
Th© North American Review supported the exploration in
the interests of navigation, commerce, national security and
science. The Review believed this would become the most
complete scientific expedition ever undertaken, save for the
Napoleonic expedition to Egypt, and said the mission must
not fail. Already another French scientific expedition had
sailed from Toulon to study the natural history and ethno-
graphy of the Pacific.^ Opposition to the expedition did
not have a partisan character. Although the exploration had
developed under Democratic administrations, most of its
opponents in the House were also Democrats. The chief House
supporters included two Whigs, two National Republicans and
one Democrat. There was no sectionalism involved in the
debate; the leading supporters represented both North and
South, as did the chief opponents. The motion to cut back
operating expenses lost on a 91 to 57 vote. 33
Congressmen such as Wise and Crary were characteristic
of widespread feelings, in the "Age of the Common Man," that
too much knowledge was dangerous. Romantic poets had led
the revolt against the uncontrolled effects of scientific
materialism, which valued people only as forces to be
measured and used. The popular novel Frankenstein was
interpreted by some as a warning against the dangers of
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excessive knowledge. 3 *1 Henry A. Wise believed improvements
in measuring tides and winds were more valuable and less
controversial than efforts to discover mankind's origin or
to investigate the distribution of species.
Such objections were overcome by the combined ambitions
of the professional scientists, who wanted to improve their
specialized knowledge, and by the nationalists, who wanted
to rival England in whatever was great and good. The pro-
fessionals went a step further and tried to wrest control
of the expedition from the naval officer corps and the
nationalists. They were reluctant to send out amateurs in
botany or astronomy. Unhappily for their cause, the two
chief "physical" scientists in America, Joseph Henry and
Alexander Dallas Bache, were absent a good deal of the time
during the expedition staffing period. Henry had been in
England studying physics and the British way of gaining
public support for science. He complained to Bache that
the "natural" scientists had carried out plans "not as good"
in their absence. He hoped it was not too late to "make
common cause and to raise our scientific character, to make
science more respected at home." ^
War Secretary Poinsett assumed direction of the expedi-
tion preparations as Dickerson was unwell and could not
understand the motivations of the scientists. Poinsett
recommended the appointment of Lieutenant Wilkes to replace
Jones as expedition commander. Once the President had
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approved this appointment, Wilkes pressed even harder for
adoption of his all-Navy staffing proposal. 36 He received
support from Ord at the American Philosophical Society who
was jealous of the influence of the Academy of Natural
Sciences. Poinsett balked. He told Wilkes that it would
be "injudicious" and would create "much clamour" to elim-
inate so many civilian scientists. The War Secretary agreed
in principle, however, to reduce the complement of civilians. 37
At this point, Charles Pickering advised Asa Gray that they
might as well give up their effort to take control of the
expedition out of the hands of the officer corps. 38 The
struggle for leadership ended in a compromise, with Wilkes,
Peale, Pickering and Gray agreeing to include five scientists
and two draftsmen from civil life. 39 Since American phil-
ologists were concerned that the study of races might be
neglected, Poinsett used his influence to add Horatio Hale,
a specialist in American Indian ethnology, to the science
corps
.
Supporters of "practicable objects" and those who saw
the enterprise as a cultural race with the Old World, were
pleased at Poinsett* s "judicious and persevering efforts."
Most professionals were glum. The botanist Asa Gray was so
unhappy over the staffing procedure that he finally resigned
in favor of a post at the University of Michigan. Poinsett
hurriedly replaced him with William Rich, an unknown botanist,
and William Brackenridge, a Philadelphia nurseryman who would
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become horticulturist for the proposed national botanic
garden. The defection of Gray and the substitution of sev-
eral naval officers to do the work in physical sciences,
seriously weakened the collective value of the scientific
corps
.
Despite quarrels over staffing and command functions
and inadequate professional expertise, the Republic consid-
ered the enterprise well qualified. The expedition ought to
start and carry out its objectives of advancing the nation's
cultural and commercial frontiers. Navalists such as Catesby
Jones would have included in the plans an attempt to colonize
unoccupied islands in the Pacific to preserve an American
presence in the Sandwich Islands, an area very sensitive to
British and French influence. 1*2 Wilkes did have orders to
visit Oregon Territory with the special intention of examin-
ing the area for its economic potential and to demonstrate
the ability of the Americans to establish a cultural presence
in that remote area of the continent.^ Similarly, the
American expedition planned to make as many visits as
possible to Latin America, as they sailed around Cape Horn
into the South Seas.
In the summer of 1838 the exploring squadron began to
assemble in Hampton Roads, Norfolk, Virginia. The Navy
provided two sloops of war, Vincennes and Peacock ; a brig,
Porpoise ; a store-ship, Relief ; and two small tenders or
pilot-boats, Sea-Gull and Flying Fish . The corps of
5*
scientists arrived and took up their stations aboard the
vessels. Aboard the flagship Vincennes would sail Charles
Pickering, naturalist; William Brackenridge, horticulturist;
Joseph Couthouy, conchologist
, and Joseph Drayton, artist.
They would be assisted by two technicians; John G. Brown, a
mathematical instrument maker and John W. Dyes, a taxidermist.
James Dwight Dana, mineralogist, would sail on Peacock to-
gether with Titian R. Peale, naturalist, and Horatio Hale,
philologist. The latter would be assisted by interpreter
F. L. Davenport. Botanist William Rich and artist Alfred
T. Agate would travel with Relief
. There were no specific
scientists assigned to the other ships, although Assistant
Surgeon Guillou of Porpoise was to act in the capacity of
naturalist whenever possible, as would the other surgeons in
the squadron. The commanders of the individual vessels would
make hydrographical studies. Wilkes himself would be the
principal astronomer and physical scientist.
On July 26, 1838, President Martin Van Buren arrived
at Norfolk with the Secretaries of War and Navy. The crews
manned the yards of the vessels and naval guns boomed in
honor of the illustrious delegation. After wishing the ex-
plorers every success, the statesmen departed for Washington
and the expedition commander made his squadron ready to be
piloted out to open waters. At three o'clock in the after-
noon of Saturday, August 18th, the United States Exploring
Expedition sailed eastward towards the Canary Islands. J
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The explorers remained briefly at the Canaries to conduct
a geological study and then sailed for South America. They
arrived at Rio de Janeiro in October, 1838.
The expedition remained in Rio almost four months,
studying the economy and society and making extensive
meterological and botanical observations. They then sailed
southward and soon reached Tierra del Fuego on the extreme
south coast of Argentina. Here they collected plants and
tried to compare them with the known flora of the Falkland
^6
Islands nearby. Dana and Couthouy had now collected and
identified twenty new genera and 200 new species of marine
entomostraca, a subclass of crustaceans "in which nothing
at all has ever been done." The naval officers meanwhile
had been busy observing the aurora borealis and recording
meteors.
Many of the officers were unwilling to assist the
scientists in their work, although Wilkes had specifically
ordered them to do so. The officers became happier when
the commander decided to explore the polar regions, using
Tierra del Fuego as a base of operations. Transferring to
Porpoise and with Sea-Gull as escort, Wilkes set sail for
the Antarctic regions late in February, 1839. The explorers
were excited by the prospect of visiting such remote and
unexplored regions where new wonders might exist. James
Dwight Dana wrote a song (which he arranged for the guitar)
to celebrate the bold excursion of the Americans among the
giant icebergs of the Antarctic! the "Antarctic Mariners*
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Song," with its choral refrain - "Circled by these columns
hoary, all the field of fame is ours; Here to carve a name
in story, .... Glory leads and we pursue.'^8 Their en-
thusiasm did not sustain them long for the sea into which
they now sailed was studded with icebergs; the air tempera-
ture fell to 28° above zero, snow covered the decks and ice
festooned the rigging. The clothing of the explorers was
found to be inadequate against the cold winds. Wilkes
ordered the southern cruise abandoned.
Turning northward, the squadron sailed into the Pacific
Ocean and along the west coast of South America. They
stopped at Valparaiso, Chile, where they established a
temporary observatory, and also studied the depth and tides
of the harbor. The naturalists formed an exploring party
and journeyed inland where they ascended one of the peaks of
the Cordilleras. Here they collected a few specimens of
animals and plants and then returned, complaining that their
hands and faces had been blistered by the sun and their eyes
injured by the glare upon the snow. Wilkes made a great
many detailed observations about the Chilian economy and the
conditions of its commerce. The squadron then sailed on
towards Peru. Sea-Gull had failed to rendezvous with the
others at Valparaiso, and although a search was made, the
ship and her crew were never seen again.
The expedition anchored at Callao which was the sea-
port for Lima, the capitol of Peru. Here Wilkes had to judge
the conduct of the crew of Relief which had arrived earlier
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with supplies. The marine guard placed over the spirit-room
got drunk on the contents and soon the whole ship was riotous.
To restore order and yet not to delay the expedition, Wilkes
at once ordered twenty-four lashes for all the offenders.
Wilkes felt he had "saved the results of the Expedition, the
honour of the navy, and the glory of the country."-'0
Meanwhile naturalists Dana and Pickering had gone on an
exploratory trip into the Andes Mountains. On a mountain
top, 16,000 feet above sea level, Dr. Pickering found an
ammonite fossil sea creature similar to one Darwin had found
earlier in Argentina. Dana was now anxious to continue the
cruise to North America, where he would examine the northern
chain of mountains for similar geological evidence. The
ethnologist, Hale, opened the graves of some of "the old
Peruvians" and carried off their skulls to add to the
national collections.^
The explorers now determined to visit the South Pacific
islands. Turning directly west, the expedition sailed over
three thousand miles to the Tuamotu group of islands. The
explorers had made their first contact with people beyond
the general influence of Western man. Wilkes felt it
necessary to repeat the warnings given them by the Navy
Secretary before sailingi they should be careful not to
cause such people to lose confidence that the expedition
objectives were only to gain knowledge and to diffuse culture.
The scientists and officers attempted to land at Tahiti
in order to survey the harbor. They were promptly threatened
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by a chief who aimed a spear at conchologist Couthouy. The
latter at once dropped the presents he was offering and ran
for the boat. Wilkes ordered naturalist Peale to fire at
the natives with buckshot, which he did with some effect.
The Americans now landed and went on with their collecting
of shells, fishes and botanical specimens. Other islanders
in the Tuamotus were more peacefully inclined and the ex-
plorers were able to make extensive collections of plants
and shells and even to measure the heads of some of the
natives
The great scope of this maritime reconnaissance forced
Wilkes to ask the ship's surgeons to help with astronomical
observations, for there were frequent showers of meteors in
southern latitudes. Assistant Surgeon Gilchrist of
Vincennes protested that he had a very sick patient to
watch and that he didn f t know how to observe meteors anyway.
As the commander would not excuse the doctor, the latter
watched meteors for three nights but was too worried about
his patient to record much about the heavens. At Mount
Tenin Island, there was no safe way of landing, so the
eager collectors swam ashore to obtain specimens of shell
and coral. '
Surgeon Gilchrist tried to conduct some medical re-
search at Tahiti. He observed that there was a great deal
of venereal disease present, which had been badly treated
(with mercury) by the western missionaries there.
Elephantiasis was endemic on Tahiti, but Gilchrist did
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not prepare any more information on the problem. He did
record his belief that in general the public health situa-
tion on Tahiti was no worse than that which obtained in the
crowded cities of the United States. The determined ex-
plorers even tried to drill into the coral reefs on Tahiti
in an effort to study the structural formation. The attempt
ended when the experimental drilling equipment broke at a
depth of twenty-four feet.
Peale felt that Wilkes was staying too long in well-
known places and not long enough in places where the science
corps could be used most effectively. The naturalist
grumbled about the Commander's "survey" approach; he felt
that the British and French expeditions then at sea were
operating in a superior manner.^ The French expedition,
led by Dumont D'Urville and sailing in Astrolabe and Zelee , .
and the English expedition commanded by James Ross with
Erebus and Terror were even then following the Americans.
The English were determined not to allow "a nation but of
yesterday ... to snatch from us our birthright on the
ocean. "^
English anxiety was increased by contemporary problems
in obtaining effective support for their own scientific en-
deavors. British expeditions had gathered flora and fauna
from many areas of the world, including the arctic zones of
Canada. Yet the science workers at the Royal Gardens of Kew
were unable to keep up with the classification of the date
which continually poured in. A special commission which
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studied the Kew Gardens in 1838-18^0, reported that specimens
were piling up and their study neglected. A new staff was
recommended in order that the nation might benefit from any
new discoveries in medicine and agriculture. The new British
Association for the Advancement of Science was not yet able
to provide the support needed to make science flourish in
England. Harriet Martineau, English reform writer who had
severely criticized the cultural shortcomings of America,
felt that small men and humbugs dominated the councils of
the British Association.^
Secure in the belief that the federal government
would support their efforts, the American explorers con-
tinued to hope that they would not fall too far behind the
work of other nations. Ethnologist Hale compared the
dialects of the Pau-Motu (Tuamotu) and the Tahitian. He
later studied the Hawaiian dialect, compared the degree of
familiarity of all three and concluded that there was a
high degree of correspondence between the Tahitian and
Hawaiian dialects.
When the explorers reached the Feejee (Fiji) Islands
the medical scientists again studied the prevalent diseases,
especially the kind of fevers known to be present. They
also observed the surgical treatment of rheumatism used by
the natives.^8 At Samoa, Wilkes carefully negotiated a
treaty of commerce with the local chiefs, secured the
concurrence of the British vice consul there, and appointed
a local American businessman as acting vice consul for the
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United States. 59
As the expedition visited island after island in the
South Pacific, Wilkes gave increased attention to surveying
the reefs and shoals. In October, 1839, the explorers
visited Tutuila, whose harbor they surveyed. They also ex-
amined the harbors of Upolu, Manono and Savaii. In November,
they set sail towards Australia.
Couthouy felt that Wilkes was neglecting the study of
natural history; in a letter to the Boston Society of Natural
History he complained that the science departments had all
been so far considered as "merely accessory to the great
object — surveying . " He became more uneasy as the
reconnaissance continued and the surveying activities
allowed less and less time for natural history study, in-
cluding the dredging technique so vital for obtaining
specimens of marine life. Geologist Dana, realizing that
there would not be enough time to carry out effectively all
of his assignments, decided on his own initiative to con-
centrate on geology, for this was his major field of
training. 60
Late in November, 1839 $ Vincennes , Porpoise , Peacock
and Flying Fish arrived in Australian waters to find that
Relief had preceded them and landed their supplies. Wilkes
determined once again to try to reach as far as possible into
the south polar regions. He had some misgivings about the
readiness of the ships for such a venture and the opinions
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of the Australians did not change this attitude. The latter
perceived that the American vessels had no compartments to
prevent them from sinking if pierced by icebergs; the ships
lacked adequate heating stoves; there were no antiscorbutics
for the dread scurvy; they had no ice-saws. Yet the Ameri-
cans had been ordered to go to Antarctica and they intended
to do so, despite their unpreparedness. Unfortunately
Wilkes decided that none of the naturalists would be needed
for the Antarctic cruise. They were left behind to explore
Australia and New Zealand. 61
The American squadron sailed at the beginning of the
new year and after moving through dense fogs and fields of
ice for many days, it reached an unknown continent on
January 16th. The vessels sailed along the coast for
seventy-five miles, measuring the snow-covered heights of
the Antarctic Continent. They landed and obtained geological
specimens and some penguins. With the health of the crew
already declining from constant exposure, Wilkes reluctantly
agreed to return to Australia. Peacock had been severely
damaged from collisions with icebergs and was repaired after
a workman equipped with an India rubber "diving apparatus"
went down to check her hull. The expedition continued on to
New Zealand to pick up the natural scientists who had gone
there to botanize.
The explorers turned northward and sailed to the
Friendly Islands. There they found a civil war in progress.
On Tonga Taboo island the pagans had attacked the
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christianized natives because a Wesleyan missionary had shot
one of the sacred pigeons of the pagans. Ignoring the
standing orders of the Navy Secretary not to interfere with
domestic affairs, Wilkes tried without much success to
settle the dispute. In spite of his interference, a survey
revealed that the islands were not suitable for American
economic interests; there was little there for trade, the
climate was damp and influenza and consumption prevailed.
^
The squadron now re-visited the Fiji Islands which the
scientists had decided upon for specialized studies. The
examiners hauled up water from a boiling spring and set it
aside for later analysis in chemical laboratories; they
studied diseases prevalent on Ovolau, including an unknown
rheumatic disease which they found inflamed the joints and
was characterized by ulcerated pustules on the skin. This
malady, which was observed on other islands in the area,
lasted from nine months to three years. Native treatment
included incising the area about the suppuration and apply-
ing soot. White men who remained any length of time were
also afflicted. The etiology was unknown. The treatments
were relatively ineffective. Rheumatism was also very
common and the natives believed it invaded even the long
bones of the victim. The incision treatment was always used.
The American explorers found the Fijian soil "well
adapted to the cultivation of Cotton, Coffee, Sugar Cane,
Vegetables, fruits," and even "planted a garden with
success." The natives finally tired of their visitors'
6k
persistent enterprise. The first warning came in July at
Maloa Bay, when the ships were visited by canoes in which
natives were observed eating human flesh. On July 22
Vincennes attempted to survey Malolo Island. Some of the
officers went ashore to begin their studies and seized the
chief's son as a hostage. Suddenly the boy broke loose
from his guard, Lieutenant Alden. The Americans fired at
the fleeing boy and the chief ordered an attack in retalia-
tion. Two Americans were clubbed and stabbed to death
during the incident.
Wilkes determined to punish the natives and force them
to respect the American flag. At 9*00 A.M. on July 23, three
groups of American sailors and marines landed on the island
and when the inhabitants fled, burned their town. At sunset
the Americans advanced upon the native fort, to which the
islanders had retired. The Fijians were protected by a
twelve-foot wide ditch with a palisade of cocoanut trunks
and an earthen parapet. The Americans, however, had rockets
which they fired at the fortifications, setting on fire one
of the houses. Soon the whole fortress was burning. On the
following day, the sound of distant wailing heralded the
approach of the natives and soon all of the adult islanders
appeared crawling on their knees — their way of suing for
65peace. J
The science corps was disgusted by the spectacle and
yet were glad of an opportunity to study other races in
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action. Dr. Pickering had by now become convinced that the
prevailing theory of "five races of man" was inaccurate and
that there were no fewer than eight races in the world. He
discounted the possibility of any new, hybrid race originat-
ing. Pickering, like so many Americans of his day, was
intensely preoccupied with the idea of the final destiny of
man and the relative progress of the different races of man.
Pickering thought that the black race had yet to attain a
state of civilization by its own efforts. He also thought
the white race had made progress by plundering and destroy-
ing; they had never erected monuments as had the Egyptians
and the Mongols. ° The Jackson-Van Buren administrations
had surely not intended scientific pursuits to be carried
out with such violent methods. Yet they still felt the
necessity of showing American influence in an area which
Britain coveted for colonies. Even scientist Couthouy had
urged the Navy Secretary to consider colonizing the South
Pacific to protect American commercial investments there. '
Couthouy's attitude was of special significance. Ever
since the squadron had entered the Pacific several of the
scientists had taken note of the hurried approach of Wilkes
towards scientific studies. Some of the scientists had made
adjustments to the situation. Dana had decided to concen-
trate on geology, but Couthouy was less flexible, his fields
of study being fewer. He took out his frustrations on Wilkes
by continually demanding that the commander make changes in
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expedition strategy to allow more time for Couthouy to study
conchology. Couthouy also knew something about navigation,
for he had been a commercial ship captain himself. This
accounted for his special interest in American colonizing
efforts in the Pacific. After the expedition he would go to
work for a New York trading firm.
Couthouy could see that the strategy of the expedition
commander, the naval corps and the statesmen had been to
concentrate on navigation, surveying and commerce. Wilkes,
in self-defense, suspended Couthouy from his scientific
duties. Meanwhile the expedition sailed for the Sandwich
Islands (Hawaii). When the explorers reached Honolulu
Wilkes formally demanded that Couthouy surrender the draw-
ings of conchological specimens which artist Drayton had
done and which Couthouy had been using to interpret his own
work. Realizing that this action would preclude a good re-
sult in his field of study, Couthouy asked to be allowed to
keep the drawings to assist in the later workup of his
studies in conchology. Wilkes insisted he give up the
drawings. They were not Couthouy f s work and belonged to
the expedition. Couthouy retorted that the commander was
not competent to decide such a technical question. The
result was that Couthouy returned to the United States with
only his notes. Drayton's drawings went to Peale and
Pickering to use. Wilkes said that all notes and drawings
should remain in government custody until the Navy Secretary
determined their disposition. The special scientific duties
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of the corps came under the direction of the expedition
commander; this was necessary for discipline. The aston-
ished Couthouy insisted that the naval commander lacked the
technical competence to decide on natural science matters. 68
Charles Wilkes was also a scientist. He had done a
great deal of surveying; he had a strong mathematical back-
ground and was a pioneer in systematic astronomical obser-
vations. Yet he lacked any real practical knowledge of
natural history. Now the earlier fears expressed by Asa
Gray and Charles Pickering were materializing. Wilkes had
emphasized navigation and surveying partly because he knew
this best and also because the government required this
knowledge for commerce. Wilkes had been a better choice
for expedition commander than a line officer such as Catesby
Jones; yet his judgment on Couthouy had been very unwise.
Good work in conchology was seriously jeopardized and a
damaging precedent had been set for future national missions.
The expedition remained in the Sandwich Islands for
some time. Wilkes also sent two ships on a return visit to
the Southern Seas for more information. These ships sailed
from Oahu on November 15, 1840 and reached the Paumotu
Islands once again. The explorers continued their studies
and repeated the attempt to drill into the coral reef
structure. This time they only reached a depth of twenty-
one feet. They had to give up further efforts as the coral
was too hard and water continually filled the hole. During
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this time the main body of scientists was busy studying
Hawaiian volcanoes. A party of explorers ascended Mauna
Loa. When they reached the rim of the crater Wilkes looked
down into what he described as a "huge pit, black, ill-
looking." He saw no jets of fire but at one end of the
crater* s floor he discerned a "small cherry-red spot, whence
vapour was issuing." They descended to a ledge about five
hundred feet above this pool of lava. They could see that
there was activity as the internal pressures continually
cast up great stones to a height of about seventy feet.
Wilkes and his fellow explorers, together with the com-
manders 1 dog Sydney, went down to the floor of the crater
which was almost a thousand feet deep. The dog's paws were
burned by the heat of the lava and he ran back, but the ex-
plorers remained near the burning pool for some time, study-
69ing its effects. 7
Early in 1841, Wilkes began to plan for the survey of
Oregon Territory which the Board of Navy Commissioners had
so long ago requested. The Board had asked Wilkes to survey
Puget Sound and the Juan de Fuca Straits to help the Navy
form an opinion on what security forces might be needed to
defend American interests there from Indians, rival traders
and the "troops of certain nations." The principal civilian
advocate of this survey was Caleb Cushing, Massachusetts
Whig and member of the House Committee of Foreign Affairs.
Cushing was a strong defender of national commercial exparsion
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into the Pacific arena. Wilkes intended to survey the terrain
estimate the timber growth, identify the Indian tribes, and
allow the natural scientists to "make occasional short ex-
cursions." In May, 1841, Wilkes told the Navy Secretary
that he would base the scientific study of the territory on
the presumptive value of future American settlement there. 70
Once they had arrived in Oregon, Wilkes ordered horti-
culturist Brackenridge to visit the interior of the territory
and study the soil and the plant life. Dr. Pickering went
also and made a special study of the Indians, comparing
their social institutions with those of the Polynesians.
Dr. Holmes, the naval surgeon from Porpoise , joined the ex-
ploring party to study public health. He found pulmonary
diseases to be common, especially bronchitis and tuberculosis.
The damp climate aggravated rheumatic diseases and the
medicine men treated these with alternate hot and cold
baths. Their treatment for bronchitis was to force the
patient to take deeper breaths by tying a rope tightly
71
around his chest.
James Dwight Dana was well aware of the superficial
nature of the current scientific study of Oregon. He felt
this was due to the attempt to conduct too many studies —
political and economic as well as basic science. America's
leading geologist shared with Darwin an interest in coral
reef formation. Dana felt it necessary to remind Wilkes
that the expedition was really an important one for science
as well as for America. Already the study of marine
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Crustacea (in which the dismissed Couthouy had been assist-
ing) had revealed the existence of over one hundred new
genera. Even the best French studies, Dana believed, had
not identified the species completely .
?
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Yet Wilkes pressed forward his other studies, confront-
ing the British Hudson's Bay Company in Oregon with an
American cultural presence which caused the Company officers
great discomfort. The disappointed Dana picked up some
fossils near Astoria but generally found the country too
densely wooded to study effectively in the limited time
given for scientific searches.^ The American expedition
now shifted its attention southward towards California.
Some of the explorers travelled south by land as far as
San Francisco, collecting plants, studying Indian cultures
and evaluating the resources of the West Coast of America.
After a four-month survey Wilkes confidently wrote to the
Navy Secretary that America could not afford to concede 49
nh,
latitude as a boundary for Oregon. In early November,
the American expedition, now reunited, sailed from San
Francisco for Manila. Peacock had been lost to them, how-
ever, for she had struck a rock trying to enter the Columbia
River. Pumping operations were useless for the heavy seas
broke the cables and hurled the ship again onto the rocks.
On the second day, with her gun deck underwater, the ship
was abandoned.
The remaining vessels of the expedition continued on
to Wake's Island for two days of surveying and botanizing
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and then sailed to Corregidor in the Philippine Islands.
They spent several days here studying the volcano on Lake
de Taal and then sailed for Singapore. Unfortunately the
scientists were unable to do any plant collecting at
Singapore due to large numbers of tigers nearby. Their
collecting work nearly done, the expedition sailed for New
York via the Cape of Good Hope. 75
Four years had passed since the expedition sailed from
American shores on its journey around the world. The Demo-
crats had been ousted by the Whigs, whose successful candi-
date for president, William Henry Harrison, had died and
been replaced by Vice-president John Tyler. Jeremiah
Reynolds had become active in local Whig politics in New
York. Anglo-American relations were tense, for the state
of New York faced the delicate task of putting on trial a
Canadian citizen named McLeod, accused of murdering an
American involved in the Canadian Rebellion of 1837. Britain
had threatened "war immediate and frightful in its character"
if the New Yorkers executed McLeod. British-American rela-
tions were further excited by reports of hostilities on the
long-disputed boundary between Maine and New Brunswick.
The temper of Maine residents was such that Tyler had
Secretary of State Webster alert all customs collectors,
marshalls and district attorneys to add their vigilance to
that of the American army then patrolling the border.'
Before the end of 1841, a more conciliatory government
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had come to power in England and arranged for a special
mission to relieve the tension between the two nations. The
British chose Alexander Baring, the first Baron Ashburton,
as special envoy to America. Lord Ashburton, a banker and
an anti-slavery man, arrived in the United States prepared
to reconcile American-British territorial disputes in Oregon
and Maine. He attached the greatest importance, however,
towards obtaining agreement to stop the "miserable traffic"
in slaves by American shipping interests. Such an agreement
he would consider the "very best fruit of this mission."
The chief difficulty in obtaining a full condemnation of
the slave trade was the sensitivity of Americans towards
British criticism of American social institutions, includ-
ing slavery. English critics still condemned the gross
imitation of European science and art by a nation "but of
yesterday," a malevolent nation which indolently maintained
a slave-supported economy.
Ashburton entered into negotiations with Daniel
Webster. The former soon became convinced that America had
a great interest in the Oregon Territory, especially the
Juan de Fuca Straits. The Wilkes exploring expedition had
returned home in the summer of 1842 while these negotiations
were in progress. The government tried to suppress the news
of the expedition survey of Oregon because Wilkes had such
a militant attitude on the boundary question. Ashburton,
however, was sympathetic towards a settlement of the Oregon
matter. He suggested to his Foreign Minister that "if we
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wish to live in harmony with a powerful and very sensitive
neighbor, we must consider something more than our right ." 78
What had impressed Ashburton most was the display of technical
expertise by the American exploring expedition and their
obvious ability and willingness to study the resources of
the Oregon Territory. He found the Americans increasingly
obstinate on the subject of Oregon. The Wilkes survey and
its precise information on the economic potential of the
Pacific Coast had destroyed the hope of settlement which
Ashburton had entertained.^
The negotiations of Webster and Ashburton did result in
an agreement on the Maine boundary and the Canadian border
near Lake Superior. The Americans also agreed in principle
to suppress the African slave trade.* The Van Buren admin-
istration had been encouraged by the success of the explorers
in using Australia as a base for Antarctic exploration. The
Democrats had felt bold enough in 18^0 to ask Britain how
far she planned to extend her influence in Australia and New
Zealand. The United States also insisted that they required
80
a protected interest in whaling and fishing grounds there.
*The Maine boundary question was not to be settled until
after a professional survey and "the arbitration of scientifick
persons." Yet in the final analysis, Palmerston was probably
correct in suggesting that the Americans didn't need the land
but simply wanted to expel all things English . (See Bourne,
Victorian' England
, 257-58). Both the English and the Ameri-
cans had to consider if scientific studies could be allowed
to affect questions of "politics or national honour." (See
Fox to Harvey, Washington, November 2, 1839 [confidential],
in GB, FO-97, Vol. 17, Part II; and [Aberdeen] to Asnburton,
Foreign Office, February 8, 1842, in GB, FO-5, Vol. 378, Part
I, both in Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress).
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The Whigs and Webster did not pursue this approach during
their negotiations with Ashburton.
The extended study by the Americans of the Sandwich
Islands presaged an era of increasing influence there by the
United States. Catesby Jones had urged Secretary Dickerson
in 1836 to consider "timely intervention" in the islands in
order to resist British influence. Wilkes, in his Narrative
of the expedition, denounced French influence in Hawaii,
criticizing their demands upon the Hawaiians in 1839 to give
religious toleration to Roman Catholics. The French, said
Wilkes, had "forced a dreaded religion upon a reluctant
people ... and left the islands open to the introduction
of immorality and vice."^1
Despite the bold adventures of the exploring expedition,
the Whigs were hostile towards Wilkes for several reasons,
including the fact that the expedition had been formed under
Democratic auspices. They also felt that Wilkes* militant
stand on Oregon might obstruct the Webster-Ashburton negotia-
tions. Their greatest concern, however, was for the reputa-
tion of the nation, which had suffered because of careless
reporting of expedition successes. The Whigs, no less than
the Democrats, were anxious for American success in scien-
tific discovery and exploration. The new Whig Navy Secretary,
Abel Parker Upshur, was a Virginian slaveholder who was very
sensitive to British criticisms of American society. Upshur
was angry that Wilkes had not given convincing evidence of his
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claim to have discovered a new continent in the Antarctic.
Upshur also felt that the attack upon the natives in the
Fiji Islands, even though justified by Wilkes as a measure
of self defense, was likely to draw more ridicule than respect
for America's scientific expedition.
Public reaction to the exploration as a national enter-
prise was mixed but chiefly generous. Mark Twain was then
only seven years old but he later recalled that Wilkes was
thought of as a second Columbus. Some American and English
critics supported the retaliatory action against the Fijians,
but there was criticism on both sides of the Atlantic for
trying to carry out so many scientific studies so hurriedly.
Many others believed the sole purpose of the expedition,
like those of the British, was the execution of God's command
to subdue, conquer and civilize the whole world; to "unfurl
in every clime the standard of civilization and Christianity."
Many Americans would support Anglican Bishop Reginald Heber
in his mission to deliver Greenland, India and Africa's
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people "from error's chain."
American scientists were only interested in obtaining
the valuable collections of the expedition, great quantities
of which had arrived in Washington long before the explorers
returned home. The same summer of 18^2 that the explorers
returned saw the formation of the National Institute for the
Promotion of Science. This organization, under the leader-
ship of such amateur scholars as Joel Poinsett, hoped to
gain control of the collections and make them available for
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all citizens of the Republic to examine, speculate about and
enthuse over. Followers of a "national" science of America
felt that this would be better than trying to force all this
new knowledge upon unsuspecting and unprepared students in
the schools. They wanted to create a "great National Ware-
house of knowledge. "^
The idea of a "warehouse" of knowledge was disturbing
to scientific professionals who began to fear "political
infection" might set in and obscure the results of the ex-
ploration. D Explorer Peale complained to Professor Bache
that the attitude of the National Institute might hinder the
proper examination of the data. Dr. Pickering told Asa Gray
he feared that the American lack of expertise in botany might
make it difficult to handle the great variety of specimens
even with the aid of English professionals. When the
Congress heard that the scientists were even thinking about
working with Europeans, it demanded that the project must
87become exclusively an American enterprise.
Despite the unusually large complement of scientists
who had gone on the expedition and the immense collections
of raw data they had obtained from all over the world, it
was agreed that there would have to be a serious effort to
o o
produce creditable publications. Scientists were not in-
sensible to the desire of officers of state to improve the
national reputation, but they feared that their own lack of
experience and education might result in laughable results
for America if they failed to obtain both financial support
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from the government and technical advice from Europe. 89 They
continued to hope that an elite, professional scientific
establishment could flourish in a democracy.
CHAPTER III
A STRUGGLE FOR CONTROL OF EXPEDITION POLICY
The National Institute was determined to control the
vast collections of the Exploring Expedition. This wealth
of data represented the first fruits of the Republic's new
cultural enterprise. There now ought to be established a
"great national warehouse of knowledge," where the republic
could display to all of its citizens — indeed to all the
world — the wonderful results of the recent expedition.
Even before the explorers had returned to America, they had
arranged to send on ahead by commercial vessel thousands of
specimens of plants, shells and artifacts from all over the
world. Francis Markoe, the Secretary of the National In-
stitute, was also an "under-secretary" in the Department of
State. In this capacity he managed to obtain custody of
the collections for the Institute and then stored them in
the Patent Office. Poinsett, Markoe and Colonel Abert
planned to create a situation in which some of the Institute
officers would always be officers of the United States,
thereby encouraging the continued patronage of the Republic.
Followers of the National Institute also hoped to gain
control over a large sum of money recently given to the
nation for scientific research. James Smithson, an amateur
English scientist, had left to America his fortune amounting
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to half a million dollars in gold. He wished the American
people to establish an institution which could increase
that nation's knowledge in science. In 1838, the Smithson
legacy, in the form of nearly a hundred bags of gold
sovereigns, reached America. A debate began in Congress
over the best method of using this gift. 1
While politicians argued over the proper way to use
the Smithson bequest, the United States Exploring Expedition
searched the seas and coasts for new data in natural history.
Once the explorers had returned, they looked for the collec-
tions they had made during the last four years. They were
dismayed to find that the National Institute had taken
charge of these. An angry Peale complained to the American
Philosophical Society that the Institute had usurped his
professional prerogatives to interpret the results of his
own data collecting. The Society's George Ord was sym-
pathetic. The Institute was mistaken, said Ord, in its
efforts to "nationalize" science and to diffuse the results
of the expedition in this way. They could not hope to
obtain maximum results from the data by simply making them
available to any citizen who might be moved to use the
collections. Professional scientists conceded that in a
democracy all citizens should have access to knowledge, but
they insisted that only those citizens who were trained in
methodical study of data should be allowed to publish re-
sults .
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Senator Robert Walker of Mississippi, a brother-in-law
of Professor Bache, defended the professional approach.
Walker made a protest to the Institute about its methods of
study. Its leaders replied that they intended only to be
custodians of the collections and to make them available
for all citizens to study and admire. 2 The expedition
naturalists, who wished to analyze, collate and interpret
the new data, were aghast at the thought of the valuable
collections being whisked away and stored in display cases.
They decided to make a direct appeal to Congress, which by
now had appointed a committee to assume direction of the
final publishing of the results of the expedition.^
Dr. Pickering visited the chairman of this committee,
Senator Benjamin Tappan, an Ohio Democrat. Tappan, who
considered himself an amateur conchologist
,
agreed with
Pickering that the National Institute was not competent to
in-
direct the study of the data. Early in November, Senator
Tappan went to see Navy Secretary Upshur and they agreed
that Upshur should inform Colonel Abert, Chief of the
Topographical Engineers and a director of the National
Institute, that the latter must give up custody of the
specimens. Abert was not easily persuaded. He told Tappan
that the Institute intended to go ahead with its plans to
create a national museum. Meanwhile, the timid Pickering
was having difficulty persuading Navy Secretary Upshur that
more specialists were needed to work up the vast collections.
Finally, Upshur was persuaded that in the interests of the
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good name of the Republic, Pickering should take direction
of the studies and employ Dana, Hale, Rich, Couthouy, Peale
and Brackenridge to do the special work. When Colonel
Abert heard of this he told Poinsett not to feel discour-
aged at this temporary setback. The Institute should con-
tinue its efforts to secure government support for national
diffusion of science.
The appointed naturalists went to work on the collec-
tions. Brackenridge was delighted to have the curatorship
of the plant specimens, now in a Botanic Garden set up by
Congressional order. There the living plants brought back
by the explorers were nurtured and displayed for the people.*
The Patent Office bulged with shells, skulls, spears and
other artifacts of primitive societies. Here was the office
of curator Pickering. Other scientists, such as Dana, would
find it more convenient to work elsewhere in order to have
ready access to books of reference and other collections.
The men worked full time on the collections, although they
now knew that the government intended to discharge them as
soon as they had completed their studies for publication.^
The government officials supervising publication
efforts thought the scientists would easily find other jobs
*Today in the Washington Botanic Gardens, one can see
living plants and trees grown from offshoots of the expedi-
tion collections.
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based on the personal glory they would win. The professional
workers were contemptuous of such an attitude. The prin-
cipal objective, said Augustus A. Gould, a leading concholo-
gist now assigned to do the mollusca of the expedition, was
not individual glory, but achievement of "the best science."
We must hurry, Dr. Gould told Tappan, for whoever publishes
the works in science first will be privileged to name the
new specimens.^ When the politicians heard this, they be-
came more than ever convinced that they could use the per-
sonal successes of "their" men of science to enrich the
reputation of the country. American scientists were not
unaware of the value of improving the reputation of America
culturally, but they were reluctant to see this feature so
much emphasized when what the people really needed was
better science — the elimination of quackery in medical
practice, as well as charlatanism and amateurism in scien-
tific experiments and research.
Professionals such as Gould were keenly aware of the
opportunity presented to them by the unusually vast collec-
tions of the Exploring Expedition. Horatio Hale, the
philologist, and his professional colleagues expected good
results in the study of language and races. The expedition
had been planned in part so as to expose the examiners to
cultural groups more diverse than any yet studied. Phil-
ologists and ethnologists alike hoped that Hale's studies of
the history of languages and the reconstruction of
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non-recorded cultures would bring to the world new informa-
tion concerning the racial composition of mankind. Hale
and his fellow investigators had obtained partial vocab-
ularies of twenty-six languages during the long voyage. 7
This emphasis on cultural comparisons reflected America's
consciousness of itself as a social and political experiment.
Some comfort could be derived by contrasting the great
Republic with other, more primitive cultures, especially
in an age when Europeans were so critical of America.
When Hale published Ethnography and Philology in 18*4-6,
the North American Review praised the work as "highly hon-
orable to the scholarship of our country." By tracing
patterns in the progression of language forms, Hale was
able to suggest that Asia was the primitive home of man.
He believed that the Polynesian migration from Asia to the
Americas could be seen in the progression of religious forms
from the highly spiritual Asian to the "cruel idolatry" of
3
the Atlantic peoples.
Years later, when Dr. Pickering published Races of Man ,
he formally rejected the prevailing view in science that
there were only three or four races. He suggested that
there were no less than eleven. Senator Tappan had become
somewhat apprehensive about the Pickering study, in view of
its distinctly non-scriptural view of the origin of men.
The Senator delayed publication and encouraged the author
o
to give more supporting evidence.
Actually, neither Pickering nor Hale used good
8k
methodology, according to more advanced workers in the
field. The best work in ethnology in America was being
done by Dr. Samuel G. Morton, a comparative anatomist of
Philadelphia, who owned a great collection of skulls.
Morton depended upon analysis of crania, rather than upon
language or custom diffusion, to explain the migration of
races. This method heralded a more exact science of anthro-
pology which included studies of physical as well as ling-
uistic differences. 10 Such specialization was an important
feature of post-expedition study.
Naturalist Titian Peale undertook the study of the
Expedition zoology. There was a large collection of birds —
about a thousand species, but relatively few mammals had
been collected from the numerous small islands visited in
the Pacific. Now, Peale found that the inexperienced
curators of the National Institute had mixed up many of the
specimens. Moreover, Congressional leaders were pressing
him so hard to publish that there was insufficient time for
him to do a thorough study. Peale worked hard but was un-
able to satisfy the demands of his colleagues in zoology.
Peale' s Mammalia and Ornithology , though an official work,
was generally condemned by the scientific fraternity, which
urged ornithologist John Cassin to do the study again.
Cassin, who had identified the great collection of birds
at the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, was dis-
couraged by the numerous errors he found in the Peale study.
Cassin thought Lieutenant Wilkes had been an "ass" ever to
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support such a work as Peale's Mammalia
. The Republic was
guilty of a "deplorable oversight" in subsidizing such a
publication. 11
Determined not to allow such careless work to be re-
peated in other expedition publications, professional scien-
tists persuaded Senator Tappan to assign the insect study to
someone more competent than Peale. John L. LeConte, a dis-
tinguished New York entomologist, undertook this work and
soon produced a manuscript in which he described all of the
12beetles and weevils collected on the voyage.
Botany presented a problem. American scientists were
trying to follow the great collectors such as England's Sir
Joseph Banks and the important systematic botanists such as
Linneaus. Now that America possessed new data, it would be
a sorry spectacle for scientific progress if William Rich,
who had replaced Asa Gray at the last minute on the Expedi-
tion, should produce erroneous or bad results. American
botanists asked for help from such specialists as William
Starling Sullivant, their best worker in mosses. Sullivant
visited Rich in Washington where the latter was working.
The muscologist was dismayed at the "miserably small collec-
tion" of mosses. He thought Rich "most wretchedly incompe-
tent for the task." In spite of the known opposition of
Senator Tappan to participation in the studies by any non-
Americans, Gray and Torrey now determined to get rid of
13
Rich and seek professional help from Europe.
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Under pressure from the professional workers, Rich
resigned his appointment as botanist-in-charge and joined
the army in 18*4-6. Gray now took charge of the official work
on botany. He asked Torrey to join him in studying the
flowers, assigning Brackenridge the ferns and Sullivant the
mosses and liverworts. Edward Tuckerman, a Massachusetts
botanist, agreed to do the lichens. The work would be done
accurately, insisted Gray and Torrey; the former even gave
warning that if the government attempted to publish Rich's
work in its present condition, he would "take care to show
it up." 1"
Reluctantly, the government gave in. Wilkes and
Tappan, realizing their own inability to keep pace with
specialization in science, permitted the assignment of work
to non-expedition scientists. They still hoped, however,
that the scientists would not disgrace America by asking
Englishmen for help in the work.^5 Professionals in America
were conscious of the need to make contributions to world
science and they consistently advocated improvements in
the nation* s cultural well-being by the elimination of poor
science. Yet they knew their limitations and judged that
the national enterprise would be better served by enlisting
the aid of England's scientists, however unpatriotic that
might seem to some Americans. Science in America could
usefully serve the nation by improvements in its own
knowledge and expertise.
Gray considered himself unable to do certain of the
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plant collections — notably those from Antarctica. He
finally decided that the best solution was to go abroad him-
self and use the minds and facilities of those working at
Kew Gardens or the Jardin des Plantes. For work on the
algae collections, William H. Harvey of Ireland joined
Jacob Whitman Bailey, West Point professor of chemistry
and geology and America's leading microscopist
. The choice
of an Irishman, a happy one to many Americans, was due to
Bailey's distrust of the ability of London microscopists to
manage the oblique lighting needed for optimum clarity of
objects. Bailey was the first in science to detect fossil
diatoms in algae of North America. 1 ^
William Starling Sullivant ignored national sensi-
bilities and incorporated into his work on mosses the known
17
results of both English and French expeditions. ' Torrey*
s
work on the plants similarly violated the nationalistic
spirit of the 1840's, as well as the specific injunctions
of government officers administering the scientific enter-
prise. Torrey asked Joseph Henry to support a policy of
incorporating "collateral" (including foreign) studies into
Expedition publications. Torrey believed that the long-
range result would be to increase the overall value of the
18
national enterprise.
This struggle between professionals and national
officials over Expedition publication policy continued.
Although the National Institute was no longer officially
supported by the government, it too was still obtrusive.
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It clung so tenaciously to the collections of the live
plants that Brackenridge was delayed for years in publish-
ing his Ferns volume. 1^
Professor Dana now entered the controversy. Dana had
been watching the efforts by Wilkes and Tappan to exercise
control over assignments and activities. Since Couthouy
had obtained employment elsewhere after his dismissal from
the expedition, Tappan offered the task of examining the
mollusks to Dr. Augustus Gould. Wilkes tried to get the
assignment transferred from Gould to Joseph Drayton, the
20
expedition artist. Dana was disgusted with such care-
lessness. He advised Gould to see Tappan right away and
21
expose Drayton's incapacity to do the work.
Tappan and Wilkes agreed to allow Gould to go ahead
with the mollusks. Due to such delays, as well as the
vast assortment of specimens awaiting study, several scien-
tists did not complete their work for years. Then in 1844,
English scientists published an important new work on
"Mollusca" based upon collections made during the voyage
of HMS Sulphur . Despite this national setback, Lieutenant
Wilkes, still annoyed at Couthouy* s previous insubordinate
attitude on the voyage, petulantly tried to omit mention of
Couthouy* s name from the publication on mollusca. Dr. Gould
was upset. Even though he had done most of the work himself,
Gould was aware of Couthouy* s contributions. The ethics
of science allowed for no partialities, Gould reminded the
government. To omit mention of Couthouy* s contributions
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would reveal that the nation was availing itself of "facts
which we should not otherwise have at hand." 22 Tappan and
Wilkes reluctantly allowed Gould to make a brief dedication
to Couthouy.
Professor Dana found it increasingly difficult to work
with Senator Tappan. He thought the senator too reticent
about the problems of administration of science, lacking an
inquisitive approach and possessed of an unrealistic belief
in his own capacities. (Tappan was an amateur shell-
collector and had once considered writing up the mollusca
collection himself for publication.) Dana was concerned
over the constant pressure to publish quickly. He knew that
some collections, such as that of the crustaceans, were so
large and often so novel that he would have to reconstruct
23the whole field of study. J Science and the cultural rep-
utation of America would later be rev/arded with a new theory
of cephalization in which Dana demonstrated the slow evolu-
tion of the central nervous system from lower to higher
2kforms of life over eons of time.
During the decade following the return of the great
Expedition, James Dwight Dana was able to publish new views
on the configuration of the planet and on its organic life
forms. His best work was that done on the formation of
coral islands in the Pacific. Baron von Humboldt had long
ago urged a study of coral organisms for the important
bearing this might have on new ideas in geology. Russian
explorers had studied coral reefs in the Pacific also.
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They concluded that the animals which formed the reefs did
so after being fused together by the action of the sun and
calcareous sand (lime). Darwin had made special studies of
coral reefs during the voyage of Beagle
. The English ex-
pedition of Sir James Clark Ross, which was contemporary
with that of Wilkes, had continued the study. Dana had ob-
served while on the Wilkes Expedition that the coral animals
did not all die when exposed to the hot sun at low tide but
that some animals continued to flourish although exposed as
much as ten feet above low water mark. 2 ^
Darwin and Dana continued to work independently with
the coral reef problem. Both agreed that some reefs were
rising while others were subsiding as the formative process
continued, and that the absolute growth pattern of the coral
islands was cyclic or ringlike. However Dana rejected
Darwin's contention that islands with barrier reefs were
subsiding while those with fringing reefs were gradually
rising. All agreed (including the unfortunate Couthouy)
that cold ocean currents retarded the formation of the coral
reefs even when the islands were situated in tropical zones
26
of the planet.
The American geologist was excited about the new prob-
lems and possibilities which his ocean exploration had
revealed. Writing to Dr. Gould in early 18^6, Dana commented
on the unsettled state of the science of Zoophytes (corals).
The science was "full of errors," said Dana, and he would
have to work it up from the bottom in every detail. Noting
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that "the most recent works contain numerous errors in the
reference of species to genera," Dana sought Gould's help
in convincing Wilkes and Tappan of the importance of re-
working the science. They must convince the officers of
state that it was no use simply to list a "detail of facts"
and to set aside "theoretical deductions" simply because
the latter did not represent wholly American discoveries.
We have to show our government, said Dana, that facts can
he discoveries, and a new species is a discovery because it
gives a new fact to science. Dana planned to join Asa Gray
and Edward Everett, Massachusetts statesman and Harvard
University president, in an effort to eject Wilkes from
the publications procedure. Dana was frustrated with trying
to convince men such as Wilkes and Tappan of the necessity
for including "non American" data in the studies. It was
27
the only way in which accuracy could be achieved. '
America* s leading geologist developed other theories
as a result of his investigations on the expedition. He
advanced the concept of a gradually cooling planet, the
contraction of which made permanent the structural limits
of the continents and oceans by uplifting mountains and de-
pressing seabeds. Dana, together with Sir Charles Lyell,
England's leading geologist, also developed the modern
theory of mountain and valley origins. Dana's examinations
in Australia (where Wilkes had left him while going off to
discover the Antarctic continent), led the geologist to
suggest that the world's valleys resulted from inland stream
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water wearing away soft rock (subaerial erosion). Dana,
therefore, rejected Darwin's idea that the valleys had been
produced eons ago by the action of ocean waters. Dana's
experience on the Exploring Expedition e;ave him the breadth I
of vision he needed to visualize a science of world geology. 28
Praise came from England for work of this quality. The
United States, said The Athenaeum in 18*j4, was becoming more
intellectually prosperous and perhaps might someday set
aside the "money-worshipping feature in the American char-
acter." The English publication said Dana's work on min-
eralogy was "an original survey of the mineral kingdom ex-
ecuted with the greatest care," and superior to similar work
29then being done in Britain. 7
Many in democratic America, however, were dubious
about the idea of conferring honors upon a select group of
men. One who spoke out against erudition and high academic
achievement was John L. O'Sullivan, editor of the New York
Morning News and a powerful advocate of the Manifest Destiny
style of territorial expansion. O'Sullivan supported demo-
cratic education for the masses and their participation as
a social force in American life. He denounced "the retro-
grade tendencies" [of European habits! which he feared might
induce the masses "to venerate the rubbish (of) the meta-
physics of colleges, (and] the irrational stuff of law
libraries." For democrats such as O'Sullivan "the brightest
hopes [for the Republic were] inspired by the . . . mechanical
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and agricultural population." 30 This view was shared by the
National Institute and its followers who believed that the
discoveries of Professor Dana and his colleagues should be
set aside in favor of the more valuable goal of diffusing
practical science and technology among the citizens of
America. The chief directors of the Institute launched a
literary campaign in behalf of popular science.
Joel Poinsett asked the governors of the states for
geological specimens from state geology surveys so the
Institute collections could have the latest information for
study by the citizenry. 31 Francis Markoe, still a ranking
officer of the State Department and for many years Secretary
of the National Institute, hoped to renew a working rela-
tionship between the democratic-oriented organization and
32federal officials. Poinsett published a discourse on the
purpose of the Institute, in which he stressed the need for
government support for scientific investigation so the world
would come to admire an "American" science. 33 Poinsett and
his collaborators resisted the development of a profes-
sional scientific elite. Instead, they hoped to see more
extensive education of the common citizens in science and
technology. General philosophers and amateur naturalists
such as Poinsett reflected the ancient Athenian concept of
a simple, universal approach to knowledge. They rejected
specialization for they feared that elite professionalism
was a danger to democracy. Poinsett's supporters included
the President of the United States Bank in Philadelphia who
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saw in the scientific expeditions the development of a
"common bond of analysis" which would make the American
empire greater.^
There seemed to be no end to such grandiose schemes
for enriching the culture of the Republic by making science
the "common property of all." 35 Such ideas were viewed by
the professionals with disdain now that they had persuaded
the Congress to allow them to have the valued collections.^
The National Institute (which now called itself the National
Institution for the Promotion of Science), was hopelessly
incompetent to conduct scientific studies. But profes-
sional contempt turned to alarm with the news that Poinsett,
Abert and Markoe were planning a great national conclave of
scientists in Washington. Their apparent objective was to
gain enough popular support to make the Institute a center
of science and culture, whose leaders would pass judgment on
projects for science and technology in America.
The American Philosophical Society reacted immediately,
warning the Institution not to presume to specify which
scientific endeavors should be encouraged in America. Pro-
fessionals would oppose any attempt to have a government-
directed organization conduct science policy. Besides the
Institution hadn't published any worthy articles on science
anyway. 3
''
7
George Ord, never known for democratic predilec-
tions, predicted the congress of science would be a mockery
where only "the baboons of literature and science will play
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their pranks for the amusement of the mob." 38
Colonel Abert and Francis Markoe were discouraged.
They believed that elitism and democratic education in
science were incompatible. 39 Yet James Dwight Dana was
constantly dismayed at the lack of scientific discussions
at the meetings of the Institute and its pernicious tendency
to elect non-scientists as members. He feared this approach
would lead ultimately to diminished progress Ord thought
likewise but was more blunt. The Institute and its proposed
congress of science, he said, would attract "a host of
vagabonds," who would "thrust aside modest men of merit."
The Institute was too ideologically committed to give
up easily. They increased their activities in search of
scientific knowledge. In 18^3 » they circularized their
membership asking for medical comments on the extent of
malaria in America, the effect of manufacturing on public
health problems, and how the temperance movement had affected
individual health. They welcomed contributions to knowledge
from all sources in the nation. They solicited leaders
in the arts and sciences to come to their proposed national
congress. The response to these activities was mixed. The
Chief Justice of Rhode Island, Job Durfee, speaking at Brown
University, warned professionals of the threat of an un-
disciplined and naive Democracy to the orderly progress of
scientific discovery and invention. J Some months later,
when Markoe asked President Francis Wayland of Brown
University to speak at the science congress, the latter
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replied that he preferred to see literary and scientific
people "gain influence as a caste," for they alone could do
more good than harm in educational matters. Professor Bache
was unalterably opposed to democratic science, as well as
to an "American science." It was time for professionals to
rally and defeat this effort by amateurs to control science
policy. 1*
The controversy between the democratic nationalists
and the professionals over the proper directions for science
was reflected in the debate over how best to use the half
million dollars in gold given to America by English natur-
alist James Smithson for improving scientific pursuits.
^
Poinsett, Abert and Markoe wanted to use the money for a
national zoological museum at Washington which could be
supplied "with constant contributions from officers of the
navy and army." The museum would have curators who could
also lecture to the citizens.^ Joseph Henry opposed
Poinsett's plan, which he felt would produce more idle
discussion than useful knowledge. Alexander Dallas Bache
feared that the politicians would not listen thoughtfully
to the scientists. He felt Congress was too "exposed to
error . . . for want of special scientific training."
Science must be free to make its own policy decisions and
still receive from the government "a bounty for research."
Such federal aid, said Bache, could best be given through
furnishing military equipment, dispatching naval expeditions,
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promoting army explorations and conducting scientific ex-
periments in government departments and military academies.
^
7
The best way to use the Smithson legacy to America was
to set up an institution where continued federal support for
professionally directed research might be usefully admin-
istered. This idea received support from ex-President
John Quincy Adams, now a Massachusetts congressman. He
pointed out that Smithson had given the money to the Ameri-
cans to support original research — Hthe discovery of new
truths." Adams would have preferred to see the money used
to build an astronomical observatory but the recent trans-
formation of the Navy Depot of Charts and Instruments into
the National Observatory made this unnecessary. In 18^6,
the debate was resolved in favor of professional scientists
and the Smithsonian Institution was established by Congress
for research purposes. Bache turned to Joseph Henry as the
best possible choice to head the new agency and advance
knowledge in America. Bache at once wrote to Henryi "Come
you must for your country's sake . . . as . . . the great
founder of a great Institution. Redeem Washington. Save
this great National Institution from the hands of char-
latans . "^8
Henry responded to this call and announced his plans
for science in America. There would be more emphasis on
the increase of knowledge rather than its diffusion; work
in physical science would stress the study of phenomena,
and in natural history the development of new branches of
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study. Scholarly publications would not only be the most
effective means of conveying knowledge but would help improve
the national reputation and "serve to direct public opinion. "^9
What Henry wanted was the progressive development of
new concepts and improved techniques of testing them. This
idea was heartily supported by the Swiss-born Harvard geolo-
gist, Louis Agassiz. Agassiz saw an urgent need for close
professional control over science. Shortly after his arrival
in America, Agassiz criticized an inaccurate geological map.
He was promptly sued by the publisher. The astonished scien-
tist could not believe that his expert opinion could be thus
affected by a layman. He soon joined Bache, Henry, Dana and
others in the movement to create a true intellectual inde-
pendence for science in America. Since more than one
quarter of the planet was practically unknown to civilized
man, much less to scientific expertise, the professionals
agreed to emphasize the collection of data by explora-
tions."^ Henry would create a position of "naturalist" at
the Smithsonian who could aid them in directing expedition
policy towards original investigations into life sciences."^
The followers of the National Institution were upset.
They believed such use of the national resources was un-
democratic. Rufus Choate, a Whig Senator from Massachusetts
and a governing Regent of the Smithsonian, was opposed to
Henry's ideas on research. Choate would prefer to see the
Smithsonian become a great national library and thus "wipe
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away the stigma of inferiority" to Europe. He certainly
didn't want to subsidize a few special students such as
Henry and Dana; he was sure that only the wealthy would
benefit from participating in the program of a research in-
stitution. Probably science was not the best knowledge for
Americans to have anyway. But Bache and Henry were de-
termined to find surroundings conducive to research; they
did not visualize the existing American college system
doing special research in science.^2
Despite the suspicious attitude of such anti-elitists,
the American public was becoming enthusiastic about ex-
ploring expeditions. They easily identified with such fab-
ulous exploits as Wilkes 1 discovery of a new Antarctic
continent and the army expeditions of discovery in the West.
James Fenimore Cooper drew heavily upon the Narrative of
Wilkes for his new work The Sea Lions in 1849.^3 The South
Seas Exploring Expedition further encouraged Americans to
identify their economic and cultural interests with the
Pacific. Herman Melville* s Typee was a fictionalized
account of the Expedition discoveries. The same author's
Moby Dick , which would be published in 1851, visualized the
American exploring vessels and whaling ships as an extension
of Western civilization into the underdeveloped Pacific
basin. For Melville and some others, these "machines"
from out of the West were potentially evil also. The cul-
ture they carried along possessed seeds of violence wnicn
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lay hidden in the new western technology, whose expertise
systematically hunted down whales, stole skulls from graves
and carted away animals, shrubs and even the flowers of the
earth
.
For most Americans, however, the exploits of the ad-
venturous expeditions with their complements of learned
scientists and brave officers and men, created a happy com-
bination of flattering ideas. The citizens of the Republic
chiefly hoped that the discoveries of new continents and the
contributions to knowledge they heard their scientists were
making, would give form to their nation and make famous the
values of the new democracy to the larger world. For those
Americans who could not identify with the slow progress of
Dr. Gould with mollusks or the preparatory work of Professor
Dana with zoophytes and volcanoes, the carrying of the flag
to the polar regions was a more comprehensible symbol of
national success.
Navy Lieutenant Charles Wilkes* claim of first dis-
covery of Antarctica was soon refuted by the English and
became another point of national irritation. One reason
why the Tyler administration court-martialed Wilkes for in-
appropriate conduct as a commander was the fear that he
might have overstated his case about discovering a new con-
tinent, that England might successfully refute the claim,
and thus leave the Republic open to ridicule. The sensitiv-
ity of the Americans towards British criticism was constant
and extreme.-^
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American self-confidence in the 1840' s left much to be
desired. Yet such confidence itself led to an urgent ambi-
tion to define the national status in physical and cultural
terms. When the War with Mexico ended in victory, Americans
found themselves in possession of vast new areas to evaluate.
The Topographical Engineers and the Coast Survey examined
their new possessions; naval scientific expeditions explored
other lands.^
The extension of American commercial and scientific in-
terests beyond the continent in the 1840' s was propelled by
two motives i a democratic wish to demonstrate the abilities
of America f s perfect political system and the desire of pro-
fessional scientists to prove that a republic was as capable
of producing quality work in science as older European nations
with their traditions of royal patronage and select insti-
tutions. The rude cant of the politicans was far more
hostile towards Europe, especially England, than the atti-
tude of the scientific community. The latter might over-
look criticisms of American society by Charles Dickens and
others, for these were balanced by the activities of other
Englishmen, such as Charles Darwin, who sought American ad-
vice and contributions in the form of natural history spec-
imens. Darwin wrote to Dr. Gould in the fall of 1845,
asking for some of the North American species of the
Cirripedes (barnacles), a still imperfectly examined form
of life. Since the British Museum had allowed Darwin to
take home the "public collections" of their exploring
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expeditions, he hoped that Gould could send some specimens
to England for Darwin. 59
Nationalists such as Abert, Maury, Poinsett, Wilkes
and Tappan resented their scientists and explorers contribut-
ing to English work in science. Neither did they welcome the
idea of Americans receiving aid from abroad in working up
the expedition collections. It was difficult for them to
admit that Americans could not do the work themselves.
Nevertheless, botanist Asa Gray sailed to England and worked
with William Hooker at Kew Gardens. Gray knew that he yet
lacked the competence of his English colleague, who benefited
60from a longer tradition of public support for his research.
Because of these developments and the necessity for
improvements in commercial navigation, the Tyler administra-
tion decided to continue to support science in America. For
the time being it elected to support astronomy rather than
natural science, which was still busy working on the new
collections. Tyler and his cabinet recommended enlarging
the Navy Depot of Charts and Instruments to accommodate "an
astronomical observatory, and for other scientific investi-
gations," which might be received with interest by European
scientists. 61 However, John Pendleton Kennedy, a Whig
Congressman from Maryland, supported the whole range of
scientific research as Bache had previously urged, includ-
ing specifically a Naval Academy and Naval exploring
expeditions. 62
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The zeal of the natural scientists to improve their
expertise as they worked on the expedition collections and
foreign praise for selected American publications kept alive
the tradition of exploring expeditions. The Paris Societe
de Geographie complimented both Brackenridge and Dana in
18*4-3 for their studies. The French hoped that Dana's work
in marine biology would ultimately enrich the world's know-
ledge of anatomy-physiology. D
Professor Bache continued to seek better methods of in-
creasing American research potential. He made a study in
Europe of the conditions of their science and education.
The fears of American nationalists were overstated, Bache
concluded. He agreed that there was a defective cultural
condition in America, but the deficiency in science could be
cured by supporting an integrated community of scientific
scholars and researchers. A program of planned research
and publication would soon render obsolete the nationalist
fear of European superiority.^ The American Academy of Arts
and Sciences petitioned Congress to print more copies of
the scientific studies of the Wilkes Expedition. They knew
that was necessary for foreign scholars to judge the merits
of American work in scientific exploration.^
Yet four years after the return of the Wilkes Expedi-
tion Professor Dana's work with the collections was still
not done. America was soon at war with Mexico and scientific
expeditions were neglected, while England sent out new
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expeditions, collected more data, and published new findings.
Senator Tappan became increasingly uneasy about scientists
who collaborated with foreigners. He tried to gain control
over the activities of the professionals by having them come
to Washington to work. Tappan had no desire to see Americans
"bowing to European authorities" and told Dana that all his
findings should be identified without regard for what had
been done abroad. Dana successfully resisted this approach,
which would have seriously endangered much of the work.^8
The Polk administration conducted only a minimum of
scientific explorations; the most significant being that of
the Army Topographical Engineers led by Lieutenant John
Charles Fremont in 18^3-^. The Fremont expedition was
remarked more for its support of Polk*s aggressive land-
expansion policy rather than for any substantial contribu-
tions to science. Colonel Abert, chief of the "Topos" and
an ardent expansionist, admitted that the expedition's
scientific result was "barren except in its geographical,
69geological & botanical materials."
The professionals turned to Henry and the Smithsonian
for help in renewing their exploration program. The Smith-
sonian program, as announced by Henry, would support the
advancement of knowledge in America. The Smithsonian should
not be considered a national establishment of science and
would not conduct or support research which could be done
better by others. It would emphasize original research ana
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the publication of the results in scientific treatises.
Also, it would support the sending out of more exploring
expeditions to find new data to verify existing theories or
to define new ones. Such expeditions could best be conducted
by the army and navy, supported with congressional funds and
accompanied by civilian specialists. They would gather data
on natural history, conduct magnetical studies, perform
topographical surveys and study the cultural artifacts "and
other remains of the ancient peoples of our country." The
Smithsonian would also conduct experiments on the weight of
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the planet and the velocity of light.
The Smithsonian and the professional academies, such
as the American Philosophical Society, would encourage the
exchange of information with European colleagues. Henry was
unwilling that the National Institute and its chauvinistic
approach to science be viewed as typical of American efforts.
The Institute, he believed, deserved no more than museum
71
status
.
'
The National Institute's followers were discouraged
and angry at the political success of the professionals. In
November, 1848, they petitioned Congress once again for
support. After all, it was the Institute which first studied
the Expedition collections — "trophies gathered in honor
of [the} country." Why should the fruits of their labor be
handed over to the Smithsonian — a private institution
founded by a "foreigner." Such an action would surely
divest the specimens "of their nationality"!
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The conflicting attitudes on science between the Nat-
ional Institute on the one hand and that of Bache, Henry,
Gray and Dana on the other, were fast approaching a con-
frontation. In December, 18^8, supporters of national,
democratic science moved in the Congress to make the Smith-
sonian into a reference library. The plan was defeated.
Alexander Dallas Bache' s program for an integrated com-
munity of scholars with funds for research could now be
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attempted
.
A few years before this, a German astronomer named
Rumker had sent to Professor Bache some observations on a
comet discovered by Johann Franz Encke. Professor Rumker
was pleased to hear that the Americans planned a new observa-
tory at Philadelphia. He hoped they would employ an "active
astro (nomerj . . . with [goodj instruments." The estab-
lishment of other observatories at West Point and at Wash-
ington in the decade of the 1840* s reflected increased
73American work in astronomy.'^ The National Observatory at
Washington received support for astronomy from Navy Sec-
retaries David Henshaw and George Bancroft. Yet Lieuten-
ant Matthew Maury, the superintendent of the National
Observatory, chose to emphasize hydrography and meteorology
instead of celestial observations."^ American professional
astronomers, indeed people of science in general, were
upset at Maury's attitude towards research. The new ob-
servatory at Washington, D.C., was situated in a different
latitude from Hamburg, Germany, where Rumker studied the
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heavens and commanded a zone of observation fifteen degrees
further south. This opportunity, and the news that the
Europeans had discovered a new planet, Neptune, made it
imperative that Americans should do more in this science. 76
Maury complained that he did not have the personnel to
support such work. 77
The new Superintendent of the National Observatory
considered professional researchers such as Bache and Henry
to be "closet" scientists. Maury held that such people
were too devoted to theoretical investigations to give ade-
quate attention to the practical problems of an expanding
nation. Unlike Charles Wilkes and James Melville Gilliss,
his predecessors in astronomical work by the Navy, Maury
was diffident about astronomy. He was less experienced in
astronomy than they, and chose to emphasize instead the
more immediately useful areas of hydrographical and meteor-
ological studies. When the Depot of Charts and Instruments
became the National Observatory in 1842, Maury replaced
Gilliss as principal naval investigator for physical
sciences. Gilliss was alarmed that the study of astronomy
might now suffer. 78 Gilliss, like Henry and Bache, also
believed in the necessity of continued professional asso-
ciation with European astronomers, who could give Americans
"much advice that is important to beginners." 7^ Certainly
little help was available from American universities, whose
conservative governing bodies were unwilling to modify the
humanist-classical curriculum or to exalt science. The
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professionals established instead independent schools of
science, such as the Sheffield School at Yale in 1846 and
the Lawrence School at Harvard in 1847. 80 They were gen-
erally unhappy also about efforts to encourage popular
science without professional advice and control. 81
The neglect of astronomical research by Maury led
Henry and Bache to establish the United States Nautical
Almanac Office in 1849. This institution was located in
Cambridge, under the academic surveillance of Harvard Uni-
versity and far removed from the influence of the Observa-
tory clique at Washington. One of Bache* s Coast Survey
hydrographers, Navy Lieutenant Charles Henry Davis, became
the first head of the Office. The stated objective! to
advance the science of astronomy and to serve navigation in
America by improving upon the efforts of the British
nautical almanac. The office's first volume appeared in
821852 and was well received at home and abroad.
Professional apprehensions about the long-range effects
of popular, national efforts to improve science increased
when Congress began to resent the elitist nature of the
work on the Wilkes publications. Earlier, Wilkes, as the
government's agent, had agreed that the scientists could use
Latin terms in describing the collections and could also
consult with foreign workers. On the strength of this,
botanist Asa Gray had travelled to London to work with the
facilities of Kew Gardens. English botanist William Hooker
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had said that the London Journal of Botany was impressed with
the efforts of Americans in that branch of knowledge. Not
so the Congress. They were upset about the use of fancy
Latin names in the Wilkes publications and such technical
descriptions as to make the works virtually unreadable by
the American public. Wilkes now reversed his position,
complaining that Torrey and Gray were allowing only scien-
tists to benefit from public studies. He considered their
approach anti-American and undemocratic, insisting that a
work in botany should be understandable to the average
United States citizen. Gray protested angrily that his
only concern had been to perfect a work "in the highest
degree creditable to the country." ^
Senator Pearce, head of the Senate Library Committee
for publications in science, opposed the "strictly scientific
character of the works"; he wanted them popularized with
English substituted for Latin terms. Pearce was especially
upset over titles such as that used by Dana in his work on
mollusksi Conspectus Crustaceorum qua in Orbis Terrarum
Circumnavigatione Carolo Wilkes e Classe Reipublicae
Foederatae Puce, lexit et descripsit . In response, Dana
called for the professionals to stand firm in defense of a
national interest that Congress did not understand! the
growth of the nation's expertise in science through "pro-
found researches"; the shaping of a working community of
scholar-scientists who could be called upon by their naxicn
to combat such challenges as cholera epidemics, or to
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investigate unknown natural phenomena simply because there
were problems yet to be solved by human intelligence. 85
As if to underscore the viewpoint of the professionals,
a terrible cholera epidemic struck in 1849. Within a year
the disease had spread even to the smaller townships, carry-
ing off the wife of botanist Sullivant of Ohio and several
of her friends. None then knew the cause of cholera and
the unhappy public could not agree on the best method of
attacking the scourge. People supported either the "con-
tagion" or the "anti-contagion" schools of thought and there
was basic disagreement on the proper method of public health
control. Meanwhile, biological research, including micro-
scopical work by Jacob Whitman Bailey at West Point, was
barely able to suggest that a plant or animal micro-organism
might be the causative agent.
Work in the life sciences by Americans remained under-
developed indeed, in relation to work done in Europe, where
in the years after 1840 biologists outlined the theory of
cell division in the human reproductive process as well as
the principle of genetic continuity. These same years saw
a marked increase in studies of plant morphology and animal
physiology. Researchers at England's Royal Botanic (Kew)
Gardens (which became public after 1840), were especially
active. In 1843 the first marine biological laboratory was
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founded at Ostend in Northern Belgium. Such foreign
advances dramatized the needs and problems of American
Ill
scientists, who often became frustrated at the response of
Congress. Print the Wilkes studies in Choctaw, if that is
what they want, the exasperated Sullivant told Gray. 88
The professionals dreaded the thought that influen-
tial democratic nationalists might restore to power a pop-
ular tribunal such as the National Institute to arbitrate
and evaluate science in America. They shuddered at thoughts
such as those expressed by The New England er , which hoped
that scientific and economic progress would join to support
a national mission to civilize and christianize humanity.
Professionals did not visualize science as an instrument of
Providence. They would not support studies in archaeology
in order to demonstrate that the Anglo-Saxons had pro-
gressed beyond the primitive social condition of the Indian
tribes. 8^
Alexander Dallas Bache might sneer at such cultural
vanity, but he could not ignore its "malign influence."
Having already pioneered in the establishment of a worth-
while astronomical institution, the Nautical Almanac Office,
he also sought to control the efforts of science in the
recently organized American Association for the Advancement
of Science. This institution was established in 1848, a
year before the Nautical Almanac Office, and was based upon
90
a professionalized group of geologists and naturalists.
The effective leadership of the new American Association
oi
soon fell into the hands of Bache, Henry and Agassiz.'
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In 1851, Bache gave a frank address to the American
Association on the progress of science in America. He sug-
gested the Association seek federal subsidies for original
investigations and act as science advisor to the government.
He wisely rejected either an exaggerated "American" science
or a total dependence upon foreign work in science. Louis
Agassiz agreed. It was important that all working men in
science should "stand for the good cause," for otherwise
"the humbug will take the stump. "^2
However, many of the members of the American Associa-
tion, including Asa Gray, rejected the plan by Bache to make
the Association an adjunct of government and an advisor on
93public science policy. As a result, a Bache-Agassiz
clique met informally to discuss efforts to influence gov-
ernment officials and perhaps use institutions such as the
Coast Survey and the Smithsonian to obtain money and to
control science policy. The clique named itself "The
Lazzaroni," or scientific beggars. The Lazzaroni, or
"Florentine Academy," as it was sometimes called, heartily
distrusted the amateur members of the American Association.
9
Members of the Lazzaroni would have been sympathetic
towards the opinion expressed by Putnam's Monthly that
America must develop a "reflective culture" which would
give "continuous vigor and systematic power to our scien-
tific progression.
"
95 They would also have agreed that
until the time when the Republic had attained a reflective
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culture, the professionals should proceed to obtain the
necessary power to assure continued progress. To the
Lazzaroni this meant not only control over standards of
professional competence but influence in obtaining steady
government subsidies for research, so that all explorations,
for example, would be suitably supplied and staffed.
The Lazzaroni continued to influence the leadership
of the American Association. The Association did not meet
in 1852 due to the cholera epidemic raging in the larger
cities of America. The 1853 meeting was an important one,
however. Influenced by the Lazzaroni among them, the mem-
bership insisted that from now on amateurs could be used
only as "collectors" for science. Yet the members also
voted not to seek public funds which they feared would
divert their efforts into "popular" excursions, based upon
flimsy "scientific" excuses. The Association also set up a
review committee (which included two Lazzaroni) to review
the merits of publications. In 185^ this committee rejected
the publication of one member's paper on geology which the
committee judged to be "erroneous." While this selective
approach might result in inhibiting a general search for
knowledge, the Association felt it necessary to take such
action in order to secure effective control over standards
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of professional scientific research. 7
The Lazzaroni were still not satisfied. In addition
to high professional standards they also wanted federal
grants, which the general membership of the Association had
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rejected. The Lazzaroni continued to be exercised about the
kind of democratic science advocated by Maury and his fol-
lowers, as well as the practice of allowing below-standard
scientists to operate within protected and subsidized fed-
eral agencies. They were especially uneasy when Navy Sec-
retary Graham supported Maury's plans for an international
conference in 1853* notably to improve commercial sailing
conditions. The professionals did not feel that such
activities reflected the true purpose of the National Ob-
servatory or of scientific institutions in general. For
his part, Maury did not trust intellectual theorizing. "I
don't think that so much depends upon intellect as is gen-
erally supposed," he stated, "but industry and steadiness
9?
of purpose , they are the things." 7
The Lazzaroni distrusted skillful politicians such as
Senator Rufus Choate and clever navalists such as Maury.
With their popular sovereignty ideas they were regarded as
an ever-present danger to professional training and research.
Maury was widely known and respected by powerful statesmen
and important commercial interests. He was devoted to the
professional officer corps of the navy and dedicated to
American overseas expansion. When Maury spoke of a holy
motive to "look into the works of creation, to comprehend
the economy of our planet, and to grow wiser and better by
the knowledge," professional scientists knew they had cause
for alarm. 98 Maury's conceptual framework for advancing
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knowledge was out of phase with professional research.
Maury believed that the ocean bed had two character-
istics! an inorganic one formed from cold current deposits,
and an organic one formed from warm current deposits. His
work with microscopist Jacob Whitman Bailey was an effort to
show the direction of movement of such submarine currents.^
The Lazzaroni, alarmed that Maury submitted his own work on
ocean currents to popular judgment, wished to bring such
ideas under their critical review. Dana, now chief editor
of the American Journal of Science , told Bache that he
wanted Maury's theories "sifted" in a Journal article and
"the chaff thrown up." Yet for the well-being of science
in general, no personal criticism would be permitted."1"00
Maury received much more recognition for his work with
the science of navigation than the professionals usually en-
joyed for their work. He was pleased that his "honors have
excited the jealousies of the Scientifics ." In his own
turn, however, he was jealous of Henry's work at the Smith-
sonian. Both men sought permission from Congress to con-
duct systematic, uniform weather observations. The matter
being referred to Charles Mason, Commissioner of Patents,
the latter conferred with each man separately. Mason con-
cluded that Henry was the real scientist of the two. Maury
did not easily concede and took his plan before the House
Agricultural Committee. Eventually Henry's system pre-
vailed. 101
This test symbolized the long-term battle to determine
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whether the elite, "closet" scientists or the democratic,
practical scientists would gain control of federal patronage
and power over science policy. Success would come to which-
ever side was able to gain some kind of institutional con-
trol over staffing the exploring expeditions and the few
national agencies for science, such as the National Observa-
tory, the Coast Survey, the Nautical Almanac Office and the
Smithsonian Institution. Stephen Mallory, Democratic Senator
from Florida and an ally of Maury, attempted to establish a
National Scientific Corps which would have staffed the
National Observatory and the Nautical Almanac Office with
their own people. Providentially for the professionals,
this effort was defeated in Congress by Senator John Parker
Hale of New Hampshire. Hale detested intellectuals al-
together and wanted the government to divest itself com-
pletely of its connections with science. Only recently,
he had angrily denounced the "humbug" of exploration for
n 102knowledge
.
Maury attempted to reactivate the National Institute.
He apparently hoped to imitate the Royal Society along
peculiarly American lines. An institution such as this,
he felt, could become truly a "peoples* institute." The
Smithsonian, he claimed, did not have a national, democratic
character and had never been intended by its founders
and
supporters to exemplify "the honor and glory of the
Republic."
As the new president of the National Institute,
Maury hoped
the organization would "expand with the Nation ...
to show
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the degree of estimation in which the people of this country
hold science." He felt ashamed "of the meagerness of the
contributions of the United States to the general fund of
nautical science (italics added)." ^
One of Maury's supporters eagerly exclaimed that he
had done "more for commerce civilization & Christianity & the
abundant treasures which naturally . . . follow in their
train than any other man now living. Commerce . . . will
prove to be . . . the great Peacemaker & civilizer of the
lQh,
whole world." The professional workers, on the other
hand, shared the viewpoint of the President of the Univer-
sity of Michigan, Henry Tappan, who warned that the "commer-
cial spirit" in America had created a distaste for study
"deeply inimical to education." 10^
The struggle over policy continued. The Lazarroni
supported the establishment of an "AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, " so
that American students might no longer have to do research
overseas. The Lazzaroni wished to support advanced work in
science, even beyond that afforded by Yale's Sheffield School
or Harvard's Lawrence School. But it would not be until the
summer of I860 that Yale would institute a research degree
i
the doctorate in philosophy.
10^
Bache and the Lazzaroni also made determined efforts
to support a professional observatory in Albany. Astronomer
Benjamin Apthorp Gould, a leading member of the group, be-
came head of this new Dudley Observatory. He was supported
by an inner council of three Lazzaroni which included Henry
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and Bache. This advisory council tried to direct observa-
tory policy. They wished the astronomers to concentrate on
studying planetary laws of motion. The laymen trustees,
however, preferred to have a study of the "dark belt" of
Jupiter made. Such conflicting policies on scientific in-
vestigation reached a critical point when the scientists
refused to allow the public to visit the observatory. This
action was considered the most odious kind of intellectual
snobbery by the trustees, who finally forced Gould to resign
Enemies of the professional clique, including inde-
pendent scientists such as John Warner and C. F. Winslow,
agreed with the action of the trustees. They alleged that
the Lazzaroni sought "dominion" over science in America.
The independents were pleased that the Albany public were
able to oust Gould, for this was a rebuke to the Lazzaroni
and would restore "free criticism in scientific matters."
The clique found that it had public support also. Former
Navy Secretary George Bancroft, a founder of the Naval
Academy, was disturbed by the dismissal of Gould. All
science was defeated when "men of the highest accomplish-
ments are dismissed," he said. Bancroft was upset also
when Columbia College refused to promote chemist Oliver
Wolcott Gibbs because he was a Unitarian.
107 Gibbs was
also a member of the elite Lazzaroni and Bancroft was
strongly democratic. Yet the latter realized that the
struggle to support scientific work in America would be
compromised if scientists had to submit either their
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persons or their findings to public judgment, whether in
matters of religion or utility. Those scientists inde-
pendent of the Lazzaroni feared that the elite group would
stifle science by preventing "free criticism" of ideas.
Winslow knew that the clique controlled the American Asso-
ciation and he believed they were using it as a "machine for
personal aggrandisement & selfishness supported at the ex-
pense of the common members. ,,xo
Such bickerings and maneuverings for position were not
wholly in the interests of "personal aggrandisement," al-
though it would be difficult to deny that this was a factor.
The development of professional cliques as well as formal
institutions was a part of the natural growth of science as
a profession. The government needed careful advice on how
best to support science. The universities were not yet an
important factor in research. Service academies such as
West Point usually did not specialize in natural science and
medical schools provided very little systematic study in
botanical research. So the scientific academies had to
provide most of the advice on suitable topics for explora-
tion studies. In such an unstructured situation the more
learned and aggressive scientists such as Bache, Henry and
Dana tended to have a great deal of influence. Opponents
of these "closet" scientists were aggressive also and the
conflicting views on how America might benefit the most from
science were reflected in continuing arguments over the
con-
ception and composition of the naval exploring expeditions.
CHAPTER IV
THE SEARCH RESUMES i NAVAL EXPEDITIONS TO THE NEAR
EAST AND TO SOUTH AMERICA
Despite the uncooperative attitude of Maury at the
Observatory, the Americans were favored with a study pro-
posal from German astronomers in 18^7. Christian Ludwig
Gerling, Marburg University astronomer, wrote to Navy
Lieutenant James Gilliss, proposing an astronomical expedi-
tion. Professor Gerling suggested that Gilliss undertake
observations of the planet Venus in an effort to make a new
determination of the solar parallax. This more exact
measurement of the mean sun-earth distance was necessary
for it was the basic measuring unit for the solar system.
Gerling recommended that the Navy lieutenant conduct his
observations in the Southern Hemisphere of the Americas and
then compare his results with European observations in the
Northern Hemisphere.
Gilliss decided to seek support from the American
Philosophical Society, the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and the Smithsonian Institution. If they endorsed
the proposal, he would then petition the Congress for finan-
cial aid. He selected Chile as a site for observations due
to the favorably dry climate.
1 Bache was oleased, and
urged the Philosophical Society to consider the "credit
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which our country will deserve and receive" from such an
p
expedition. The Society, and the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences asked Congress to support the plan. Lieuten-
ant Maury objected to the idea. He claimed it had no
practical value for the nation. The House Committee on
Naval Affairs was more impressed. They saw additional
prestige in such a "solely American" study. The Committee,
therefore, recommended authorization of funds in March,
18^8.^ By August, 1848, Congress had appropriated $5000
to support the Gilliss expedition.^
By now there was greater public support for maritime
expeditions than at any time since the Wilkes Expedition
sailed. The war with Mexico had resulted in victory for
expansionism under President Polk. No longer need the
nation fear to advance American cultural interests in Latin
America, as had the earlier Tyler Administration. Now
perhaps she would not have to ignore such appeals for aid
as that of Brazil when she disputed the sovereignty of the
Falkland Islands with England. 5 The settlement of the
Oregon boundary question lessened fears that a provoked
England might occupy all of Oregon or even join with France
in taking possession of the Sandwich and the Society
Islands in the Pacific.
6
Two years before, the Americans
were alarmed when England and France sought to control
the
Plata River zone in Argentina. Now the nation could pursue
a more vigorous Latin American policy.
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The spread of American culture and technology was a
principal theme of expansionism. Even those citizens who
had condemned the War with Mexico as cruel could not resist
qualifying their criticism with the hopeful thought that
the Republic of North America was also liberating an
oppressed and ignorant people from religious superstition,
technological poverty and aristocratic rule. Walt Whitman,
editor of The Brooklyn Eagle , believed the war saw the
coming of an enlightened, democratic liberator to Mexico.
The (Brook Farm) Harbinger saw the design of Providence in
"extending the power and intelligence of advanced civilized
nations . . . CandJ breaking down the barriers to fadvance-
o
ment of] . . . the sciences and the arts." Old democrats
such as Joel Poinsett and James Kirke Paulding did not share
this sentiment. They now feared that the "constant excitement"
caused by military expeditions v/ould eventually change
American social institutions into something less than
republican.^
Professional scientists had not intended that any
expedition in which they served as explorers for science
should become a nationalistic device. They had worked hard
to preserve the scientific integrity of the Wilkes Expedi-
tion. Lieutenant Gilliss hoped that his proposed study
might aid Chile by introducing professional astronomy to
that nation. When he visited the Philosophical Society to
discuss his mission, he said that observations for an
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improved determination of the solar parallax would "demand
paramount attention." The officer-scientist also applied
to the Smithsonian for aid. Joseph Henry said he would help
the explorers obtain an excellent telescope. The scientific
prestige of Henry and his new post at the seat of govern-
ment also proved useful in obtaining the cooperation of Navy
Secretary John Y. Mason. 10 This was not an easy task.
Gilliss had so far found Mason to be "dilatory and unpre-
dictable" in his support of the expedition. Mason, who
would later promote the "Ostend Manifesto" plan to absorb
Cuba, was a convinced expansionist along with Maury.
Neither of them wanted a professional scientific venture.
They preferred politically-controlled expeditions which
might extend American economic influence and republican
ideology.
Gilliss and Henry persuaded the House Naval Committee
to set aside Maury's objections to a scientific expedition.
In September, 1848, Gilliss was able to write Professor
Gerlingi "Well! The Expedition has been ordered by Congress
maugre fdespite] the indisposition of the Minister ([i.e.
Secretary Mason] to recommend and the hostility of Lieuten-
ant Maury as evinced in his letter to the Naval Committee."
Having overcome the political objections, Gilliss next con-
sulted with the science societies on "the collateral objects
of investigation," especially those in natural science. He
was prepared "to gather the greatest number of scientific
12
fruits for our cause [of sciencej."
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The natural scientists were anxious to resume overseas
exploring. They knew that the English government was even
then preparing to send an expedition to South Asia with a
staff of collectors led by the botanist Joseph Hooker. 13
Unwilling to fall behind, American naturalists worked hard
with Gilliss to prepare the kind of expedition which could
add as many new discoveries as possible in the physical and
biological sciences. In November, 1848, Secretary Mason,
realizing that he and Maury were no longer able to control
the purpose of the expedition, wrote to the Chilean Minister
to the United States and asked for permission to base Ameri-
can observations in Chile. The expedition had been de-
veloped by America's "most Learned Societies," Mason care-
fully noted to Minister Don Manuel Carvallo.
That same month, Gilliss sent an assistant, Edward R.
Smith, to study natural history with Agassiz, Dana and
Silliman. By the summer of 1849 Gilliss had completed all
preparations and his observatory instruments were enroute to
14Chile. This was a far less ambitious undertaking than
that of the Great Expedition of 1837-1842. In part this
was due to the hostility of "Young American" navalists such
as Maury, Perry and Mason, who viewed with suspicion the
sending of civilian professionals on overseas missions.
It also reflected an increased degree of specialization by
the scientific community which sought to study in depth
and achieve optimum results in limited fields of inquiry
.
Professionals wished no more multi-purpose expeditions such
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as that of Wilkes. The Gilliss expedition would concentrate
on earthquakes and astronomy with some attention to natural
history. Western army expeditions were also beginning to
specialize. The Abert-Peck expedition to the southwest of
America in 18*47-*4-8 studied anthropology and archaeology;
the Simpson-Kern Expedition of 18*4-9 examined Pueblo Indian
village culture in the southwest. Such assignments were in
addition to their topographical studies of the newly-
conquered territories. 1^ In 18*4-9, when the Mexican Boundary
Survey began its work, Joseph Henry obtained the appointment
of five field collectors in botany and they eventually re-
, 16
turned with over 2600 specimens.
Gilliss was prepared not only to study certain science
17
specialties but also to appease anti-foreign feelings. He
was careful to state to Congress that the explorers were
going to use a "Yankee instrument . . . superior in every
respect to its Frauenhofer standard of comparison." Never-
theless Gilliss was worried that he might not be able to
persuade Maury to help validate their studies by making
collateral observations of Venus at the Washington observa-
tory. Fortunately, Mason left office with the Democrats
and Gilliss persuaded the new Whig Navy Secretary, William
Ballard Preston, to instruct Maury to carry out such observa-
18tions
.
On August 16, 18*4-9, the scientists left New York on
Empire City for Chile. Before October ended they had reached
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Santiago and had presented themselves to the Chilean Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs. They were prepared, said Gilliss,
to study the sun-earth distance with their telescope, to
study the magnetic forces of the earth, and to record earth-
quakes. The Chileans welcomed the expedition. The local
fire department helpfully wet down the soil to prepare a
site for the erection of the observatory which had been pre-
fabricated in Washington.
After the expedition had sailed, Navy Secretary
Preston sought to preserve popular support for the scien-
tific purposes. Preston was quoted as saying that he hoped
the expedition would awaken more American interest in
astronomy and overcome the "palsied feeling" that hindered
"the wheels of knowledge.""^ John Quincy Adams would have
been pleased. Even the great Baron Von Humboldt was im-
pressed at the scientific spirit he saw growing in the
United States, marked especially by the government-sponsored
astronomical expedition to Chile. The German explorer, who
had first suggested that the nations join in a "Grand
Reconnaissance" of the planet, praised Gilliss, Fremont,
20
Wilkes and Bache for their scientific enterprise.
Gilliss made plans for a series of earthquake obser-
vations. While earthquakes could not be usefully predicted,
Chile was known for the frequency of her seismic disturb-
ances. Gilliss believed, as did most scientists of the
time, that earthquakes were related to volcanic activity.
12?
He surmised that the frequent shocks were due to rains per-
colating through the crust of the earth and exciting "the
internal fires." Many tremors occurred during his residence
in Chile and Gilliss measured the intensity of disturbance
and the line of oscillation. From these studies, he con-
cluded that most tremors in this zone of observation were
not just undulations or vibrations but a "rapid vertical
displacement of the crust of the earth." His results were
obtained with difficulty for he used a jerry-built register
composed of a sheet of glass covered with sand, and an
21
accompanying pointer-pendulum.
Maury was disgusted with such antics by the "closet"
scientists. He saw little practical value to the nation or
to the Navy from such exploits. Since his protests had been
ignored, he decided to support another kind of expedition,
one which might bring more immediate and dramatic attention
to the scientific endeavors of the nation and its Navy.
Maury supported a current proposal by Navy Lieutenant
William Francis Lynch to explore the waters of the Dead
Sea in the Holy Land. Lynch had suggested earlier to Sec-
retary Mason that a Navy exploring expedition study the
area of Lake Asphaltites (the Dead Sea).
This naval mission, Lynch told Mason, would "promote
the cause of science, and advance the character of the
Naval service." Mason showed no such reticence as he had
22
with the Gilliss proposal and promptly approved the projecx.
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Maury knew that no previous European expedition had effec-
tively studied the characteristics of the Dead Sea; a suc-
cessful American mission would result in great national
credit and improve Naval expertise in hydrography.
Samuel Haldeman, the Pennsylvania naturalist and
zoologist, wanted to go on the proposed expedition. A
reconnaissance such as this would give science an oppor-
tunity to test the validity of a new thesis put forth by
geologist Ebenezer Emmons. Emmons claimed to have dis-
covered the existence of a hitherto unknown series of rock
by studying the location of certain fossils (trilobites)
embedded within the formations. The Association of American
Geologists and Naturalists had appointed Professor Haldeman
to head a commission to study the new thesis. He hoped to
accompany Lynch as a scientific examiner. Lynch was sorry
but Haldeman could not go along. There was not enough
money to support the scientist. Perhaps there might be a
larger exploring party another time. Lynch told Haldeman
he would try to collect some specimens and asked him for
advice on botanical and mineralogical investigations.
The commander then assigned his son, Francis E. Lynch,
as botanist and Lieutenant John B. Dale as topographer.
On the morning of November 16, 184? t USS Supply sailed from
New York carrying the expedition. By December, the ex-
plorers had reached Gibraltar where they had arranged to
pick up some mathematical instruments ordered previously
from London. Lynch was enthusiastic about the possibility
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of examining the Holy Land in a scientific manner. He and
Maury, both devoted Christians, hoped to prove the accuracy
of the Biblical account of the destruction of the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah. Lynch even wished to travel as far as
the valley of the Euphrates to search for the Garden of
Eden. Secretary Mason would not agree to this latter pro-
posal; it would exceed the express statutory authority for
the expedition.
In February, 18^8, Lynch reached the capitol of the
Ottoman Empire, whose ruler exercised control over the Holy
Land and its peoples. He was received in audience by the
Sultan, who readily granted permission for the Americans to
2 5
travel in his dominions. J On March 25, Supply arrived at
Beirut in Lebanon. Lynch landed his party and supplies and
the ship sailed away, leaving the small band of adventurers
with their equipment piled on the shore. This included
tents as well as small metal boats for navigating the Jordan
River down to the Dead Sea.
The expedition traveled to Kaiffa (Haifa) where Lynch
had the good fortune to meet a vacationing American scien-
tist — Henry James Anderson, a New York physician and pro-
fessor of astronomy at Columbia College. Realizing by now
the necessity for an experienced assistant, Lynch engaged
Anderson to carry out some of the research activities. The
Navy officers would sound and test physically the waters
of the Dead Sea; Anderson would study any volcanic phenomena
and search for "the presumed fault running north & south
,
M
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through the area. In addition, Dr. Anderson was to collect
any volcanic mineral specimens to compare with those known
to exist near live volcanoes, and to search for fossil
specimens in the rock formations. Finally, Professor
Anderson agreed to study marine biological life in the sea
(if any) and to study the soil for its agricultural poten-
tial. 26
Maury was pleased at the progress of Lynch. It was
April, 1848, and while Gilliss was still planning his
Chilean expedition, Lynch was already hiring camels to
transport his equipment over the desert to Galilee. On
April 8 the American explorers reached the Sea of Galilee
and, with the national colors flying, launched their metal
boats and headed for the rapids of the Jordan River which
led southward to the Dead Sea.
The Arab tribes they encountered on the way did not
believe that the American mission was solely a scientific
one. They hoped the republicans had come to neutralize
the cultural presence of the English. For England was "the
Great Ally" of the Ottoman Turks and thereby was helping to
keep the Arabs in slavery. The desert tribes hoped for some
relief from the autocratic diplomacy of the "great power"
system of Europe. This system seemed to continue the re-
pressive anti-republican alliance formed by Prince Metternich
of Austria three decades before. Lynch declined to encourage
the Arabs; he had other tasks to accomplish.
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Ahead of the explorers stretched almost seventy miles
of rapid river, flowing through lands where wild boars
roamed and where even the tracks of the tiger were seen.
Before embarking upon the Jordan, Lynch had made final
technical assignments to his staff i Anderson would study
volcanic phenomena to see if "modern volcanic productions
Cof lava and rock] differ from more ancient ones." Lieu-
tenant Dale was to do topographical sketches of the country-
side watered by the river and the sea. Francis Lynch would
OQ
collect flowers and plant specimens.
Soon they were viewing the snowy crest of Mount Hermon
and before long had entered the lands of the fierce Bedouin
tribes. Now each man slept with rifle and cartridge belt
beside him. The metallic boats passed safely through the
Jordan's rapids but an accompanying wooden craft was dashed
to pieces. Sometime before they reached the Dead Sea area
they were met by a detachment of a thousand Turkish troopers
who patrolled in the area of the dangerous Bedouins. The
troop commander sent along some of his best soldiers to
29
protect the American explorers.
On April 16 they reached the site where John had
baptized Jesus, and Lieutenant Lynch at once bathed in the
••consecrated stream." Two days later they entered the
waters of the Dead Sea. The explorers* clothes were soon
encrusted with salt from the spray of the sea. They sailed
along the shore line which was almost devoid of vegetation
and set up their headquarters which they promptly named
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"Camp Washington."
They began their examinations by making casts into the
sea with "Stelwagon's lead," an improved sounding device
capable of deep probes. One cast brought up a shriveled
blade of grass from one hundred thirty-seven fathoms.-^ 0
The explorers remained in the area for many days measuring
the depression of the Dead Sea. Anderson made extensive
examinations of the geology of the area. The officers
tested chemically and physically the sea waters, while
Anderson sought minerals and fossils and Francis Lynch
collected birds and seeds for science and agriculture.
That spring letters came from Jerusalem announcing the
death of the former President of the United States, John
Quincy Adams. The year 1848 also brought news to the
Americans of revolts in Europe against autocratic govern-
ments. Lynch saw this as a sign of Providence and believed
that God was punishing the nations for suffering despotic
rulers to exist for so long a time. I hope to see all
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"kingdoms" swept. off the earth, wrote Lynch. J Yet he did
not encourage the Arabs against their Turkish overlords.
Lynch was pleased at the success of their Biblical-
geographical study. After twenty-seven days observation,
he wrote, we are now convinced of the accuracy of the
scriptural account of the destruction of the cities of the
plaint [Sodom and Gomorrah]. Well pleased with themselves,
the explorers packed up their supplies and returned zo
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Beirut. When Supply did not arrive as expected, Lynch hired
a vessel and sailed to Malta, where they eventually met
their own ship.
The expedition findings attempted to respond to a
current debate in America over the validity of a recent
work by Robert Chambers, an amateur naturalist. Prefigur-
ing Darwin's publication on the origins of man, the Chambers
book, Vestiges of Creation , had advanced the idea that life
forms were transmutations from lower to progressively higher
forms. He tried to show this by referring to fossil re-
mains as evidence. Many disagreed with him on theological
grounds. They denied that brute matter could ever organize
itself without some controlling Intelligence. Maury and
Lynch were pleased at their efforts to verify theological
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traditions at least in part with their Holy Land studies.
Unfortunately, science would not cooperate. Dr.
Anderson refused to attempt such correlations. His official
report on the geology of the Holy Land specifically rejected
any effort by him to prove or to disprove Biblical accounts
of mankind's origin.^ Yet Benjamin Silliman, Yale chemist
and editor of The American Journal of Science and Arts ,
believed that Lynch* s study of the Dead Sea sinking did
confirm the Biblical account. Silliman considered the ex-
pedition findings morally good and invigorating to the
reader's faith. Joseph Henry and James Dwight Dana were
less than pleased with Silliman' s editorial posture. They
had already decided that some changes had to be made in the
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selection of professional articles for the Journal
. An
English observor was more impressed with Professor Ander-
son's geological account than with the conclusions of Lynch.
Anderson said progressive natural action by the sea was the
cause of the land sinking; not changes wrought by an angry
God upon sinful cities.^ Anderson had been careful to
consult with Joseph Leidy of Philadelphia before publish-
ing his account of the fossil remains he had collected at
the Dead Sea. Leidy, a physician and professor of anatomy
at the University of Pennsylvania, was an expert in
paleontology and perhaps America's greatest naturalist .
3*
Reactions to the exploration were mixed. People and
institutions of differing political or social persuasions
tended to see only what they wished in the exploring expedi-
tions. John Cassin, an expert ornithologist, saw only birds
and more birds to examine; Matthew Fontaine Maury saw
national progress for a Christian people. "The American
Navy never fails," boasted the Superintendent of the Ob-
servatory, alluding to the ill-fated Molyneux Expedition
from England, which previously had tried to explore the
Dead Sea. The Southern Quarterly Review urged repeated
national efforts to contribute to art and to science, sug-
gesting that Americans also explore the Arctic as the
English had been doing. The New York Times was sorry that
the Lynch investigations had not been extended to the
Euphrates River area, for the French government had just
sent out an archaeological expedition to Mesopotamia for a
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two-year study. 3 One British observer gave special praise
to the imaginative exploring efforts of America. Both Lynch
and Fremont, said the Englishman, had now studied saline
waters. The former had tested the Dead Sea and the latter
had examined Great Salt Lake in western America. The
American Navy Lieutenant had observed that a species of
kale (Salicornea-Europa) was present on the shores of both
seas (Fremont had noted the same species at Great Salt
Lake). The Lynch narrative of the Dead Sea was reprinted
seven times in the two years following his return. 3 ?
Such praise from foreign critics was most welcome to
Americans, and was one reason why they continued to support
explorations for science. Congress could afford $5000 for
the Chilean astronomical expedition, believing that the
reputation of the nation would improve even if there were
no immediately useful results. For astronomers such as
Gerling and Gilliss, of course, there would be rich rewards
for science if the expedition could successfully correct
the existing measurement of the solar parallax. The earlier
study of the transit of Venus had been done in I769 and was
in error by one second in time, "thus leaving the dimensions
of the solar system somewhat doubtful." Gilliss was un-
successful in his measurements and the universe remained
uncharted. Maury failed to give adequate support to the
enterprise. He was uninterested in the extent of the cosmos;
he sought instead to chart the seas and to study the winas
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and currents. 3®
Natural science received many specimens from the
Gilliss expedition, and there were new seeds and plants for
American agriculture. Another important result was the
inauguration of an exchange program with the Chilean Nat-
ional Agricultural School. This plan was accepted by
Spencer Fullerton Baird, Assistant Secretary of the Smith-
sonian, who continued to exchange science specimens and
information with other nations as well.-^^ Such programs
of cultural interchange with Chile and others, suggested to
many American expansionists a method of influencing their
southern neighbors. After all, Chile had favored English
commerce and culture since Bernardo O'Higgins became
Supreme Director of the nation in 1818. When English nat-
uralist Charles Darwin visited Chile with Beagle in the
1830' s, American nationalists saw this as a kind of intel-
lectual or scientific imperialism. ^°
Navalists such as Maury and Lynch planned to support
an American economic and cultural expansion which would re-
flect, among other things, an improved technical expertise
by the American Navy. Professional scientists felt that
such an approach to expeditions was an abuse of the true
nature and purpose of exploration. For American naturalists,
even the Gilliss expedition was deficient, for it lacked
qualified examiners in biological sciences. The explorers
had brought back many specimens but often neglected to
identify the habitat.^ Such negligence all but ruined
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Baird' s planned study of the osteology or bony structure of
the mammals.
The explorers did return with a "quality" group of
condors, according to John Cassin, who undertook to study
and publish the ornithology of the expedition. The ex-
pedition also brought home a New World mastodon tooth which
subsequent studies suggested had different characteristics
from European mastodon teeth. This finding challenged the
theory of French anatomist Georges Cuvier, that similar
types of created life had particular organs in common
wherever found.
*
At the Smithsonian, Baird and Henry determined that
all subsequent expeditions should be adequately staffed and
equipped for the study of both natural science and physical
sciences. Baird now began planning how best to employ army
and navy expeditions as the "chief contributors of new
matter" for science.^ Meanwhile, Maury was planning an-
other naval expedition with political motivations.^ The
Observatory Superintendent proposed a study of the Valley
of the Amazon to determine its suitability for resettlement
of America's slave population.^ Maury hoped to relieve the
pressure of northern abolitionism on the South for he be-
lieved the Compromise of 1850 would only temporarily pre-
vent the dissolution of the Union. The whole idea could be
publicly proclaimed as a measure of civilization for
America's slaves and for the Brazilians. The project would
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gain respectability by the inclusion of a "scientific"
component in the expedition. Maury selected Navy Lieuten-
ant William Herndon for the command of the proposed expedi-
tion and whimsically told him to invest some time in study-
ing embryology or something else, as he might later gain a
scientific reputation.
The Whig Administration of General Taylor had suc-
ceeded the Democrats and President Polk. Taylor's Secretary
of State was already planning to send a warship to Brazil
to encourage her to open the Amazon River to American com-
merce. This project gave way before the more subtle plan
of Maury and Herndon. By August, 1850, Maury was able to
inform Herndon that the Department of State favored their
scheme. Lieutenant Herndon was then serving aboard USS
Vandalia , off the coast of Chile. Although near the scene
of the proposed expedition, Herndon was in no position to
47
study embryology or any other scientific pursuit.
The puzzled Herndon sought advice from local diplomats
The Peruvian charge d'affaires to Chile expressed admira-
tion for the Maury-Herndon scheme of introducing American
scientific and inventive genius to Latin America. The
Peruvians had been very impressed with French scientific
expeditions to the Amazon during the 1840* s. Hopefully,
the North Americans would now contribute their national
48
genius to the development of the area. But Herndon still
knew little about his scientific objectives.
While awaiting detailed instructions and a supporting
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force, Herndon wrote to Lieutenant Gilliss who was then con-
ducting his astronomical studies in Chile. Herndon told
the officer-scientist that one of his objectives was to
obtain land grants in order to resettle black slaves from
America to Bolivia. Gilliss was disgusted that Maury would
send out so technically unprepared an expedition with such
obvious political motivations. Despite America* s lack of
knowledge of the tropical plants of the world, Maury had
sent no professional botanist with the Herndon expedition.
^
Gilliss was reminded that he had sent his own assistant,
Edward Smith, to study with Agassiz at Harvard and with
Dana and Silliman at Yale before leaving for Chile.
Gilliss had recognized a situation which Maury had not.
Unlike the British Navy, which drew its officers from an
educated aristocracy, many American Navy officers were often
uneducated until the founding of the Naval Academy in 1845.
Even then, naval officers usually had no training in natural
science unless they were ships* surgeons. To complicate
matters, during most of the ante-bellum era, surgeons,
schoolteachers and chaplains, as well as the important
chief engineers on steam-powered vessels, were appointed
staff officers. They were not given comparable rank with
the line officers and they frequently suffered from the
anti-intellectual bias of many of the latter. There were
exceptions to this. Wilkes and Gilliss were line officers
who excelled in intellectual pursuits and showed consid-
erably more promise in physical sciences than most of the
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amateur civilians of the day. Despite these limiting fac-
tors, nationalists such as Maury, Lynch and Herndon, con-
tinually supported an all-Navy, ail-American approach to-
wards scientific expeditions. This meant, as Henry, Bache
and the other professionals well knew, the growth of a
narrowly-defined technical expertise, unsupported by know-
ledge already gained in other nations.
The professionals were hostile towards Maury's obvious
attempts to promote a national, "American" science. They
preferred to develop a climate of opinion in America which
would encourage an unbiased pursuit of truth. They did not
believe Maury was original, resourceful or creative enough
to direct such efforts successfully. A basic antagonism
developed between the professionally-staffed institutions
such as the Smithsonian and the Coast Survey on the one
hand, and the pragmatic scientists who followed Maury and
the National Institution.^ 0
It was difficult to compete on political terms with
Maury. He was able to obtain considerable influence over
Navy Secretary William Graham, who succeeded Secretary
Preston upon the unexpected death of President Taylor. At
Maury's urging, Graham sent Lieutenant Lardner Gibbon to
South America to support the Herndon Expedition. Gibbon
brought detailed instructions for the Amazon mission. The
explorers were to inquire at the monasteries of Peru and
Bolivia for information on how best to navigate the Amazon
River from west to east. Very little accurate geographical
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advice was acquired in this manner. Gibbon carried with
him $5000 for expedition expenses. He also had special
orders for Herndon. The Valley of the Amazon was to be
studied for its resources, products and capacity for cul-
tivation. The Amazon River should be explored for navi-
gability. The explorers were also to sound out Peru and
Bolivia on Maury* s plan for resettling slaves. They should
procure seeds and plants for American agriculture. They
might also make scientific observations.-^
Herndon and Gibbon began their journey of exploration
from Lima, Peru, in the spring of 1851. They hired four
mules, which they loaded with carbines, kegs of rum and
brandy, spy-glasses and specimen-collecting instruments.
With straw hats for protection against the hot sun and
trinkets for the natives, the explorers headed east towards
the high Andes. After inspecting the output of the silver
mines in San Mateo, the leaders decided to divide the party
into two sections. Herndon went towards Cuzco with half the
money and all of the measuring instruments, for his area of
search was less well known to mathematical science. Herndon
continued eastward towards the Amazon River.-'
Herndon collected animals as he traveled. Some of
these he skinned and preserved with arsenical soap; others
he kept alive in cages borne by local guides. It was not a
comfortable journey along the Valley of the Amazon. Vampire
bats disturbed him by night and mosquitoes pestered him by
day. The Indian tribes usually did not bother him and their
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children loved to examine his curious eyeglasses
.
^
By September, 1851, Herndon and his guides, with
thirteen monkeys, a mongoose, a wild pig and thirty-one
birds were canoeing down the wide Amazon River towards the
Atlantic. Early in January they reached the confluence of
the Amazon and the Rio Negro. The river here was two miles
wide and one hundred five feet deep.^ Finally, Herndon
reached the Atlantic coast, and his studies completed,
loaded his collections on a clipper ship and left for New
York himself aboard the United States surveying brig Dolphin .*
Lardner Gibbon's travels throughout Peru and Bolivia
took somewhat longer. He studied the mines for their
economic output and also undertook an archaeological study
of the Peruvian Indians! Gibbon attempted to trace the
patterns of migration of these ancient peoples by analyzing
the composition of the metals in their artifacts. Later,
he and Herndon came to the conclusion that the older
Peruvians had been in commercial contact with Asia some
2000 years earlier. Gibbon spent some time making studies
in Bolivia.^ it was unlikely that the educated class there
was deceived as to the implications of the visiting American
explorer. One evening as Gibbon dined with a family in
Bolivia, the hostess asked him frankly if the United States
sought to conquer Bolivia. You North Americans are too
*Some of the specimens collected by the expedition,
for example, a preserved tortoise, medicines and weapons, can
be seen today by applying to the Museum of Natural History,
Washington, D.C.
warlike, she told him.
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Despite the fact that no professional ornithologist
accompanied the Amazon expedition, the explorers brought
back "an uncommonly good" bird collection, according to
John Cassin.57 But science had not been the true purpose
of the expedition. Herndon interpreted his mission to "make
known to the spirit and enterprise of the age the resources
. . . waiting for the touch of civilization and the breath
of the steam engine to give them . . . palpable existence. "-^
The British government was no longer puzzled about the
interests of Americans in South America. Its Minister to
Peru reported that the Yankees planned to exact special ad-
vantages for navigation of the great central river system
and might even plan "colonization on its banks." Indeed,
Maury publicly criticized Brazil for her narrow commercial
policy. He pronounced that she was unenlightened and had
thus forfeited her rights to the exclusive use of the Amazon.
The Herndon-Gibbon expedition on the other hand, he proudly
proclaimed, was pursuing "science and knowledge for the
benefit of the human family." The exploration of the Amazon
River by the Americans and their settlement of the Valley
would be in the world's best interests and ought to rank
among "the necessities of Christendom."
In 1853, when Franklin Pierce succeeded to the Presi-
dency, he continued the aggressive Amazon policy. His
Secretary of State, William L. Marcy, instructed the new
Minister to Brazil that the most important part of his
mission was to obtain permission for Americans to use the
Amazon River. Like Maury, Marcy was openly critical of the
"selfish and unjustifiable policy of the Brazilian govern-
ment
. . . which is ... the relic of an age less en-
lightened than the present." Brazil ought to realize that
America wanted to be her friend, but only if Brazil was
willing to adopt "liberal views. "59 Brazil turned to
England for advice but that great nation advised Brazil to
open the river and avoid "a collision with the North Ameri-
can Republic." Brazil could expect no aid from England in
resisting America.^ 0
New England anti-slavery Whigs saw the Herndon-Gibbon
expedition solely in the light of slave expansion "by rene-
gade Scotchmen and Yankees — of the slaveholding oligarchy
This was a somewhat overdrawn indictment. Maury, Lynch,
Herndon and Gibbon were really national expansionists,
seeking to advance commerce and along with it, to diffuse
the benefits of a Christian, Anglo-Saxon culture whose
achievements they prized so highly.
A new and powerful source of support for exploring ex
peditions developed in New York City during the Fillmore
administration. In 1852, the American Geographical and
Statistical Society was founded. The early leadership
included wealthy merchants such as Henry Grinnell and
statesman George Bancroft. In the very year of its charter
1^5
the Society petitioned the government to continue the prac-
tice of dispatching scientific expeditions, and it particu-
larly urged an exploration of Paraguay. The memorial stated
that American trade might prosper and would advance humanity
and civilization by an exchange of American mechanic arts
for the natural drugs and minerals of Paraguay. The Geo-
graphical Society praised the Navy as America's "messenger
of peace, of commerce, and of civilization." In May, 1852,
as William Herndon was returning from the Amazon explora-
tion, the Society invited the United States Consul to
Paraguay to speak. Consul Edward A. Hopkins promptly urged
the Society to support an exploration in order to "protect"
Paraguay from British influence. When the Royal Geographic
Society read these remarks, it was indignant. The British
society felt that national promotion of science should be
expected to foster harmony among nations. The Hopkins
speech was "ill-suited to the halls of science."
Unimpressed, the Society publicly endorsed not only a
mission to explore Paraguay, but also a large-scale expedi-
tion to Japan, and a major surveying operation to the North
Pacific and Alaska. When Spencer F. Baird at the Smith-
sonian heard that the government would support an exploring
expedition to Paraguay, he promptly began to make plans to
preserve the integrity of its scientific aspects. Since the
government made no provision for a trained naturalist to
accompany the expedition, Baird asked Asa Gray "to write a
few instructions" for the explorers on how to botanize
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successfully. Baird also provided specimen-preserving mater-
ials for zoological work, geological hammers and "collecting
portfolios." The expedition commander, Lieutenant Thomas
Jefferson Page, himself selected a horticulturist, Edward
Palmer, who would collect roots, seeds and medicinal plants
to improve American agricultural potential and to add to her
materia medica . ^
By the time the expedition was ready to depart, the
Fillmore administration had a new and imaginative Navy
Secretary, the novelist John Pendleton Kennedy. After for-
mally appointing Lieutenant Page to command the expedition
to Paraguay, Kennedy told the commander he should explore
the Plata, Paraguay and Parana Rivers for their navigability
and make "collections for the advancement of knowledge in
natural history, "botany, mineralogy and other departments
of natural science." The explorers should also conduct
astronomical, meterological and magnetic observations and
make "sketches . . . and camera impressions ... of the
64
scenery, Indians, and geological formation."
In the spring of 1853 » Page and his exploring party
left aboard the four-hundred ton war steamer Water Witch .
Swiftly propelled by its twenty-four ton sidewheels, the
ship reached Buenos Aires late in May. The American
officers of state had provided Page with a letter of
credence so that he could aid the United States Minister
to Argentina in concluding a treaty of commerce and navi. a-
tion with Paraguay. Page found, however, that the Minister
14?
had already negotiated a treaty of commerce.
Page still faced the difficult task of obtaining nav-
igation privileges along the Plata River system, which ex-
tended through Argentina, north through landlocked Paraguay
and into Brazil. With the aid of the United States Minister
to Brazil, Page obtained that nation's consent to explore
the river in their territory.^ There was much more dif-
ficulty in trying to obtain exploring rights from Argentina
for there was a civil war in that country. Justo Urquiza,
a provincial governor, was in rebellion against the estab-
lished government of Argentina. Upon the suggestion of
both the United States Minister to Argentina and the Min-
ister to Brazil, Page placed his ship at the disposal of
the rebels. Water Witch was used to transport Urquiza and
his entire staff to a more strategic battle location. The
rebel leader was pleased at this assistance from the Ameri-
cans, especially since his own "navy" had just deserted to
the government side. Page hoped that his action would gain
friends for America and induce Urquiza to facilitate the
riverine exploration.^ Happily for the cause of science
and commerce, Urquiza won the war and Page was able to
sail upriver to the Argentine city of Corrientes in late
September.
One final permission was required — that from Paraguay.
That nation's President, Don Carlos Antonio Lopez, hesi-
tated. He feared that Brazil might also demand riverine
rights. Page was persistent. He stressed the scientific
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character of his expedition, pointedly disassociating it
from "others of a speculative or solely trading character."
His only aim, he said, was to gather new knowledge of
Paraguay's natural history, resources and agricultural
potential; studies in which American commerce "could be
only remotely or incidentally interested." 67 This was a
deception, for the explorers intended to make use of this
information for the usual purposes of commercial enter-
prise! compiling useful statistics on trade and estimates
of productivity.
To assure the cooperation of Don Carlos, Page boldly
delivered some military supplies, including a howitzer with
"shrapnell," shells, canister, fuses and percussion tubes.
The Paraguayan army was delighted with this foreign aid and
on November 7 Page sailed with an unlimited license to ex-
plore the Plata River in Paraguay.^ By late November,
the explorers had reached the northernmost point in the
nation. They studied the river for navigation purposes.
Shore parties searched the streams and forests for natural
history specimens. A seven-foot boa constrictor was cap-
tured and stuffed, with some difficulty, into the alcohol
jar. Members of the expedition descended into a deep grotto
to study geological formations. They hacked off a two-
hundred-fifty pound stalagmite and carted it back to the
ship. 69
In January, 185^, Page proudly reported to the i^avy
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Secretary that he was sending home specimens of some animals
and many birds, the latter to be added to "the list of
domestic fowls, now at home." Since the damp climate
prevented the proper curing of animal skins, Page decided
to send some of the specimens home alive. Four months
later the expedition commander received a letter from the
Navy Department. Many of the animals had died enroute and
those which had survived presented the government with a
perplexing problem. The government, it seemed, could dis-
cover no authority to "found a •zoological establishment •
.
Don't send any more live specimens, ordered the Navy Sec-
retary.^0
Page hoped to continue upriver into Brazil. He would
assure that nation of the solely scientific character of
the expedition.?1 Although Brazil gave the needed per-
mission, Page had unfortunately alienated the president of
Paraguay by interceding for some American citizens whom
Lopez had restricted for offences against his nation. Lopez
closed the river to Page, preventing him from reaching Brazil
Unhappily, Page reported that the expedition had incurred
"the odium of the government of Paraguay." The commander
advised the Navy Secretary it was clear that the Paraguayans
respected power alone and he suggested that he be allowed
to respond accordingly. The Secretary told Page to come
72home. '
Page felt that his scientific work was not yet done.
He ignored the orders of his government and remained in
South
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America collecting specimens which he forwarded to Baird at
the Smithsonian. His zeal led to sorrowful consequences.
One day early in February, 1855, Water V/itch attempted to
pass a Paraguayan river fortress without stopping to answer
the challenge. The Paraguayan soldiers fired two warning
shots and then commenced shelling Water Witch
. The latter
returned fire with her three small howitzers but the first
shot from the fort had carried away the ship's wheel and
killed her helmsman. The Americans retreated.
Page returned to the United States, hoping the govern-
ment would exact revenge for the attack on his ship. He
had been prevented from gaining a comprehensive collection
in natural science. The Paraguayans had offered violence
to the American nation. When Page arrived in the Potomac
River, he carried more live animals, including a jaguar.
The astonished government suggested that the animals be
sent to the Government Insane Asylum where they might amuse
the patients.''
7
The professionals were anxious to work up the specimens
and data which had been returned. As usual Cassin agreed to
do the birds; he and Baird hoped to do a study in orni-
thology which would equal that done by the English as a re-
sult of the voyages of Beagle and of Sulphur . Yet Cassin
and other scientists had begun to lose the expectant hope
which they had once nurtured that they might claim the whole
attention of government on such expeditions. They now knew
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that science and "the propagation of knowledge" must always
share with commercial prof itmaking, the purposes of ex-
ploration. The idea of progress in America contained two
elements! an abundance of material goods and services as
well as an improved physical and intellectual well being.
^
America sought to understand nature and to make practical
use of it.
Former President Fillmore, under whose clever auspices
the Page expedition had originally sailed, congratulated
the commander upon his work, declaring, "I am now satisfied
that the expedition was wisely ordered." Fillmore's suc-
cessor, President Franklin Pierce, continued the policy of
official exploring expeditions but at the same time he tol-
erated those warlike filibustering expeditions which even
the aggressive Page claimed were losing "for us, as a nation,
respect in the South American Republics."
Congress in the 1850* s was more aware of the need to
improve American trade and agriculture scientifically. They
were willing to grant funds not only to compile statistics
for commerce but also to support more scientific research.
They wisely determined to continue to associate the two
motivations which they hoped would validate America's
promise to the world as a Republic of hope and progress.
The Thirty-Fourth and Thirty-Fifth Congresses appropriated
almost $19,000 to continue the publication of the Wilkes
Expedition results and $3,000 more to preserve their speci-
mens. They authorized $25,000 to support the Page Expedition
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surveys and several thousand dollars more to complete the
technical studies.
Cassin's ornithological report identified some new
species of rapacious and perching birds; the University
of Pennsylvania identified some new drugs for American work
in medicine, including the purgative Mechoacanna. 79 Much
more work could be done in natural science through the use
of naval exploring expeditions. The professionals continued
to work, individually and collectively, toward a systematic
exploring policy which would bring about real benefits for
science and America.
CHAPTER V
A MAJOR EXPEDITION! AMERICA VISITS JAPAN
"to change darkness into light — ... toteach old nations a new civilization —
.
.
" toperfect science —
. . . and shed blessings
around the world."
William Gilpin
Army Officer and Governor of Colorado
The anxiety of Bache and his colleagues to make certain
that science would not lose place in American society was
increased when it became known that the government was
planning a major exploring expedition to the Islands of
Japan. The scientific community hoped to include profes-
sional workers with the expedition to help ensure its
success as well as their own. American agriculturists were
keenly interested in transplanting seeds and plants and ex-
changing ideas and techniques with other lands. Botanists
such as Asa Gray looked towards the Pacific for more data
on the geographical distribution of life forms on the
planet.
Earlier attempts to establish relations with the
Japanese Empire had been prompted by commercial motives as
well as the need to protect American sailors and shipping.
In 184-6, President Polk had sent Commodore James Biddle,
commander of the East India Squadron, to China to ratify
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the new commercial treaty which special envoy Caleb Cushing
had negotiated. Biddle was to seek a similar treaty from
Japan on the return trip. He failed to obtain any agree-
ment from the determined Japanese, who had constructed an
elaborate system to exclude foreigners. The American gov-
ernment was relieved that Biddle had not attempted to use
force.
^
.
A novel plan for obtaining a cultural as well as a
commercial presence in Japan was suggested to the succeed-
ing administration of General Taylor by an American manu-
facturer named Aaron Palmer. He thought that Japan would
be impressed by a demonstration of American science and
technology i her medicines, technical publications and
artifacts
.
In 18J+9» when Palmer proposed this plan, the nation
was not prepared to develop such a broad scheme of diplomacy.
There was too much exploring activity elsewhere. The United
States was then preparing a major survey of the territory
taken from Mexico. Lieutenant Lynch was testing the waters
of the Dead Sea, Lieutenant Gilliss was studying earth-
quakes in Chile, Lieutenant Herndon was preparing an
expedition to explore the Amazon basin and Colonel Abert
of the Topographical Engineers was about to dispatch the
first of five railroad surveys into the American West.
Moreover, the Taylor government was deeply involved in an
intense rivalry with England in Central America over the
control of a possible canal route to the Pacific. The
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British had just seized Tigre Island, off the west coast of
Honduras, so the miniscule American Navy had been put in a
state of readiness. As late as 1851, the Americans still
possessed only seventy-six vessels of war, spread about the
world in Atlantic, Mediterranean, African and China squad-
rons. Their navy ranked behind that of Holland, in eighth
place, and was supported by an unusually small standing
army of 8000 men. 3 The Whig government of General Taylor
did not wish to become identified with the militant and
aggressive administration of Democrat James K. Polk which
had precipitated the controversial war with Mexico. In
1850, Secretary of State Clayton carefully negotiated a
treaty with England which renounced American ambitions for
a zone of influence in Central America.^
Following this adjustment of Anglo-American differ-
ences in Central America, the Whigs were willing to extend
American cultural influence into the Pacific arena. Whigs
such as Daniel Webster had always wanted to do this anyway.
Great Britain was already extending her influence into
China. The Americans planned to persuade Japan to sign a
commercial convention. They hoped to accomplish this in
such a way as to point up the peaceful nature of their
mission in contrast with Britain's warlike moves in China
to extend the opium trade.
American officials did not at once accept Palmer's
proposal to include a cultural component in any such ex-
pedition, although Palmer pointed out that the Japanese had
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actually welcomed the visit of the English surveying ship
Samarang. When this ship visited in I8I5, the Japanese
asked the visitors for medicines, including "cow pock"
vaccine, and had even allowed the English to conduct mag-
netical observations. 5 The Palmer plan recommended that
any American expedition should emphasize culture, science
and technology, as well as commerce, to show good will
towards the isolated Japanese kingdom.
When Millard Fillmore succeeded General Taylor upon
the latter f s sudden death, he authorized preparations for
a special mission to Japan. Fillmore first sought advice
from Commander James Glynn, who had just returned from
Japan with some shipwrecked sailors. The President selec-
ted Captain James Aulick for the mission, however, as
Aulick was the commander of the East India Squadron. The
Secretary of State, Daniel Webster, told Aulick to remember
that American bases in Japan would be a necessary link in
the western world's commercial and intelligence network.
^
Neither Glynn nor Aulick accepted the Palmer plan, believing
that this approach would result in a cultural collision with
the Japanese, who had long been disgusted with Western mis-
sionary efforts to reform heathen and "depraved" peoples.
Aulick never completed his mission; he was in poor
7
health, and lacked the stamina to complete such an adventure.
Fillmore was becoming discouraged. His predecessor, General
Taylor, had sent out a mission to the East Indies which was
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not doing well either. This other mission, led by Special
Agent Joseph Balestier, was to seek commercial relations
with Cochin China, Slam and Sarawak. Balestier, who also
collected natural history specimens for the Smithsonian,
wrote Webster that he was having little political success.
The natives of Hue in the Vietnam Empire were suspicious
of the American mission, Balestier reported. They had been
deceived before by foreigners in warships. Nevertheless,
Balestier suggested a naval demonstration would be the best
way to impress Japan. If that doesn*t work, he told
Webster, we can blockade the Japanese islands and bring
pher to "our terms."
The Japanese kingdom seemed the most likely nation
in the Pacific arena to be worth a major American naval
mission. She had no formal treaty relations with any
western nation save the Dutch; she was strategically lo-
cated for supplying fuel to the expected western trading
fleets; she was large enough in population to absorb western
manufactures, and she was believed to bo simple enough
technologically to be impressed by American cultural achieve
ments. Japan was also a likely place to terminate American
expansion westward short of a collision with the Russian
Q
Empire
.
7
The choice of Matthew Perry to command a new naval
mission to Japan was based upon several factors. He was
personally more dynamic and aggressive than Aulick or
Biddle; he also held high rank in the Navy, possessed
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political influence in naval circles, specifically with the
powerful Rodgers clan, and had considerable diplomatic ex-
perience. Perry also had an interest in science and tech-
nology. He was a founder of the Brooklyn Naval Lyceum and
had even taken time out of the Mexican War to send home
natural history specimens.
Perry proposed a new and perhaps workable plan for
the Japan mission; he would employ the technique of demon-
strating American culture, as Palmer had suggested. He
would base part of the plan upon his knowledge of specimen
collecting developed in his work with the Naval Lyceum. 10
Daniel Webster agreed with Perry's plan. Although Webster
did not live to see the expedition sail for the Pacific,
Perry was assured by the new Secretary of State, Edward
Everett, that "the enterprize
. . . will attract a large
share of the attention of the civilized world." 11
It was not easy for the American professionals in the
arts and the sciences to appreciate this confident attitude.
America's current effort to improve her commercial and
cultural state all at once seemed a difficult proposition,
particularly in view of the nation's poor performance at
the recent "world's fair" in England. The Great Exhibition
of 1851 in London, had been designed to compare the works
of human skill. The American exhibit space was so large
that they could not comfortably fill it and they did not
have sufficient time to prepare an impressive scientific
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exhibit, although they had sent, among other things, 6000
fossil specimens. 12 Following this inadequate demonstra-
tion, amateur and professional alike sought to improve the
nation's technological capabilities. The professional
clique was well aware of its limitations and of the need to
gather more information. Natural science was then in the
data-collecting stage, seeking fuller evidence to verify
or to disprove new ideas concerning the geographical dis-
tribution of plants and animals. Such a search required
wide, geographic knowledge and considerable data collecting
from many points, which only government-supported expedi-
tions could accomplish. A mission to Japan could supply
important data from a relatively unexplored part of the
world. As in earlier expeditions, explorers could also
study diseases common to man and how these were treated by
other societies. They might also collect drugs not known
to western science and even study other surgical techniques.
Once more the nation was suffering, this time from the third
and most terrible of the cholera epidemics, a plague which
still defied medical science. 1 -^
Encouraged by both nationalists and professional
scientists, the thirty-second Congress debated the merits
of the proposed expedition. Senator Hale of New Hampshire
was just as antagonistic towards scientific exploration as
he had been earlier concerning the work of the Wilkes
Expedition. He did net want the proposed Japan Expedition
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to become a "gigantic humbug- which wasted money and got
indifferent results. Senator Willie P. Mangum was firmly
opposed to any idea of spreading American culture overseas.
It was all right for America to improve her trading position
and save shipwrecked sailors, but Mangum did not like the
notion of civilizing other nations or liberating oppressed
peoples. Nor did he favor the sympathy shown by some
Americans towards liberal revolutions, such as the recent
uprising in Hungary. America was no "Don Quixote," however
inspiring may have been the heroic adventures of that
chivalrous gentleman. 1^ This debate revealed that the
Congress was not well informed on the purposes of the ex-
pedition and generally was apprehensive that the executive
might involve the nation in another war.
Commodore Perry had his own opinions on how best to
represent the national interests in the proposed enterprise.
He wished to demonstrate that the Americans had reached a
highly civilized state. To have their commercial and tech-
nological practices accepted by the underdeveloped peoples
of Asia was in the latter *s best interests. The Fillmore
Cabinet approved the Perry plan to display specimens of
America*s "advancement in the useful arts." In March, 1852,
that officer was formally appointed to command the Far East
Squadron as a prelude to command of an expedition to Japan.
^
After Webster •s death, the State Department was tempor-
arily directed by Charles M. Conrad, the Secretary of War.
Conrad drafted the final instructions to Perry which included
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both Webster's suggestions and Perry's ideas. Although
Conrad wrote that the advancement of knowledge was an ob-
jective of the expedition, he believed that a display of
power should also be made to impress Japan. This technique
had been expressly forbidden in the instructions to the
earlier Wilkes Expedition. 16 Perry resisted the pressures
by literary and scientific people who wished to take part
in the mission. He did promise that if this experimental
expedition was a success, scientists could follow later.
The new Navy Secretary, John Pendleton Kennedy, had to
dissuade an English army colonel and an English orientalist
from going along with Perry. Professor Bache, Chief of the
Coast Survey, was unable to persuade Perry even to take a
"volunteer to assist in the scientific Department." The
American Association for the Advancement of Science had to
content itself with suggesting the preparation of a manual
for observation in natural history to be "placed in the
hands of officers of the army and navy." ^
Perry did not wish the expedition to be encumbered
with a science corps whose expertise was beyond Naval compre-
hension, and whose activities would be difficult for officers
to control. Japanese power and statesmanship were untried
and unpredictable. The Perry expedition needed to have the
utmost in maneuverability. Fillmore and Kennedy decided that
science would be better served by promoting a separate
Pacific exploring expedition that same year. This other
expedition, "somewhat allied in character and importance"
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to the Japan Expedition, was to have a corps of scientists.
Nevertheless, Kennedy and Perry continued to publicize
the Japan Expedition as an enterprise of science, tech-
nology and commerce. Awed by American achievements, Japan
should see the wisdom of relaxing her "inconvenient and un-
social customs" and be able to contribute to "the relief of
the wants of humanity." The Fillmore government decided to
give to Perry a "squadron of unusual strength and capabil-
ity." 18
Although President Fillmore stated publicly that
there was no thought of colonialism in the sending of these
expeditions, the imperious nature of the expedition com-
mander suggested otherwise. Perry told Kennedy that he
planned to compel Japan to conform to western civility.
The United States, he seemed to believe, had been chosen by
the civilized world to change Japan. Since the tide of
empire was flowing west, the United States would have the
honor of "bringing the Japanese to their senses" as the
Americans had once done for the Barbary Pirates. Perry
could even believe that the British opening of China to the
opium trade was a "humane and useful" action which would
surely "meliorate their [the Chinese] moral and social
condition. "-^
American scientists were chagrined at the developing
nature of the Japan Expedition. They knew, of course, that
it had always had a political and commercial purpose, yet
Perry f s lofty and self-confident statements did not respect
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the contributions of working professionals in science.
Perry simply conflated the ideals of commercial prosperity
and cultural progress. Then he added a political justifica-
tion to his proposal to use force against Japan. He charged
that the Prince of Satsuma (in Japan) was guilty of "grind-
ing oppression" against his subjects in the Lew Chew Islands
As President Fillmore gave thanks to God "for staying
the pestilence which, in different forms, has desolated some
of our cities," Perry's fleet prepared to sail to Japan,
obtain that nation's compliance with America's commercial
demands and compete with "our great maritime rival England."
Confidently, Perry issued a General Order requiring all of
his officers to make contributions to science. Despite the
fact that the squadron had only one professional civilian
scientist — James Morrow, an agriculturist sent by the
State Department — Perry's instructions anticipated a sub-
stantial scientific program. His officers were directed to
make observations and collections in geology, ethnology,
infusoriae and marine algae, botany, entomology, ornithology
and zoology, conchology and icthyology. This astonishing
list of fields was given to an almost totally unprepared
company. Perry planned to use Naval Surgeon C. F. Fahs to
botanize, and surgeon Samuel A. Green to study pathology
and drugs. Chaplain George Jones, who had studied mathe-
matics at Yale, was appointed geologist by Perry. Jones was
to study the strange zodiacal light, rarely seen in North
16*
America, due to the brightness of the Milky Way in those
latitudes. 20
President Fillmore and Navy Secretary Kennedy came to
Annapolis to see Commodore Perry depart in Mississippi
accompanied by Princeton
. Unfortunately, the latter*
s
steam-powered engines failed as she sailed down Chesapeake
Bay and she was replaced at Norfolk by Powhatan
. It was not
until late November, then, that the Perry expedition was at
sea. Crossing the South Atlantic, the exploring squadron
entered the Indian Ocean early in 1853. Perry stopped
briefly at Ceylon. Here he met a Siamese warship commander,
to whom he made a present of a Colt revolver. Perry hoped
he could help restore the good relations with Siam that had
been "somewhat disturbed by the visit of Mr. Ballastier."
Meanwhile Chaplain Jones was methodically observing the
zodiacal light which glowed morning and night in the
21
equatorial latitudes.
That spring the expedition reached Shanghai. There
was a civil war in China then. The local American business
community asked Perry to help protect them against revolu-
tionary violence. The Commodore refused to be diverted
from his Japan enterprise. 22 He also turned down a British
offer to negotiate a joint Anglo-American commercial conven-
tion with China. Perry was determined to focus his efforts
on Japan and he wanted it to be a solely American enterprise.
Not everyone believed Perry 1 s statement of cultural pur es
for the expedition. One who thought differently was
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S. Wells Williams, who joined the Perry squadron as an in-
terpreter at Macao. Williams was an accomplished oriental-
ist who had just translated a Japanese study on copper
smelting for publication in the American Journal of Soigne .
As an educated American who recognized Japan's achievements,
Williams felt qualified to suggest that the real reason for
the Japan Expedition was the "glorification" of the Yankee
nation. 2 -^
On May 16, the American explorers sailed towards
Japan in four warships, reluctantly leaving two other ships
to protect American citizens in the midst of China's civil
war. The expedition reached the Lew Chew Islands five
hundred miles south of Kyushu, Japan, in the summer of 1853
.
Perry had already planned to establish an American base of
operations in the Bonin Islands five hundred miles east of
Lew Chew. He hoped the Americans would colonize Peel Island
in the Bonins and then gradually "extend over the entire
group of islands." In this way, perhaps, they might dis-
courage any possible Russian intrusion from the north.
Perry justified this proposed colonialism (which President
Fillmore had so recently renounced) by citing the higher law
of humanity. America would afford relief to the oppressed
Lew Chew natives from "the burthens which are grinding them
to dust." She would protect them from the "tyrannical
rulers" of Japan whose local "myrmidons . . . collect and
consume £thej produce" of Lew Chew."
Landing without permission in the summer of 1853*
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Perry at once sent out exploring parties into the interior
of Great Lew Chew. The explorers studied the geology of
the island as well as the fishes and the mammals there. They
collected whatever natural history specimens "seemed rare"
to them. Expedition members searched for coal deposits,
evaluated the stands of timber, and studied the cultivabil-
ity of the soil. 2 ^ Meanwhile, Perry had an interview with
the Regent of Lew Chew concerning the possible use of the
islands for a naval base. The Regent refused to commit
himself; after all Lew Chew was not independent of Japan.
Perry then sailed on towards Japan itself, stopping
briefly to view the Bonin Islands — a potential base. In
July, 1853, the Americans arrived at Edo (Tokyo) Bay. They
were not welcomed by the Japanese, who employed delaying
tactics and hoped the intruders would soon leave. On July
11th, the exasperated Perry sent out surveying parties to
"induce them to give a more favourable answer to my demands."
What Perry specifically wanted was direct access to the seat
of government of Japan. Perry felt that his surveying tac-
tics had made a "decided influence upon the pride and conceit
7 6
of the Government." He soon secured a conference with rep-
resentatives of the Shogun, the military official who admin-
istered affairs of state. As Susquehanna 's guns roared a
thirteen-gun salute, the President's personal representative
was rowed ashore. The Marine band played "Hail! Columbia,"
as sailors in white blouses and blue bells escorted the
Commodore to deliver the President's letter of friendship.
16?
The Japanese promised to deliver the letter to their ruler;
Perry promised to return the next spring with a great fleet
to receive their answer. 27 He then returned to Lew Chew
where he again demanded of the Regent the right to provision
a naval base there. The Regent refused. On July 28, the
American commodore delivered an ultimatum. If their demands
were not met by noon the following day, the Americans would
seize the royal palace. The frightened Lew Chewans
surrendered
.
Commander John Kelly in Plymouth was exploring the
Bonin Islands. He continued the scientific reconnaissance
by surveying the harbors, studying the geology of the
islands, the nature of the soil and timber, and collecting
fishes, mollusca and animals. Meanwhile, Perry smugly re-
ported to Navy Secretary Dobbin that he had acquired control
over the councils of state of Lew Chew. And when he re-
turned to Japan he would surely employ tactics of fear, to
show the natives that their whole coast was at the mercy of
the Americans. 2 ^
In August, 1853* Perry returned to Hong Kong. He
wanted to give Japan time to reflect upon the Fillmore mes-
sage and America's suggestion that the Japanese had failed
to employ their nation usefully in developing world commerce
and culture. The American minister to China again tried to
persuade Perry to intervene in the China Civil War. Once
again Perry refused. He was anxious to conclude his Japan
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mission before some other Western power made a move. He
suspected that the French might be so "unfair- as to try to
obtain concessions first. 29 It was important that America
should be the nation to demonstrate the value of western
science and commerce to the unenlightened despots of Japan. 30
At Hong Kong he was visited, as he doubtless expected,
by an anxious British governor. After the conference, Hong
Kong Governor Sir George Bonham reported to Foreign Secre-
tary Clarendon that probably all nations would be able to
share in whatever privileges the Americans might obtain from
Japan. Bonham felt, however, that Perry would ultimately
have to use force to obtain concessions from Japan. 31 Perry
reassured the British that America would not endanger their
claim to sovereignty in the Bonins, although Perry disputed
their claim to all of the islands. The commodore wanted
a base of operations in this island group, for he intended
to have the American presence in the Orient exhibited by
"military force." 32
Former Navy Secretary Kennedy shared this point of
view. In a letter to Perry in February, 185^ > Kennedy urged
the Commodore to bribe the Japanese ruler with a steam war-
ship or some textile machinery, if he showed any reluctance
to sign a treaty. If that doesn't work, said Kennedy, tell
him that you'll stay there off his coasts, beyond the range
of his guns, forever — until he signs. However, Kennedy's
successor, Secretary Dobbin, was anxious that Perry complete
his mission to Japan; the Navy needed to reinforce the
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Atlantic squadron due to the probability of war in Europe. 33
Early in March, 1854, Perry returned to the island
kingdom of Japan with eight ships-of-war and anchored at
Yokohama. This time the band played "The Star Spangled
Banner," and the Commodore again landed on Japan's shores.
For a long time the guns boomed that day as seventeen
salutes were fired for Perry, seventeen for the commissioners
of the Shogun and twenty-one more for the Emperor.
Entering a hastily-built conference house, Perry con-
ferred with the Chief Commissioner, Hayashi Daigaku no Kami,
who was the Lord Rector of Edo (Tokyo) University and Chief
Confucian Adviser of the Empire. The Japanese refused to
grant a commercial convention, offering only to provide for
the safety of lost ships and sailors, a resident consul and
whatever privileges might thereafter be given to any other
nation.
The Japanese had been impressed by the display of
American technology made during the visit. Perry had also
brought with him a quarter-size steam locomotive, and his
technicians gave rides to the delighted samurai retainers.
The Americans also demonstrated a telegraph, a telescope,
farming implements and clocks. A special boudoir stove was
presented for the Empress. Included in the few books brought
along was Audubon's Birds of America .^ A poor choice, in
the opinion of professional ornithologists such as George Ord.
Perry was in no hurry to leave the area before giving
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the scientific and technological phase of the expedition
ample exposure.
-Our collection of specimens of Natural
history,
... is rapidly increasing," wrote Perry to Dobbin
from Hakodadi. (Hakodadi, now Hakodate, is a city on the
Island of Hokkaido, the northernmost of the four main
islands of Japan.) Perry had already reported that with
the aid of "agriculturist" James Morrow, they had collected
many seeds and plants from China which could be introduced
to American agriculture. Medical Officer Green tested the
mineral springs at Hakodadi and found them to be diuretic,
laxative and possibly useful also in treating cutaneous
diseases. Morrow made a special collection of reptiles
which were to be sent to the Smithsonian for examination. 5 ^
Unfortunately, Perry's philosophy of scientific ex-
ploration did not make provision for application of critical
power in research. He collected whatever seemed of value,
of both contemporary and antiquarian nature. By late 1854,
the effective part of the mission to Japan was ended. Perry
dispersed the squadron and started home.
In the spring of 1855, Perry was in New York City and
anxious to begin supporting the important task of evaluating
the scientific collections. Perry planned to write a narra-
tive account of the mission to Japan, in which he would in-
clude the scientific findings. He would have Chaplain Jones
supervise the studies in natural history, "assisted by the
. . . S[mithsonian] I Institution] , Professor Henry having
volunteered such aid."-^ Perry now realized he needed good
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professional advice. The Reverend Mr. Jones preferred to
work alone on his studies of the curious and unexplained
zodiacal light. During the time the expedition had been in
the equatorial latitudes this phenomenon had been seen
almost every morning and evening and Jones had been a
patient observer. One entire book of the projected three-
volume Narrative of the Expedition of an American Squadron
to the China Seas and Japan was devoted to this physical
study. Chaplain Jones, who held a degree in mathematics
from Yale University, advanced several hypotheses for the
origin of the light. He suggested that it might reflect the
presence of an undiscovered celestial body near the sun, or
possibly might be a luminous ring around the earth's atmos-
phere. But Charles Wilkes and other physical scientists
were unconvinced by these conclusions.-^
Natural science hoped for even better results from the
biological studies. Scientists were anxious to improve their
working knowledge of life sciences. The increasingly ur-
banized and industrialized society of the nineteenth century
was promoting widespread infectious diseases. Medical
science so far had been unable to control or even to evaluate
*The Narrative was dated "1856," but the date must be
wrong; John Cassin did not send his ornithological report to
Perry until April, 1857.
**The Zodiacal Light, easily seen in the tropics during
the spring and autumn months, is probably sunlight reflected
from meteoric particles (Encyclopedia Brittanica, 1970, 1.
23).
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this public health problem. For many in science, an equally
significant question to be solved was whether life had been
created independently in different areas of the planet, or
if there was a constant diffusion of life forms on earth.
Botanist Asa Gray believed this problem could be best studied
by comparing the flora of the Orient and of the West for
possible evidence of plant migration. 38
Scientists in America knew that the Japan Expedition
was "not specially an exploring party," at least not in the
sense that the Wilkes Expedition had been. There was some
hope, however, that the efforts of James Morrow, together
with the work of Dr. Fahs and Dr. Green, had produced a
good collection for natural science. Studies of the plants
they brought home were delayed when Morrow and Perry disagreed
on the method of studying and publishing the collections.
The State Department had told Morrow they wanted Asa Gray
to do the work as he was one of the few Americans known to
be competent in botanical science. So Morrow went to
Cambridge and saw Gray in the spring of 1855. The latter
agreed to begin work at once on the Japan flora. Perry had
also wanted Gray to do the work, but the commodore was
anxious to avoid the interminable delays usually involved
in the evaluative process. His idea was to publish the
description of the new species of plants in his own Narrative .
Gray, of course, wanted to publish any new discoveries in a
scholarly journal. Morrow just wanted the study published,
so he could complete his assignment and get paid.
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There was another difficulty. Perry needed Morrow's
journal of the voyage for his Narrative but Morrow worked
for the State Department, not the Navy, and there was no
way Perry could order the journal to be surrendered. The
journal was needed for the botanical study and this debate
was hindering progress in the workup of the collections.
Finally, Morrow appealed to Baird at the Smithsonian. He
told Baird that the plant collection really belonged to
the State Department, despite the fact that Perry's inter-
preter, S. Wells Williams, had helped to make the collec-
tions. Morrow frankly admitted to Baird that he would
eventually have to return the plants to State officials in
order to be reimbursed for those specimens he had bought in
Japan. Perhaps the Smithsonian could publish Gray's descrip
tions when the latter had completed his studies. This would
give credit to Perry for overseeing the expedition, to Gray
for the professional study and to Morrow for his salary and
expenses
.
Perry was adamant. He twice reminded Gray of the
"strictly naval" character of the expedition and said he
wanted the report on the Japan plants as an appendix to his
narrative. So when Gray was able to do so, he forwarded a
descriptive list of the plants to Perry who had it pub-
39lished in the Narrative .
Despite protestations from Perry and other national-
ists, time for deliberate study war, required by science In
America. In order to make the best possible examination of
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these new collections, Gray undertook only the study of the
flowering plants, giving out the other specimens to spec
ialists. Francis Boott, an American physician-botanist now
living in England, studied the carices (herbs); Daniel Eaton
completed the study of the ferns? William Starling Sullivan*,
that energetic disciple of Gray, described the mosses with
some valuable assistance from microscopist Jacob Whitman
Bailey. William H. Harvey of Dublin completed the study of
the algae. ^° Although Perry and Morrow were in a position
to profit personally from the studies, they both preferred
to hope that Gray and the others might be able to produce
an original study of some new plant species.
John Cassin received the bird collections to describe.
There were four of these; from Ceylon, Singapore, China and
Japan, amounting to about one hundred and fifty species.
Cassin also agreed to assist in producing the colored plates
for the fishes and shells. Cassin was disappointed that the
expedition lacked any professional collectors, but he was
glad to find some new additions to science including a
"Phalaropus Hyperboreus" (a Northern shore bird) which the
European examiners had not been able to list in their Fauna
Japonica
.
Perry asked J. Carson Brevoort, a New York naturalist,
to describe the collection of fishes. Brevoort completed
his study and made an important statement about the speci-
mens. He believed the evidence showed that viviparous (pro-
ducing live young) fishes existed on both sides of the Pacific
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Ocean. He hoped that the North Pacific Exploring Expedi-
tion, which was even then out collecting, might be able to
supply data which could clear up the confusion on identity
of some other species. He also complained (but less bitterly
than did Cassin) that the Japan Expedition had not been
accompanied by "professed naturalists," who might have ex-
amined more thoroughly into how species of fishes were
distributed and the possible effect of ocean currents on
the distribution.^
The reviews of Perry»s Narrative were not often gen-
erous. The Baltimore Patriot was unimpressed. Comparing
the work with the narratives of the popular American Arctic
explorer, Elisha Kent Kane, the Patriot could see little
merit in Perry's writing. The New York Times "science"
editor also preferred to believe in the greater importance
to science of Doctor Kane f s observations concerning an open
polar sea in the arctic.^
These reviews were careless, failing to mention that
the Japan Expedition had obtained some valuable collections
for American scientists to examine. Also, a more incisive
criticism might have examined the "scientific" motivations
of Perry and his associates at the American Geographical and
Statistical Society. The Reverend Francis L. Hawks, Presi-
dent of the Society, had helped Perry write his narrative.
At a meeting of the Society on March 6, IB56, Perry and
Hawks presented their idea of the mission of America overseas.
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Citizens of the Republic, they said, should go forth "enlight-
ening heathenism, and imparting a knowledge of that revealed
truth of God, which
. . . advances man's progress." Perry
announced that he was now more sure than ever that the
concept of "manifest destiny" was real. He thought it re-
flected a universal theme in the world, where nations ad-
vanced and grew strong, then declined in power through
"misdoings," and finally were eclipsed by "some new empire."
The exhortation to enlighten Japan was not unmarked by
commercial considerations which the Reverend Mr. Hawks ex-
pressed later in his "Enlargement of Geographical Science."^5
Writing in 1855» at the conclusion of the Japan mission,
tn e New England er reversed its nationalistic attitude of four
years earlier and denounced the evident "spread ... of our
present style of culture and power over a larger area."
The editors now believed that America's aggressive overseas
posture had led to her own internal stagnation and decay.
There were more important domestic problems to be solved
46
anyway. Spokesmen for "Young America," however, believed
the United States had reached an advanced stage in her de-
velopment. They were unable to see that the Republic had
not yet become so culturally, scientifically or technologi-
cally advanced. Even in those areas where the Americans as
a nation had made significant contributions to science and
technology, such as applied power, geology and paleontology,
it was seldom due to their own unaided efforts. Amor in
professionals in science realized the debt they owed to
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Cuvier, Darwin, Lamarck, Humboldt, and the Greeks and Arabs
before them. Yet such an attitude seemed undemocratic to
many Americans for it did not support the idea of equal
opportunity for advancement which was part of the American
ideal. For many loyal Americans any cooperative work with
Europeans seemed anti-American. Not a few American people
of science were thus seen as elitist and tainted with Old
World aristocratic ideals of special privilege.
Joseph Henry was often deeply involved with govern-
ment leaders in an effort to obtain money for exploring
activities. He told Secretary of State Marcy that the
Smithsonian international exchange program had ''somewhat
repaid" the government for having established a place for
science in government. Scientists such as Henry, Bache and
Baird recommended experimental investigations and gave
thoughtful support to exploring expeditions. Henry was
anxious that Marcy see the value of exchanging the fruits
of American-inspired investigations with scientists of other
lands.^ Such an exchange system contrasted markedly with
the cultural mission of Perry to Japan. The former method
allowed the beneficiary to respond in kind and it did not
suggest all kinds of mysterious and unpredictable ideas
about the missionary nature of the Republic.
Yet many supported a wholly "American" science and saw
an immediate value in using their technology to support
overseas expansion. They were suspicious of any science or
technology which they did not understand or might not be
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able to control politically, it was not easy for amateurs
in science and especially for the uninitiated general public
to understand professional scientists searching for a
universal, primal substratum of Being, for an explanation
of the process of organic life, or for an understanding of
cosmic phenomena. Most Americans felt insecure about such
researches because they did not show immediate prospects
of success. Whenever they could do so, Americans boasted
of their nation's contributions towards inventions and in-
dustrial power. One observer even trumpeted his opinion
that the "serpent of knowledge
. . . after his fugitive steps
in modern Europe [would] instinctively follow the star of
empire west." Many British observors, however, seemed to
think that P. T. Barnum was the true embodiment of the
American mind and spirit. Punch sneered at the partly
empty American exhibit space at the world's fair of I85I1
"Why not have here some treasures of America, e.g. some
choice specimens of slaves?" Charles Babbage, English in-
ventor of the calculating machine, poked fun at American
technology. He mischievously complimented the Americans
for teaching Europeans all about locks and "the philosophical
principles of picking them," and for inventing a portable
bed for six people, suitable for exploring parties.
America's leading scientists were annoyed at the over-
confidence shown by their political leaders. Botanist John
Torrey thought Americans were so involved in "business,
fashionable parties, flash lectures & politics, that science
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is barely tolerated, much less patronized , among us." Torrey
and Gray were also sensitive to criticism by careless British
observers. It takes years, said the former, "to beat out
of the head of a conceited Tory, the notion that Americans
are not more than half civilized."^8
The British may not yet have been ready to concede
Americans were civilized, but they were impressed with
Perry's methods of intimidating the natives of Lew Chew and
of Japan. Perhaps the British were sensitive over their
failure to obtain entry into Japan first. The British naval
commander in the Orient, Admiral Sir James Stirling, sug-
gested sententiously that the Perry commercial mission had
only a limited success; the treaty was not really a commer-
cial convention at all. A British medical missionary on
Lew Chew, Bernard Bettelheim, had listened to the American
officers complain about the "malicious power" of Japan in
her refusal to "obey the dictates of humanity." He thought
that "art and science may perhaps have gained more than
commerce, diplomacy, and religion from this expedition. "^°
President Pierce had also wished to take advantage of
the squadron's presence in Asia to show the flag in the
South Pacific. So Secretary Dobbin had asked Perry to "look
in at Port Philip and Melbourne, Australia" on the way home,
and consult with the United States consul there on how best
to protect American interests in that area. It was too late;
Perry had given up his command and dispersed the squadron.^
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The British consul to Philadelphia had warned of pos-
sible American attempts to bring "republican" government to
Australia. He feared many American adventurers were already
on their way to Australia, "bent on 'Extending the area of
Freedom 1 ... in the pursuit of Liberty & Republicanism."
Minister Crampton, however, had obtained assurances from the
American Secretary of State, Edward Everett, who denied that
the Perry mission was anything but "bona fide intended for
52Japan."-' Although the original departure of the large
fleets of exploring vessels had alarmed the British col-
onists in Australia, they later reassured the Foreign
Office that fears about an American "Republican" presence
in Australia were exaggerated. The Republicans of America
had little influence there.
^
Yet the British did not relax their attention to the
number and frequency of American overseas exploring expedi-
tions. The United States had by now sent official exploring
expeditions to the Near East (in 18^8), to Africa (in 1851)»
three times in five years to Latin America, and now had
sent two large expeditions into the Pacific. The London
Times feared that the American public might not make an
adequate distinction between these missions of commerce
and culture and those other, more militant types of fili-
bustering expeditions, which many American expansionists
had been supporting in efforts to bring American democracy
to Cuba. The Times identified one of the irregular mill n
organizations — the "Lone Star Association" — as the real
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"manifest destiny" men. They were bent upon conquest, not
upon commerce, said the English newspaper. Such men repre-
sented the "political and piratical cant of the day
which means aggression by land or sea, and the extension
of
.
. .
[the United States] empire, by fair means or foul."
Such men were dangerous, said the Times , because they were
numerous enough to incite the idea of a mission for democracy
within the British Empire.
The British Minister to the United States had known of
Perry's appointment long before it became official news.
He had told the Foreign Office that although the ostensible
purpose of the mission to Japan was to conduct hydrographic
studies, to obtain a coaling depot and to assure protection
for United States sailors, the mission probably meant much
more. Six vessels of war were prepared to carry the ex-
plorers. The Japanese also had reacted to the planned
mission. On April 30, 1852, in a "note Verbale," they
spoke to Secretary Webster through the Dutch Minister to
the United States. Japan wished all governments to know
that she did not intend to modify her isolationist policy.
The New York Courier and Enquirer had characterized the
expedition as peaceful but strong; commanding respect and
enforcing compliance "with all proper demands." The London
Times interpreted this "adventurous" American expedition as
only the beginning of an American effort to master the
Pacific arena. 5^
Minister Crampton told Foreign Secretary Clarendon
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that he believed the American explorers eventually planned
some kind of permanent settlement in the Orient. Crampton
had heard that there was another American expedition planning
to travel up the Amur River into Siberia. (This latter ex-
pedition had been promoted by Maury but was scrapped in
favor of the more comprehensive North Pacific surveying
operation.) In the light of all of this exploring activity,
Crampton was somewhat relieved when President Pierce chose
William Marcy to become Secretary of State, instead of the
navalist and Anglophobe, Caleb Cushing. 55 For his part,
the new Secretary, Marcy, was concerned as to whether
Britain would continue to stay in her "proper sphere of
action." He wondered how the British would react towards
an increased American presence both in Central America and
in the Pacific arena. The exploring expeditions led Britain
to believe that the United States, now more than ever, meant
to annex the Hawaiian Islands. The British consul to the
Hawaiians finally advised the latter in January, 185^, that
Britain and "other national naval forces" [probably France],
would protect the Hawaiians from "illegal" measures by any
foreigners
.
The Americans were equally uneasy about the French and
the British. In May, 1853, the New York Daily Times had
urged President Pierce to face up to French designs upon
Hawaii, which the newspaper considered "American" islands.
The United States needed these islands, said the Times 1
happily observing that the Americans now had two scientific
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expeditions in the Pacific "to explore the destined Colchis."
In November, 18 5 3» Marcy had frankly informed Crampton that
the United States would accept an invitation from the
Islands for annexation and would surely resist any British
or French attempt to annex them.^ 7
Britain was especially concerned not only about Hawaii
but also about the Bonin Islands. They seriously considered
a convention in which they could join with America and France
in guaranteeing the Bonin Group as an international harbor
q O
of refuse. This would be preferable to a collision with
America over the Bonins; Perry had wanted to include the
islands in a combined American protectorate with Lew Chow
and Formosa.
The Pierce government finally decided that Perry's
territorial objectives had been too comprehensive to be
sustained by America. The President could not approve the
occupation of Lew Chew territory. If Japan 3hould fail to
execute the terms of the Perry treaty, the Americans would
have to evacuate Lew Chew because bhfl Navy could not spare
a force to protect it. It would be "mort ifyinp;" to have to
59give up such a new possession. ' Secretary Dobbin did not
reprimand Perry for his obtrusive seizure of territory; he
objected because it would be harmful to American prestige to
have to give it up later.
Although the mission had not secured the fixed points
which Perry had wanted to obtain, the Americans had ^ivo:,
notice of their intention to play a role of importance in
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the cultural and commercial life of the Pacific. Marcy now
felt more than ever confident that the United States could
at least annex Hawaii despite British and French objections. 60
Presidents Fillmore and Pierce had both supported over-
seas exploring expeditions for science and commerce. They
had done this partly in order to channel unwelcome domestic
social tensions into proud national aspirations. They hoped
to divert the confused social energies of the nation into
overseas explorations with many technological associations.
These goals received popular support because they gave
Americans an opportunity to represent their nation as be-
coming more progressive than Europeans had been willing to
admit for many years. Yet Fillmore and Pierce often per-
mitted the officer corps to carry out exaggerated and over-
simplified national cultural missions. These not only
tended to discredit professional science in America but
also lent color and emphasis to the ambitions of Young Amer-
icans; men such as John O'Sullivan, who boasted of liberating
or civilizing other lands, especially Cuba. Europe's great
explorer, Baron von Humboldt, regretted that the Republic's
ideals had taken such directions; he considered the American
manifesto on Cuba to be a "savage" document. 6 "''
The Japan Expedition had brought back many new speci-
mens for science; it may also have brought back an inflated
sense of American cultural success. Increasingly, Americans
saw their nation as "enlightened," but Europe, and especxcxiiy
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Britain, continued to rebuke the Republic for its benighted
cultural condition. Yet at the same time, another great
exploring expedition was preparing to enter the Pacific
Ocean arena. This new expedition gave promise of becoming
one of the most impressive professional scientific surveys
ever undertaken by any nation, and people on both sides of
the Atlantic would watch the enterprise with close attention.
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CHAPTER VI
A MOST AMBITIOUS EFFORT i THE NORTH PACIFIC EXPEDITION
"That which is far off, and exceeding deep,
who can find it out"?
Ecclesiastes 7i24
While the Perry Expedition was visiting Japan, the
Americans sent out a second exploring expedition into the
Pacific arena. The initiative for the expedition came from
Lieutenant Cadwallader Ringgold, who had commanded one of
the Wilkes exploring vessels. The idea received prompt
support from William H. Seward, New York Whig and Chairman
of the Senate Committee on Commerce. Seward saw not only-
improvements in commerce for the United States but also an
opportunity to develop in the Northern Pacific a "new arena
of culture," free from the deadening influence of old
Europe."
1
" The Navy Secretary, William A. Graham, supported
a reconnaissance of the North Pacific. Perhaps the Americans
might even discover gold in the arctic areas, but in any
case, Graham and others felt that the hydrographic studies
2
would be of truly "national importance."
Assistant Secretary Baird of the Smithsonian was ex-
cited about the scientific opportunities for the proposed
expedition. He appreciated the fact that whaling and seal-
ing companies needed help in locating new areas to exploit.
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Yet science also had legitimate goals. It was important,
Baird said, to observe and describe creatures of the sea
and their peregrinations in an effort "to solve the much
vexed questions in regard to the geographical distribution
of the various [life] forms" on the planet. The announced
purpose of the expedition, which was to advance commerce and
to continue surveying, should not obscure the efforts of
professional science in America to increase the sum of human
knowledge. Here was an opportunity for science to examine
an unexplored and unknown area of the planet and help to
complete the world's catalogue of plants and animals. Al-
though many Americans saw the enterprise as an opportunity
to extend the American way of life into the underdeveloped
areas of Asia, Baird and his colleagues hoped that this ex-
pedition would become the servant of science."^
In the spring of 1852 Baird began to make plans for
the proper staffing of the expedition. He sought to engage
specialists such as John Lawrence LeConte, the Philadelphia
entomologist, to accept the study of whatever collections
should be made by the explorers. LeConte was busy enough
already but he finally agreed to help.**
That autumn, John Pendleton Kennedy, who had replaced
Graham as Navy Secretary, formally appointed Ringgold as
commander of the expedition. Thomas Jefferson Page wanted
the command, but Kennedy told him it would be a large-scale
enterprise and he lacked the rank to command it. Page went
on to command V/ater Witch on the Plata River expedition.
^
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The post of second-in-command of the North Pacific Expedi-
tion went to Lieutenant John Rodgers, son of Commodore John
Rodgers, the former Navy Commissioner. The professionals
hoped that Rodgers would support their views of the purpose
of the expedition; after all, Rodgers had worked with the
Coast Survey for years.
On the advice of Bache's deputy at the Coast Survey
office, Rodgers met with Baird at the Smithsonian to de-
termine the best method of conducting deep sea soundings
for specimens of marine life. Marine biological studies
would rank high on the list of scientific priorities.
Baird provided Rodgers with an elaborate microscope and a
list of books on natural history. He also recommended
Alfred H. Ames to be an assistant naturalist for the ex-
pedition.^ The Lawrence Scientific School zoologist Louis
Agassiz was then giving a special lecture at the Smithsonian.
Agassiz, always a strong supporter of "good" science in
America, urged Secretary Kennedy to appoint trained natur-
alists to the expedition and not mere collectors of spec-
imens. Agassiz recommended his own laboratory assistant,
William Stimpson. Baird agreed to make Stimpson expedition
zoologist and nominated Charles Wright to be expedition
botanist. Wright was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Yale and
an assistant to Asa Gray who was now at the Lawrence School
also. At Baird's request, Gray listed special subjects for
examination by Stimpson and Wright. The latter also asked
Professor Bailey at West Point for his advice on collecting
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and studying marine algae. 7 Baird now passed on the sug-
gestions for appointments to expedition commander Ringgold.
He included the name of Edward Kern, who was an experienced
natural history artist and could be counted on to "learn the
use of the daguerrotype."* Working closely with Henry,
Baird constantly emphasized research for natural science as
well as for agriculture and commerce. The expedition ex-
plorers should look for fossil remains which had been re-
portedly found in the North Pacific by earlier English ex-
plorers. If possible, the expedition should also examine
the lower orders of life on the Galapagos Islands; a study
which previous collectors there, including Darwin, had
neglected.
In December, Rodgers went to Boston to interview the
whaling captains there about the nature of the seas to be
visited. Those whom he interviewed suggested a study of
the seabed for evidence of a food supply for the "Right"
whale. Such animals inhabited the North Pacific but their
migratory habits were imperfectly known. ^ Baird was more
interested in obtaining specimens of this whale for compara-
tive anatomical examination. Both he and Stimpson urged
Ringgold to send any collections of animals directly to the
Smithsonian for prompt study and publication. In order to
The daguerrotype, the first practical photographic
process, had been developed in 1839» but found strong cc pe-
tition from many expedition artists, who liked to present
the fine details of fins and feathers by hand.
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avoid the long delays incident to the Wilkes Expedition
publications, Stimpson suggested prompt publication in
science journals, instead of waiting for the printing of
large, beautifully bound volumes. 10 He felt the self re-
spect of American scientists was at stake.
In order to conduct as complete an examination as
possible, the explorers planned to install a laboratory
aboard ship to make an immediate study of specimens. The
teivy detached H. L. Nichol, an assistant surgeon, for spec-
ial chemistry studies with Professor Eben M. Horsford at
the Lawrence Scientific School. Horsford convinced Nichol
of the need to have a well-equipped laboratory. Three sets
of equipment would be required for protection against loss
or damage. Each set would include qualitative apparatus,
chemical reagents, graduated tubes, a Berzelius lamp, and
alcohol. Horsford cautioned that such studies would have
to be done as accurately as possible to be of any value
aboard ship, where there was no chance of replacing or of
improving the laboratory equipment.
Ringgold asked the Navy Secretary for money to buy
works of reference. Ringgold knew that the Smithsonian could
obtain recent, unpublished scientific studies, including
those done by foreign expeditions. Such reports were needed
*Jons Jacob Berzelius, a Swedish chemist, was a lead-
ing figure in chemical analysis; he invented special apparatus
for improving research methods.
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by the explorers so they would not foolishly repeat surveys
already done by others, such as the results of the "voyage
of the Capricieuse" which was expected soon to be in press. 11
Baird was pleased with the apparent success so far in
staffing and supplying the expedition. He told George P.
Marsh, the Vermonter diplomat who sometimes collected speci-
mens overseas for Baird, that he had gotten authority from
the Navy Department to obtain whatever apparatus was needed
for the expedition. The explorers would sail better pre-
pared "than the old [ Wilkes] expedition." 12
For American nationalists there was no better prepara-
tion for such an expedition than the creation of a wholly
American complement. The increasing climate of xenophobia in
America during the 18*1-0 • s and 1850' s had even led to the
formation of the Order of the Star Spangled Banner. This
organization, whose members were often called "Know
Nothings," was concentrated and institutionalized "native
American" distrust of foreigners. Even some American scien-
tists, fearful of a political challenge to their professional
status, or themselves consciously patriotic, supported an
"all-American" service to science.
Spencer F. Baird sometimes agreed with this policy in
recruiting scientists. The apprehensive Dr. John L. LeConte,
a specialist in coleoptera, told Baird "you need not send me
anything (of specimens] that is not exclusively American."
James Dwight Dana told Ringgold that Stimpson's qualifications
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as a naturalist for the expedition were enhanced by his
being an American, "which is a vast recommendation beyond
anything that a foreigner could bring." Ringgold told his
second-in-command Rodgers that he regretted to "find several
foreigners among" the recruits that Rodgers had hired for
the expedition crews. 13 Despite this implied threat to the
professional integrity of the expedition's work, the scien-
tific community in general endorsed world scientific coopera-
tion. The Smithsonian continued to exchange science infor-
mation with Europe and most American scientists, although
embarrassed by the chauvinists in their midst, cooperated
with their European colleagues whenever necessary.
American scientists hoped to regularize and refine
their data-collecting techniques. They depended a great
deal upon the naval and military corps for a more efficient
reconnaissance. People of science in America were gratified
that the Fillmore Whigs supported these research activities
as much as they did. Scientists in America often tolerated
the nationalism, navalism and commercialism which so often
accompanied exploring expeditions because it was a prudent
way of obtaining popular support for scientific observations.
The Whig Navy Secretary happily accepted credit for
initially supporting the Ringgold Expedition. When the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences thanked Secretary
Kennedy for his official aid to science, the latter replied
that he accepted their gratitude "as an index to the most
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authentic and enlightened opinion of our country." 1^ The
Fillmore administration was also anxious to divert the
public mind from the slavery question. New studies in
science were acceptable so long as they did not presume to
inform public opinion in controversial ways.
Kennedy had been helpful to scientific research. It
was he who had appealed to Congress to overcome objections
raised by Observatory Superintendent Maury to the kind of
scientific research Baird planned for the Ringgold expedi-
tion. Maury did not approve of civilian scientists usurping
what he considered to be a naval corps function. Kennedy,
however, was determined to assert civilian control over the
naval officer corps. He would support the concept that the
"Navy is made for the country , not for the corps that man
it." In 1853 Naval Surgeon William M. Wood restated this
opinion when he wrote that "a subordinate instrument of the
government [the Navy] has thus become an independent in-
stitution . . . contrary to [the Nation' sj| whole spirit
and purpose." Kennedy was anxious to secure the services
of men of merit, civil or naval, for these expeditions were
important national endeavors. •* Kennedy did not approve of
using too many line officers as scientists for he viewed
this as potentially demoralizing to Navy discipline. In
order to secure more informed civilian control over the
proposed expedition, Kennedy wrote to Maury's own supervisor,
Charles Morris, Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance and
Hydrography. Kennedy told Morris that Joseph Henry, Louis
19^
Agassiz and the American Geographical Society of New York
were preparing papers to aid the explorers "to extend the
bounds of useful science." Would Morris please have Maury
get in touch with these people, as well as the Royal
Geographic Society of London, for whatever advice they
might give on hydrographical research methods and problems.
In February, 1853, Kennedy, who now had received the
desired papers on subjects for research, issued instructions
to Ringgold. The Commander would be provided with four
warships for the expeditioni the sloop Vincennes
, the brig
Porpoise
, the steamship John Hancock and the schooner James
Fenimore Cooper
. The storeship John Pendleton Kennedy also
would sail in support of the squadron. The naval officers
were to conduct studies in physical science, including!
hydrography, geography of the seas, astronomy, meterology
and terrestrial magnetism. Kennedy attached the papers
from the scientific community; they were to be "regarded
as forming a part of your instructions."
The Americans knew that a Russian land expedition was
also about to explore the Bering Straits area. The Russian
Minister to the United States had assured Kennedy that the
Americans would be supported in their science studies when-
ever they might visit the Emperor's dominions. Kennedy told
Ringgold not to reveal any new discoveries as the honor of
the Republic was vitally concerned with the voyage. He also
warned against interfering in the civil disputes of o Lh
-
nations. Don't threaten the natives and don't be arrogant,
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said the Navy Secretary.
Ringgold was to sail as far to the north as he thought
proper to survey for safe whaling missions. He should visit
the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan; charting the waters
and fixing landmarks. The expedition was also to survey
the Bering Straits, Sangar Straits, the Bonin Islands and
the Sea of Ochotsk (Siberia). This was a formidable assign-
ment, embracing most of the coastline of Asia from 35° north
latitude to about 75° north latitude — in the Arctic Ocean.
The Americans were to avoid any kind of hostilities,
even if their nation should become involved in war. Kennedy
cautioned Ringgold to avoid having too many courts martial,
as "nothing has tended more to lessen the attachment of
the Nation to the Navy, than the frequency with which courts
martial have occurred." The Secretary hoped that the en-
lightened nature of this second great American national ex-
pedition, with its complement of "eminent Naturalists" would
bring about a "bright result for the country." Secretary of
State Edward Everett provided Ringgold with four blank
treaty powers to be filled in when there was an opportunity
to do so. He reminded the naval officer not to duplicate
any treaties that Commodore Perry might make, for the latter
had some blanks with him also. 1^ The Americans tried not
to overlook anything.
The exploring expedition sailed in the summer of 1853#
several months later than planned, due to the insistence of
Kennedy and Baird on making provision for a qualified
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scientific corps. Ringgold was very conscientious during
the beginning phase of the reconnaissance. In a general
order of June, 1853, the expedition commander warned that
each "fish caught must be opened in the presence of the
Zoologist." The ships could be stopped at any time to en-
able the explorers to prosecute examinations. Ringgold had
some special orders also. He told the officers of Vincennes
to be ready always to assist the Zoologist and to "suffer
no opportunity to pass of securing specimens and collec-
tions of curiosities." For no obvious reason, the medical
officers of Vincennes were charged by Ringgold with the
duties of an obscure "department of philology." There were
several scientists aboard Vincennes , the flagship of the
expedition. William Stimpson was in charge of zoological,
paleontological and conchological studies. A civilian,
Francis H. Storer, had replaced Assistant Surgeon Nichol as
the expedition chemist and taxidermist. Storer, who had
studied at the Lawrence Scientific School in 1850-51, was
also in charge of geological and mineralogical work. Charles
Wright was the chief botanist and ornithologist. James
Small was the principal assistant in botany. Alfred H.
Ames was in charge of herpetology and was to assist Stimpson
in conchology. Ames was aboard John Hancock at sailing time.
Porpoise carried her own complement of scientists,
including Navy Lieutenant Van Wyck as assistant botanist and
ornithologist, reporting to both Wright and Stimpson aboard
Vincennes. Assistant Surgeon Stewart was loaded by Ringgold
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with assignments in "Mamalology [sic], herpetology,
Ichthyology, and Conchology ." He too would report to the
civilian specialists aboard Vincennes .* Lieutenant John
Brooke, a Naval Academy graduate who had been with Maury
at the Observatory since 1851, and Sidney Coolidge, a civ-
ilian who had worked at the Nautical Almanac Office in
Cambridge since 185^, were the astronomers and meterologists
.
William D. Hartman would study lobsters and other Crustacea.
Hartman, a specialist in marine shells, held a medical de-
gree from the University of Pennsylvania.
Ringgold gave special instructions to Hartman for the
collection of Crustacea, based upon the papers solicited
earlier by Baird and Kennedy! he was not to forget to study
the sandhoppers and the tiny beach fleas, which had been
overlooked by "former explorers"; he should be careful to
preserve all specimens in alcohol and to note meticulously
where they were first discovered — if on the land or in
the sea, in fresh or salt water, whether floating or swim-
ming, if found in groups or singly. If the specimen was
found in weeds, what kind of weeds? If the specimen was
left on shore by the tides, was it recovered in the first,
second, third or fourth "littoral zone"? (Zone One being
designated as above high water mark.) After receiving these
orders, the "Second National enterprise" as Ringgold's
*In 1846, Secretary of the Navy George Bancroft had
fixed the rank of naval surgeons as "Commander," to b t
"tacitly exercised by the Department and the usage of the
service." (See Kennedy to Fillmore, Baltimore, April 24,
1853, Vol. 3 of Kennedy Outgoing, Pratt.)
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secretary Frederic Stuart called it in his Journal, sailed
towards the Pacific by way of the Cape of Good Hope. 17 Four
ships-of-war and a supporting supply vessel, with eleven
scientists, including two astronomers, six biologists, a
hydrographer, a chemist and an artist, carried the Republic's
hopes for a successful mission in science and commerce.
By July, 1853 » the explorers had reached Madeira Island
off Morocco. The conscientious researchers, unable to wait
for their Pacific assignment, began collecting specimens,
including new moths and grasshoppers. On September 12, the
expedition landed at Simon's Bay, Cape of Good Hope, South
Africa. The explorers remained there almost two months con-
ducting observations. Stimpson was especially anxious to
try a new dredging technique for obtaining marine life. The
strong winds and high surf delayed such operations until
October. Meanwhile, Stimpson and Van Wyck went bird hunting.
They shot and preserved the skins of twenty-four species.
Stimpson also spent several weeks with the microscope, draw-
ing and describing various specimens of marine organisms.
He finally had to go ashore, where there was more light
available for the microscope, to study some "new species of
animals" whose soft structure prevented their preservation.
By October, Stimpson could report to Ringgold a growing
list of specimens which included flying fish, land tortoises,
crabs, sea birds and moles. Ringgold ordered the specimens
shipped home aboard Springbok , an English commercial vt; I.
Stimpson, however, kept the invertebrates (about 500 species),
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hoping to find time during the voyage to study them inten-
T 18sively
.
or
Wright made several short expeditions to the interi
to collect plants. He had to write to Gray asking for ref-
erence books including "some general work on the Mosses."
Wright complained to Gray that "the majority of the [officers]
mess have a most sovereign contempt for science and no
esteem for its devotees." The expedition was then only
three months old. Chemist Storer took borings for coal,
but without success. He felt that the Cape was mostly bar-
ren from the standpoint of economic productivity, save per-
19haps for the valleys.
Rodgers was becoming critical of Ames* lack of atten-
tion to work. Ames defended himself by stating that he had
been engaged to collect and to preserve fishes and reptiles,
but not to describe them. Nor was he prepared to do work
in all branches of zoology. He finally told Rodgers he
would resign, and then complained to Ringgold about Rodgers'
malicious gossip about his competency. Ames said he really
preferred medicine to zoology anyway. On October 19» Rodgers
communicated the problem to Baird in Washington. He com-
plained that Ames had been "lazy and indifferent to his
occupation as Naturalist." Four days later Stimpson made
an official report to Baird in which he commented on the
Ames case. Stimpson wrote that he had informed Ringgold
that Ames* specialty was reptiles, not marine animals. !ut
Stimpson admitted to Baird that Ames hadn't done much work
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in reptiles either. Stimpson did feel, however, that Ames
was correct in objecting to "the man-of-war treatment" the
science corps had been receiving. On October 25, Ringgold
reported to the Navy Secretary in Washington that he had
reassigned Ames from "assistant naturalist" to "ships'
surgeon." 20 This left John Hancock without a naturalist
before the expedition had even reached the Pacific.
The case reflected a common civil-military conflict.
It had parallels with the Wilkes-Couthouy episode at
Honolulu in the first exploring expedition several years
before. Both cases involved the question of the competency
of an expedition scientist to carry out work in his spec-
ialty and of a "superior" naval officer deciding upon that
competency. In neither case was the civilian professional
carrying out his tasks assiduously. Yet in each case, the
officer involved knew even less about the field involved,
and could hardly form a professional judgment. In the
Ames-Rodgers case, there was a way of referring the matter
to higher authorities. Stimpson, the chief scientist of
the expedition, made a concurrent judgment of Ames, and
Baird the top civilian staffer for the explorers was willing
to accept this. This action made easier the transfer of
a reluctant scientist, but did not solve the problem of
anti-intellectualism in the wardroom.
Ringgold was becoming restless to proceed to the
Pacific arena; he wanted to explore new routes for American
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shipping from Australia to China. By late December, 1853,
the American explorers had reached Port Jackson, Australia.
They remained in Australian waters for a month. The nat-
uralists searched for new specimens while Storer tested
the minerals from the desert area and found a "very rich
ore of tin" which he thought Americans might exploit com-
mercially. The science corps cooperated with English
scientists who happened to be in Australia then. On Jan-
uary 1, 185^, HMS Herald , a surveying vessel, arrived at
Port Jackson from New Caledonia. Herald * s naturalist, John
MacGillivray, a specialist in mollusca, consulted with
Stimpson. When he discovered what new species the American
scientist had found in Australia, he encouraged the latter
to publish the results of his studies.
By late January the explorers were sailing northward
through the Coral Sea. One day the Officer of the Deck on
Vincennes reported having sighted a penguin on board.
Stimpson believed such a thing was very improbable in that
part of the world. The mystery was solved when the ship's
steward reported the loss of a chicken from his stores. On
February 3, 185^, the expedition reached Vanikoro Island,
where the American explorers mustered their crews, hoisted
the Tricolour and fired salutes in memory of the wrecked
La Perouse . (The French exploring frigate was lost in 1?88
while studying the Polynesian races. The wreck was not
discovered until 182?.)
America's scientists were most anxious to study
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microscopic marine organisms. 22 Bailey at West Point had
been asking for such specimens from Maury, from Bache and
from Baird. Bailey wanted to compare some Pacific deep sea
specimens with others from the Gulf of Mexico and from the
Atlantic Ocean. He already knew those from the latter two
areas agreed closely in characteristics with each other.
Lieutenant Brooke had been selected by the Navy for this
voyage chiefly because he had invented a new method of
securing deep sea specimens with a specially equipped
sounding device. 2 ^ Brooke now used this device to bring up
specimens from as deep as 2150 fathoms (about 2j miles down)
Storer tested these and found them to consist of lime
carbonate and silica; there was no organic matter. The
chemist warned the investigators that the iron "arming rod"
of the sounding apparatus was discoloring the specimens.
Perhaps porcelain could be used instead of iron another
time. Subsequent soundings of the bottom of the Coral Sea
revealed minute globular bodies which Stimpson's microscope
revealed to be foraminifera (a tiny, shell-covered marine
animal). The specimens were dead, crumbly and hard to
determine generically.
The policy of the scientists was to concentrate on
areas of study which other explorers had ignored — es-
pecially the invertebrates. John Hancock now sailed towards
the East Indies; the other ships with the main body of
scientists sailed for Hong Kong. By this time, Storer had
made one hundred twenty-one chemical experiments on the deep
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sea specimens; he believed even more studies should be done.
Yet Storer resigned and left the expedition at Hong Kong.
He transferred his chemical apparatus and his geology
duties to Stimpson. The latter seemed to feel that Storer's
problem was simply that he believed he could do more original
work elsewhere.
The expedition remained at Hong Kong from the end of
March until early September, 185^. There were several
other important changes in personnel during this time. On
April 3, Sidney Goolidge, Assistant Astronomer and expedition
meterologist resigned. Stimpson felt that Coolidge had not
been overzealous in his scientific duties anyway. 2 -5 Late in
May, John Hancock arrived at Hong Kong after four months of
surveying in Borneo-Sumatra waters, collecting shells, sea-
weeds and plants. A week later Ringgold approved of the
local hiring of Mr. Squires as assistant naturalist to re-
place the departed Ames. Stimpson also approved of Squires,
for he knew he had shown discrimination in collecting marine
animals. Dr. Hamilton, who had been doing some collecting
aboard John Pendleton Kennedy , was to replace Storer as
chemist, but he proved to be too ill to continue on the
expedition. By the end of the summer of 185^ the American
expedition now consisted of five ships and twelve scien-
. . . 26tists »
Vincennes John Hancock
Lt. John Brooke, Astronomer Mr. Squires, Asst. Naturalist
Frederic Stuart, Astronomer Dr. Alexander, Collector
20^
Vincennes (Cont'd) Porpoise
Charles Wright, Botanist William D. Hartman, Conchologist
James Small, Asst. Botanist Dr. Stewart, Asst. Naturalist
William Stimpson, Zoologist Lt. Van Wyck, Ornithologist and
_
,
Asst. Botanist
Mr. Schonborn, Meterologist
Edward Kern, Artist
John P. Kennedy James Fenimore Cooper
(no scientists aboard) (no scientists aboard)
While still at Hong Kong waiting for Rodgers to com-
plete his surveying in the Indies, Ringgold had been asked
by the American Secretary of Legation at Canton to help
protect American citizens in China against the T*ai P'ing
Rebels. Ringgold requested permission from the Navy Sec-
retary to use his ships to protect United States citizens
in the Whampoa area, near Canton. Then without waiting for
a reply, Ringgold dispatched Porpoise to attack some pirate
junks cruising in nearby waters. The American ship fought
all day "in concert with His Brinic £sic] Majesty's . . .
Sloop Rattler . . . [against] a large fleet of pirate
27junks." ( Vincennes went to Canton to help the Manchu gov-
ernment repel attacks by the rebels. Commodore Perry the
year before had refused a similar request although he pre-
ferred the rebel cause.
*The Americans saw the T'ai P'ing Rebellion as a pop-
ular, anti-foreign uprising against the ruling dynasty oi
alien Manchu conquerors of China.
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In dispatching Porpoise to fight the pirates, Ringgold
felt he was doing no more than any ship commander, public or
private, would do under similar circumstances. Yet in
attacking the rebels at Canton, he was taking sides with
the ruling Manchu dynasty in a civil war, a kind of action
expressly forbidden by the instructions of his government.
In October, the new Democrat Navy Secretary, James Dobbin,
confirmed Ringgold* s action but cautioned him to concen-
trate on the announced purposes of the expedition and leave
diplomacy to the Far Eastern fleet. 27 Botanist Wright was
upset that Ringgold had seen fit to defend the "•dime-
grasping Anglo-Saxons*" in China.
Ringgold had other problems. He and Rodgers disagreed
over the method of returning the scientific specimens to
America. Rodgers was also appealing decisions of the com-
mander to the Secretary. Ringgold was angry to see the ex-
pedition specimens piling up in a Hong Kong warehouse.
"Nothing could be more antagonistic to the orders of the
Secretary [Kennedy] and the interests of the Expedition,"
said Ringgold. As yet he was unaware that the new Navy
Secretary, Dobbin, had set aside Kennedy's orders to send
all specimens to the Smithsonian. Dobbin planned instead
to send them to the Naval Academy. "Things must have
changed very much since we left," Stimpson wrote to Baird
in April, 1854. The zoologist carefully kept the most
28
valuable specimens aboard ship.
In Washington, Baird tried to reverse Dobbin^s
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decision about the expedition collections. Baird was upset.
He expected this voyage to be the most important of the
several expeditions authorized by the Fillmore administra-
tion. Kennedy had construed the enabling act so liberally
that American people of science expected much new matter
and knowledge of nature to result from the reconnaissance.
Under the leadership of Torrey and Gray, botany in America
was now well on its way out of the collection-classification
stage and was moving towards a theoretical science which
might aid in explaining the process of organic life. 2 ^
Baird wrote to Kennedy and asked the former Secretary
for help. The new Secretary, Dobbin, had informed Joseph
Henry that the Navy planned to send the scientific collec-
tions to the Naval Academy at Annapolis. Baird reminded
Kennedy that the Smithsonian was "an intelligent repository,
able and willing" to do the proper studies on the specimens.
Baird remarked upon the careless handling of the Wilkes
collections by the National Institute years before. He
did not want to see uncertain hands "paralyze all efforts."
In the "interests of science and the rights of the natur-
alists involved" the Smithsonian had systematized "the whole
plan of operations, nominating competent naturalists making
all purchases and settling all accounts, supplying detailed
instructions to the corps," and making facilities available
for study and work up "with a single eye to the general
interests of science." Baird asked Kennedy to intercede
with Dobbin. 30
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Kennedy at once wrote to Dobbin, citing the history
of the harm caused by the incompetency of the National In-
stitute agents, and stressing the assistance which Henry
and Baird had already given the expedition. Kennedy urged
that consideration be given to increasing the collections
at the Smithsonian which was a "most valuable national
cabinet
. . .
accessible to the philosophic research and
study of all Americans ." Kennedy meanwhile advised
Ringgold that the Naval Academy had no staff for such work,
and that politics was involved in the Pierce administration
maneuver. Dobbin finally agreed in March, 1854, to release
the specimens to the Smithsonian.-^1 Ornithologist John
Cassin shared Baird* s alarm. He did not want to lose the
Ringgold bird collections. He was already working on the
Gilliss collections and had asked Baird for the Herndon
collection of birds as well.
The Ringgold explorers continued to make collections
at Hong Kong. In April, 185^» Stimpson wrote to James
Dwight Dana that he had found some new genera among in-
vertebrates. His studies of marine fauna in the area now
led him to conclude that their complex characteristics
changed as the seasons changed from warm to cold and back
again. He wanted to get his Australian discoveries pub-
lished soon as English naturalists were also working that
area. He was sorry there would be but few novelties among
vertebrates but the Naval officers were so bent upon coaxal
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surveying that most landings were at settled seaport areas,
where few wild animals could be expected. He and Wright
had to hurry their own work to keep up with Naval surveying
plans. Stimpson recorded that he had found some asters in
Hong Kong; yet if they had sailed a day earlier, he would
have recorded that Hong Kong had no asters.^ 2
America's biologists managed to arrange a three-day
expedition along the China coast in early May. With an
armed guard of sailors for protection against pirates,
Wright, Small and Stimpson sailed among the lesser islands,
dredging up marine life and hunting land animals. Wright
was a tireless collector of plant life. The other scien-
tists had to wait for him as the last day of their excur-
sion ended. Finally they saw him appear, running tov/ards
the waiting boat, coatless and staggering under an immense
33burden of shrubbery.
Late that summer an unexpected event threatened the
plans for the continuation of the reconnaissance. Ringgold
became ill with fever and was sometimes in a delirium. A
medical team was convoked by order of Commodore Perry, who
was the senior American naval officer in the Pacific. As a
result of the examination, Ringgold went home and Rodgers
became acting expedition commander. The new leader at once
began to plan for the long-awaited northward reconnaissance,
which was the original purpose of the enterprise.
On September 6, 185^, John Hancock and James Pen r. re
Cooper sailed north to survey the China Coast as far as
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Korea. Rodgers displayed a much different attitude towards
marine studies than Stimpson had expected. Rodgers direc-
ted all observors aboard John Hancock to note the existence
of whales and the character of the seabed in that area, for
whalers believed that they could tell where the animal
might be found from the character of the sea bottom. The
scientists aboard John Hancock were also to survey the
Yellow Sea for commercial landing places. ^ Vincennes and
Porpoise meanwhile sailed towards the Bonin Island group
southeast of Japan. By thus dividing the squadron the ex-
plorers could study simultaneously the two separate coast-
lines which Secretary Kennedy had asked them to survey.
This tactic also sent the main body of scientists towards
Japan and the unexplored northern seas. The explorers were
able to search for specimens in the Bonin and Lew Chew
islands during the fall and winter of 185^.
After Rodgers was formally appointed expedition com-
mander in November, 1854, Matthew Fontaine Maury tried to
exert more influence upon expedition strategy. It was
Maury who had earlier tried without success to spirit away
the scientific collections from their destination at the
Smithsonian to the Naval Academy. In November, Maury wrote
to Rodgers citing Ringgold's "calamity" and said that his
removal as commander was an opportunity for Rodgers to
carry out certain new objectives for the expedition.
Ringgold had been working with "instruments too diverse,"
said Maury; the expedition was in danger of becoming "so
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very pantological [or comprehensive} that the main object
would be lost sight of in a measure." The main objective
to Maury was to make improvements in nautical science and
commerce. This could best be done by surveying, or by carry-
ing out such technical studies as that of the character of
the seabed. This would aid in determining the behavior
pattern of the whales and make it simpler to hunt them.
Maury also supported speculative studies of marine phenomena,
but he viewed them as "collateral" examinations for the ex-
pedition.^ Specimens of "seadust" were sent to Maury from
Shanghai by the expedition. These were passed on by the
National Observatory leader to Bailey at West Point. Maury
hoped such studies would help to determine how ocean currents
and air currents moved.
Two new themes of inquiry were being added by science
to the exploration activities of the 1850*s. Both were con-
cerned with the world's oceans and seas. Maury was originat-
ing a graphical study of the motions of the seas and the
associated air currents. The English scientist, Edward
Forbes, had inaugurated a systematic study of marine life
forms. Forbes, a graduate of Edinburgh University, had ex-
plored in the Near East earlier and had become a specialist
in mollusca. He initiated the deep-dredge technique for
examining marine life. Forbes died at age forty, while the
Rodgers Expedition was out surveying.^ Maury became the
acknowledged leader of the study of the physical geography
of the sea; Stimpson hoped to follow in the path of Forbes
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and study the biology of the sea.
Rodgers and his explorers had decided to use Great Lew
Chew Island (now Okinawa) as a base of operations. Follow-
ing Perry's earlier tactics, they asked the Regent of the
island for a supply of wood and the use of pilots. The
Regent failed to supply these. Rodgers now determined to
act as Perry had done before. On December 12, 185^, the
Americans marched upon the palace with a hundred men and a
field piece. Once again, the Lew Chewans surrendered.
Rodgers was scornful of what he saw as the duplicity of
the Regent. He wished some superior western civilization
would possess the spy-ridden island of Lew Chew. Although
he conceded that Perry's treaty had been negotiated under
duress, Rodgers justified the use of force by stating that
no nation had a right to remain sovereign when she did not
contribute to the general well-being of humanity. The
Americans proceeded to set up an observatory and a camp for
their scientists
.
^
The Americans stayed only a few days at Lew Chew.
They were anxious to resume their voyage to the North
Pacific. On December 28, they landed at Kagoshima Bay on
Kyushu, the southernmost of the four main islands of Japan.
They were not welcomed by the "natives." The expedition
commander himself landed and advanced inland towards -a site
which seemed fair for an observatory. An armed samurai
barred Rodgers' path, sawing his hand across his throax in
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a dreadful gesture of defiance at the intruders. Rodgers
drew his revolver and pointed towards the site chosen for
their observations. "The hero in Kendall green," said
Rodgers, "seemed to consider this a declaration that we
were really interested in our pursuit of science and
started in a run to report." When Lieutenant Brooke took
the smallboat Shark to survey the waters nearby, the
Japanese again reproached them. Rodgers now ordered the
surveyors to arm themselves with "rifles, cutlasses and
pistols." Rodgers concluded that "in this brag game fire-
arms, take [illegible} words — the Japanese will not re-
ceive the schoolmaster unless he wears a revolver — ."
After this, the Japanese were civil but anxious that
the Americans be gone. This confrontation had ruined any
chance of inland exploration. For Stimpson the most likely
way of collecting in Japan now was by deep water dredging.
Rodgers later told Dobbin that his decided flourish of the
revolver had compelled the Japanese to agree to "our wishes
for peaceful observation."^ It was now too late in the
season to resume the journey north. The explorers returned
to Hong Kong to wait for spring.
Rodgers had not really wanted to menace the Japanese
in such a primitive manner. He knew the "revolver and
Bowie knife argument" was only a substitute for justice.
What Rodgers longed for was to see the American Republic
develop a "civilized assertion of force against those who
war against the instincts and interests of humanity." He
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had no wish to harm such "miserable and timid creatures" as
the Japanese but "self preservation carries Bowie knives. "^°
Perhaps, but such a display of force contradicted the Navy
Secretary's very explicit orders not to antagonize the
"natives." Fillmore and Kennedy had wanted America to be
accepted on her own merits in the North Pacific "arena of
culture .
"
By January, 1855 • "the explorers were back in Hong Kong
Stimpson was pleased with the results of their investiga-
tions so far. The scientists had collected almost 3000
specimens representing 1153 species of life, including one
hundred eighty species of Brachyura (crabs), most of which
were as yet uncatalogued by science. More important,
Stimpson* s dredging had revealed a fairly accurate geo-
graphical distribution of known species of marine life
which was in accord with theories based upon studies done
earlier in non-Pacific waters. The expedition shipped
home many of the collections, carefully following instruc-
tions obtained by Baird from Dobbin. The labels readi
"Zoological Dept.
U S N P Expedition
Box No.
S.I.i Wash., D.C."
So they would not go to the Naval Academy after all. The
collections of seeds were shipped directly to the National
Botanical Garden.
In March, 1855, Rodgers wrote Maury that they had not
yet done many deep sea soundings? he knew that Maury was
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anxious to continue studies on whale behavior. The commander
felt he had done a just thing in showing force wherever they
had gone. "We have asserted a broad right to do innocent
things
. . .
without molestation," said Rodgers. He knew
that his degree of freedom in surveying depended upon nego-
tiated terms which were not easily obtained. Yet he could
not understand why his own government restricted him from
giving out any information about the naval and scientific
reconnaissance. English and French surveying expeditions,
he said, "give every information in their power." Rodgers
felt that such restrictive conditions made it appear "as
though this were a secret political expedition." He wanted
at least to be able to give Russia and Japan charts of their
own coastlines. In June, Secretary Dobbin gave Rodgers per-
mission to give nautical information only to other national
vessels . ^
During the return visit of the expedition to Hong Kong,
Rodgers received a letter from S. Wells Williams, Perry's
erstwhile interpreter for the Japan expedition. Williams
wanted to reassure Rodgers that Perry had prepared the
Japanese for Rodgers' projected visit to survey Japan.
Perry had told the Japanese not to fear such expeditions,
which all western nations engage in for the benefit of
humanity. The Americans were there, Perry had told them,
to survey Japan's coasts simply because the Kingdom could
not do it herself. Rodgers was not so easily convinced of
Japanese hospitality.
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In the spring of I855, the North Pacific Expedition
appeared off Simoda, a port about a hundred miles south of
Tokyo and one which had been guaranteed open by the terms
of the treaty signed by Perry. Rodgers had a letter de-
livered to the Governor of Simoda telling him how important
it was to continue trade with America and to allow a resi-
dent consul from the United States to supervise trade there.
He even suggested a Japanese-American exchange of students
to study the "mechanic arts, some to study science." The
officer then proceeded to demand better treatment for Ameri-
cans visiting in Japan. He pointedly referred to Mexico as
a nation which had ill-treated United States residents [in
Texas]!
. As a result, he said, the Americans "made war
. . .
and overran their country." Despite this manner of intro-
duction, the Americans were allowed to remain several days
in Simoda collecting snakes, vipers, crustaceans, ferns
and flowering plants. Meanwhile, the Smithsonian had re-
ceived the earlier collections and was already discussing
methods of work up and early publication of the results.
By the middle of June, 1855, the American expedition
had reached Hakodadi (Hakodate), on the northern isle of
Hokkaido. Perry's expedition had visited there just one
year before. Rodgers* explorers studied the area more in-
tensively than their predecessors. Stimpson reported a rich
yield of mostly new species. Botanist Wright reported the
soil was good for agriculture. With his mind perhaps still
on Mexico, Rodgers recommended to Dobbin that the United
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States encourage American colonists to settle on Hokkaido.
In this way, he said to the Navy Secretary, "a precedent of
what we mean, and of what they [Japan] give, will be estab-
lished before the force disperses." If necessary, said
Rodgers, we should use force on the Japanese — enough to
terrify them at first and overcome them, but not to do
"petty injuries" which would leave resentment.
Rodgers was upset at discovering that Japan was inter-
preting the treaty with Perry in such a way as to nullify
the American construction of the agreement. The Japanese
apparently had not expected the intruders to come back so
soon to test their soil, study their flora, and perform other
acts which gave ominous signs of interest. Yet the scien-
tists moved on. As Rodgers wrote to Dobbin, we go on to the
North, where we hope to devote our labors to the "Ocean upon
which we have important possessions, and are the only power-
ful race."
By the middle of July, 1855# "the explorers had reached
Kamtschatka, a peninsula of Russian Siberia, jutting south-
ward towards Japan and framing the western limits of the
Bering Sea. Here Lieutenant Brooke sounded the bottom of
the sea at 2?00 fathoms. His deep sea recovery device brought
up organic life forms from over three miles down. In order
to avoid getting "upper water" specimens, the examiners cut
into the center of the "Quill" collecting device to obtain
true "bottom" samples. Stimpson's microscope identii'ieu
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these as "silicious shields of infusoria." The specimens
were set aside for later examination by microscopist Bailey
at West Point and chemist Silliman at Yale. These scientific
examiners were also receiving micro-organisms from Maury's
Atlantic hydrographers and Bache's Gulf Stream surveyors.^6
The expedition sailed farther north into the Bering Sea.
Early in August, the explorers reached the Seniavine Straits,
Siberia. They landed at Glassenappe Harbor where they were
met by about seventy-five Tchuckchi (Chukchi) people, who
did not oppose their landing. Nor were the Americans molested
when one of them stole a skull from the village graveyard for
the collections. On August 6, another collection party set
out including Lieutenant Brooke, artist Kern, botanist Wright
and zoologist Stimpson. Rodgers was somewhat alarmed at the
number of Tchuckchi they discovered — "a race still un-
conquered, and untributary" — so the explorers took along
the fieldpiece to fortify their camp. They spent a month
hn
studying the people and the natural history of the area.
Rodgers speculated that perhaps the "Asiatic pole of
cold is . . . ambulatory, and receding from Behrings Straits
. . .
[as} the pole of magnetism changes — it is nomadic."
He thought perhaps this might allow him to find a pathway
to the "polynia" or open polar sea and thus discover the
legendary Northwest Passage. However the voyage was becoming
increasingly difficult due to unusual currents and frequent
fogs encountered, as the ships passed through the Straixs
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and entered the Arctic Ocean. They could not search further
for the "reported Polynia" j they lacked the supplies to
winter at the North, and ice prevented them from sailing
beyond Wrangel Island. They did have the satisfaction of
recording that Herald Island was not where the British Ad-
miralty had said it was>8 Having reached as far as seventy
degrees north latitude, the expedition now had to turn south
again.
Finally, on October 16, 1855, the explorers arrived in
San Francisco, after more than two years of surveying and
collecting. Stimpson summarized the collections made since
their departure from China. They included: fifty-seven
species of birds, thirty of reptiles, eighty-seven of I
decapod crabs, one hundred seven of "lower orders" of
Crustacea, one hundred eleven species of worms, four species
of cephalopoda, fifty shell-less mollusca, eighty-seven
radiata and two hundred seventy additional species of shells.^
Maury wrote to Rodgers in November, 1855, suggesting
that he now divide the ships of the expedition and explore
both sides of the Pacific, in anticipation of developing the
ocean into an American arena of commerce. However, Rodgers
had already volunteered Vincennes to help stop attacks of
Indians upon Americans in the Seattle area and the Pacific
Squadron Commander had accepted this offer.^ The effective
reconnaissance of the North Pacific Surveying and Exploring
Expedition was ended. Maury received a very fond address
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from Rodgers in which the latter complimented him for his
work on winds and currents. Rodgers included his views on
scientific inquiry and education! "In Japan China and Loo
Choo as in Europe poor Truth lives in a hole ... the
western plan would not answer in Eastern country but
point a revolver down the well and she comes up herself." 51
The scientists continued their examinations for a short
time more as they prepared to return to their homes. Charles
Wright returned home by way of Nicaragua in the summer of
1856, "intending to botanize there." He was obliged to re-
turn home early due to the presence of "our vile filibuster-
ing people," according to Asa Gray. William Stimpson, the
expedition herpetologist since Ames* departure, was collect-
ing salamanders in Sonoma, California, near San Francisco
in January, I856. Then Spencer Fullerton Baird in Washington
received an excitedly worded telegram from Stimpsoni "We
have at last accomplished the object of the Expedition, and
performed our promise
. . . at 3 P.M. this day we found the
Lingula ! ! ! ! ! yea verily the unapproachable Lingula!* for
all knowledge of which, forsooth, American Naturalists were
to be dependant upon [torn off) assy He may keep (torn^ in
The Lingula, or Brachiopod, was one of the earliest
shell-covered marine invertebrate animals. This particular
life form had persisted since Lower Cambrian times (500 -
600 million years ago), though in greatly diminished numbers
by the time of William Stimpson.
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his cabinet till it rots for all I care — our catalogue of
U.S. shells is no longer dependant upon him for completeness
.... I shall publish it in the May Silliman [Journal of
Science]. I'd almost lost hope of finding that rare denizen
of the deep here." 52 Two years* searching in exotic places
had provided nothing so important as this last-minute dis-
covery on a California beach. Ahead lay the monumental task
of analyzing the collections and publishing the findings.
Baird told Stimpson in July, I856, that he hoped Secre
tary of the Navy Dobbin would "give you what aid you need,
but I fear he won't. He don't appreciate these things."
Baird felt keenly the casual attitude of Dobbin towards
scientific publication. The associates in science at the
Smithsonian had given aid to almost every large exploring
expedition, often furnishing their own special scientific
instrumentation. They did not want the specimens to gather
dust in a "National Institute." Nor did they appreciate
amateur naturalists suggesting that work in comparative
ethnology might reveal the greatness of man's advancement
from a savage to a refined condition. 53
Maury had already arranged for a "Japan Expedition
Office" in the National Observatory where most of the hydro-
graphic and astronomical data were to be studied. Meanwhile
numerous boxes of natural history specimens were arriving
at the Smithsonian from the Pacific areas.^ These collec-
tions represented "complete examinations of two or three
species." The explorers had studied invertebrata whenever
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possible since these were less likely to have been examined
by others. The dredge had been used constantly, seeking new
species of marine life. The examiners were anxious that the
"new species
. . .
[be] worked up, and their bearing f on the
Order of Being;)
. . . established." 55
They still had to pry some more research money out of
the reluctant Secretary Dobbin. Rodgers asked Henry if he
and Bache would use their influence on Dobbin to obtain
sufficient funds to study the collections and publish the
results. Dobbin was no longer interested. James Buchanan
had been elected President and had chosen Isaac Toucey as
Secretary of the Navy.
In the thirty-third Congress there was a display of
temper against the idea of more funds for research and pub-
lication. Senator Hale of New Hampshire, the constant critic
of science, still thought of the Wilkes Expedition as a
humbug of "universal contempt." As far as he was concerned,
these expeditions raked the ocean bottom to bring home
"creeping things of all sorts" which were made into picture
books. There was laughter in the Senate chamber. Senator
Pearce of Maryland, now chairman of the Library Committee
and nominally in charge of "official" United States science
publications, reminded the laughing legislators that these
collections required the "highest science to describe" and
the results did honor to America despite the "droll remarks"
of the Senator from New Hampshire. However, Stephen R.
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Mallory, Democrat of Florida, and a supporter of Maury's
scientific efforts, endorsed Pearce's request for an ex-
panded printing of the Wilkes publications. Then Senator
Robert Ward Johnson, Democrat of Arkansas spoke. He saw no
need to print any more copies. Richard Brodhead, a Pennsyl-
vania Democrat agreed. He angrily denounced the spending
of so much money on "birds and creeping things, and bugs,
and things of that kind. I know that is science." It was
the desire of Americans to display their achievements that
overcame all objections and at last Congress authorized
$20,000 to continue the publication and preservation of the
works of the Wilkes Expedition. They authorized several
thousands more for publication of the surveying studies of
the North Pacific, and $15,000 for studies of the biological
specimens from the Rodgers expedition.^ 6
Rodgers warily approached the new Navy Secretary on
the subject of professional staffing. He suggested Stimpson
for general supervision of the natural history collections,
but he was afraid to suggest other names until Toucey had
approved the general scheme. Rodgers, as had others before
him, stressed the importance to the honor of the country of
being the first to publish new results in science. We need
to obtain the credit, he said, before France and England did
so, for they now had observors out "in the same field." He
told Toucey that experts were needed to do the work and that
this also was a good sign, for the Republic was too inter-
ested in material things and needed to develop some eminent
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scientists.
Toucey agreed. Six months later in October 1857,
Stimpson, now in charge of the work on the collections, sum-
marized the assignments and progress to datet
Spencer Baird had been working on a small collection of
mammals and was almost finished.
John Cassin had been at work since May on the birds.
Edward Hallowell had the reptiles to work up. He had
also been working since May.
John Brevoort would do the fishes of Japan and the
Bering Sea.
Augustus A. Gould had begun work on the mollusca.
William Stimpson had taken charge of the invertebrata,
including crustaceans, annalida, corals, sea
urchins and starfishes.
Charles Wright and Asa Gray had accepted the botany
assignment and had been working hard on the
plant collections.
The insects were to have been assigned to John L. LeConte,
but he had gone away collecting in Central America and was
unavailable
The fishes of the Pacific were almost entirely unknown
until 185^» when the "Second National Exploring Expedition"
sailed into these waters. Since professional naturalists
had not accompanied the Perry Expedition to Japan, American
scientists awaited eagerly the results of the Ringgold-Koagers
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expedition. The explorers brought back five hundred and
fifty species of fishes. John Brevoort concentrated on th
fishes of Japan and his New York associate, Theodore Gill,
was to take up the study of the fishes of the North Pacific.
Gill, who had been privately tutored in science, would join
the regular Smithsonian staff in 1863. 59 John Cassin could
hardly wait to add the Bering Straits collection of birds
to those he had been studying from other expeditions. The
several Naval expeditions of the 1850's were the principal
source of America's "international" bird collection. 60 The
expedition had neglected the study of anthropology; their
labors in that field resulted in one bag of Tchuckchi skulls.
The explorers said that the Tchuckchi reported they sometimes
visited the Esquimaux on the American side of the Bering
Straits, travelling over the winter ice by dog sledge.^1
The studies in biology continued for almost four years from
their beginning in 1857. Then all official work was stopped
by Rodgers, for civil war had come to America and the officer
had taken command of a Mississippi River flotilla which was
to invade the Confederacy.
The final report of the "state of forwardness" of the
studies was given by Stimpson in 1861. Six of nine depart-
ments of science had completed their work, includingi Cassin
on birds, Hallowell on reptiles, Stimpson on Crustacea and
Gould on mollusca. Work on sea urchins and starfishes had
been completed by Alexander Agassiz, an 185? graduate oi
een
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Lawrence Scientific School. The insect collections had b
divided into diptera (mosquitoes and gnats) and neuroptera
(lacewings and ant lions). H. Loew had completed the study
of the diptera. Philip Reese Uhler, who had already pub-
lished in the field, was still working on the neuroptera.
Theodore Gill was still at work on the fishes of the North
Pacific. Addison E. Verrill, a twenty-two year old Harvard
zoology student was at work on the corals collection. De-
spite pleas by Stimpson for continued support in order to
secure priority of discovery and to update the sciences, the
work was never officially resumed. John Cassin did produce
a catalogue of the birds which he published in the 1862
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences. His article
suggested there was some identity of specimens from the
Pacific with both North American and European birds.
These new contributions to science did not entirely
achieve the goal of European respect for America. The
Edinburgh Review continued to condemn Americans as M, a race
of bullies, ignorant of books'. " In I858, Maria Mitchell,
who had discovered a new comet from her Nantucket observa-
tory in 1847, visited Baron Humboldt. He was satirical now
of the cultural efforts of America. In 1851» when Silliman
visited him, he had said that he valued the works of both
Bache and of Maury. In I856, he had told the visiting
Samuel F. B. Morse that science in America commanded "much
admiration in Europe." The change took place after 1857.
When New York Tribune reporter Bayard Taylor visited Humboldt
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that year the "Great Explorer" said he was outraged that
Americans should tolerate such a "savage" document as the
Ostend Manifesto on the "liberation" of Cuba. 63 Such
aggressive American expansionism prejudiced his views of
their exploring expeditions.
While foreign criticism continued, Asa Gray published
an article suggesting a possible relationship of the flora
of Japan and the flora of America through an original
pristine stock. Charles Wright and William Starling
Sullivant, America's leading bryologist, had been studying
the Pacific flora. As early as 1853 Wright had told Baird
that he hoped to bring back a "pretty thorough floral col-
lection" from the North Pacific. They hoped the Smithsonian
could help support studies of these collections. On April
Ur, 1857 » Baird confirmed that $4-, 000 of the Congressional
appropriation had been set aside for botanical studies. 6^
Gray divided the work among the three of themi Sullivant
would do the mosses and the liverworts, Wright was to study
the persimmons and milkweeds and Gray himself would work up
the flowers. Gray asked George Bentham, the English bot-
anist, to help with the plants from Hong Kong. Rodgers
agreed, as he believed the Englishman would give American
contributions proper credit.
Gray had been reading over Wright's field notes again
in the fall of 1858; he believed the manuscript to be more
informative than the new species Wright had found, tongue'
s
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critical remarks on the geographical distribution of the
species were what really interested Gray. 65 Another scien-
tist who had long been interested in the distribution of
species was Charles Darwin. Joseph Hooker, at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, had worked before with Gray on flowering
plants. Hooker had told Darwin of Gray's work on North
American plants. Darwin had written to Gray in April, 1855,
seeking information about the range of distribution and the
environment of the Alpine plants of North America. Gray had
replied that he would supply the requested data. He cau-
tioned Darwin, however, that to be able to demonstrate that
individuals are "variations of one species" through "inter-
mediate" connecting life forms, did not necessarily mean
one could conclude by analogy that this concept applied to
all life forms, unless individual evidence was available.
Darwin replied that he felt he could show uniformly that
all "species are only strongly defined varieties"; he had
been years now studying the natural means of change in
66
species
.
In the autumn of 1857 > Darwin told Gray that he re-
jected the idea that climate could produce changes in or-
ganisms. He believed instead that biologic changes came
about from adaptations by creatures in their efforts to
secure survival. He did not believe in Lamarck's "futile"
idea that constant habits of animal life actually produced
physical changes in form and structure. Gray was pleased to
be associated with someone working so deeply in the
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theoretical areas of biological science. He was also anxious
to test the validity of the old theory of multiple creation
of species which his colleague Louis Agassiz and others sup-
ported. Darwin's idea that a single creation was followed
by a continuous geographical distribution seemed more com-
patible with Grays own ideas. Gray planned to contribute
to Darwin's study by comparing the plant species of Western
North America with those recently obtained by the North
Pacific Exploring Expedition in Eastern Asia. 67
In the 1858 Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts
and Science Gray published an article concerning the new
"Japan" flora. He reported that the American expedition
had discovered two species of Berberidaceae (the barberry
shrub) in Northern Japan which was known to exist in Eastern
North America as well. Gray noted that the Eastern American
variety was more akin to the Japan barberry than it was to
the Western American species. He concluded that there had
once been an ancient continuity of land between Asia and
America at a latitude far more southerly than Japan and with
a milder climate, thus favoring a wide geographical distri-
bution of species. Gray was now prepared to state that
closely related species may be "lineal descendants from a
pristine stock." 68
It was the science of plant geography and contributions
such as Gray's Japan botany study which helped to validate the
Darwinian theory of evolution in the late 1850*8. Agassiz's
views on multiple, or "special" creation could not compete
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with the massive data which now supported the new doctrine.
However, James Dwight Dana was still unwilling to admit that
there had been a constant process of change on the planet.
He was prepared to allow for some degree of change through
the total destruction of old species (catastrophism) and the
"special" creation of new species. Dana had known for over
ten years, since his work with the collections of the Wilkes
Exploring Expedition, that there were organic changes among
the corals (zoophytes). This had been his special study on
the voyage in 1837-1842.
Yet Dana, like Agassiz, was still unable to abandon
the idea of successive special creation. On October 14, 1845,
Dana had given a lecture before the Philadelphia Academy of
Natural Sciences. He had said then that a species develops
"through the agency of the vital forces peculiar to itself —
forces which there is reason to believe only [Special]
creative powers can change." The Hydra coral, he observed,
has a mere sac for a stomach; the next higher life form —
the actinia — has a distinct stomach. Such differences,
however, relied upon special creation's direction.
Louis Agassiz never abandoned a belief in catastrophes
and special creation of life. He longed for a great national
museum which "shall illustrate the succession of changes all
these types fof animal remainsj undergo & the correspondence
there is between their development & the successive appear-
69
ance fafter catastrophes] of the representative of past iges."
Such important discussions on the growth and distribution
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of life forms on the planet, in which American scientists
played a role, led Joseph Henry to publish Gray's work with
Bentham on the botany of Hong Kong in the Smithsonian Contri -
butions to Knowledge. Henry usually discouraged the publi-
cation of foreigners' articles so long as there was an
abundance of articles by Americans. Yet foreign aid to
American scientists was often unavoidable. In 1859, William
Sullivant and a colleague, Leo Lesquereux, a Swiss paleobot-
anist who had come to work with Agassiz in America a decade
before, published an article in the Proceedings of the
American Academy. This work revealed the similarity of
the bryology (mosses) of Japan with mosses in both Europe
and America, thus giving more data for the support of Gray's
geographical distribution of plants theory. As a result of
this contribution to science by Sullivant, the Kew Gardens
honored him by placing his portrait on a wall of the gallery
there.
In the last years before Civil War struck America, the
government of James Buchanan sent a small expedition into
the Pacific to complete the assignment of the Rodgers Ex-
pedition. The expedition was commanded by Lieutenant John
71Brooke. Since there was no naturalist appointed to the
expedition, Brooke consulted with Henry, Bache and Maury
before leaving California in the autumn of 1858. Bache
wanted Brooke to find out what he could about earthquakes
in the Pacific. Brooke became absorbed in Henry's scientific
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ideas but they devised no special studies. Maury requested
more studies of the seabed. Townsend Harris, now resident
U.S. Minister to Japan, wanted Brooke to survey certain of
the treaty ports which Japan had promised Americans could
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use. In October, 1859, after months of deep sea probing,
Brooke was in Yokohama surveying the harbor on Tokyo Bay
and conducting magnetic studies. He hoped his visit would
help prepare a place for other Americans later. Yet the
Japanese still seemed determine to insulate visiting for-
eigners, he wrote to John Rodgers.
Brooke's deep sea probing for specimens of life brought
a joyful response from the Anglo-Saxon residents of Hong
Kong. Their newspaper, the Hong Kong (China) Mail
, congrat-
ulated the officer for attempting original research in the
midst of so much dollar-grasping activity. They hoped his
ocean-bottom specimens would make useful contributions to
the geology of the planet. Brooke had obtained specimens
from the ocean bottom as far down as 19,800 feet. He told
Maury that these specimens differed from those the Rodgers
Expedition obtained off Kamschatka, for they contained no
organic matter. The specimens were sent to microscopists
71for further study. J
Unfortunately for microscopic research in America
Jacob Whitman Bailey had died in 1857 and there were no
immediately available replacements in his specialty of
micro-paleontology. The lack of replacements in certain
specialties was one factor in retarding the acceleration of
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original knowledge. Another problem was the great volume
of raw data available. Although Gray's work in plant
physiology continued, the immensity of the field data de-
layed dynamic, sustained botanical research. 7
*4"
Despite such achievements by natural scientists in
America, public reaction by Britain to these Pacific explor
ing expeditions did not always see them as vehicles for
discovering new plant species. Minister Crampton became
apprehensive when he heard the Washington National In-
telligencer describe "enlightened and scientific navigators
making the American "flag a familiar object in every inlet
to the great Pacific." He thought there was "some affinity
between the two enterprizes" of Perry and Ringgold, believ-
ing the latter to be acting as a "corps de reserve to the
Japan Expedition.
"
75 As late as January, 1854, Crampton
reported his belief that such whaling studies were being
used by the "manifest destiny men" to mask a "system of gen
eral aggression against foreign nations and an unlimited
increase of the territory of the United States." 7 ^ As
Victorians who prized progress in commercial terms, many
Englishmen, like their American counterparts, could not be-
lieve that national naval and commercial objectives v/ould
ever "be sacrificed for the less important scientific pur-
suits." 77 The aggressive use of exploring expeditions had
led The North American Review finally to issue a warning
against America acquiring colonies in the Pacific. Such id
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had arisen "in the minds of untrained public men."
CHAPTER VII
FROM GREENLAND TO PANAMA » THE NAVY EXPLORES
THE ARCTIC AND THE TROPICS
"Our population is destined to roll its resistless
waves to the icy barriers of the north."
William H. Seward
Although the Americans had been early visitors to
Antarctica, they were relative latecomers to the arctic re-
gions. The British had been exploring the arctic since the
end of the Napoleonic Wars had released the Royal Navy for
peacetime employment. 1 In England, a postwar demand for
improved living conditions had led to extensive maritime sur-
veying and scientific study. The ••Romantic" reaction against
science and technology did not seriously impede these re-
searches; Great Britain knew she needed to make improvements
in science as well as in navigation. The national honor was
involved in such progress.
In 1818 a convoy of four British ships sailed north to
try to discover the long-sought northern passage to the
Orient. The explorers also planned to make extensive metero-
logical and magnetic studies of the arctic. Two ships sailed
northwest towards the Canadian arctic and two ships headed
even farther north, intending to pass entirely through the
polar regions. John Franklin, Fellow of the Royal Society
and gold medallist of the Paris Geographic Society, was one
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of the expedition officers. Under his direction, the sea
bottom was sounded off Spitzbergen, well beyond the Arctic
Circle, and specimens of dead coral were brought up from
three hundred fathoms. This evidence led to speculation
that perhaps at one time the Arctic regions had experienced
a more temperate climate. The scientists were prevented
from sailing any farther north, however, by strong winds and
heavy ice.^
Franklin continued to make surveying trips to the arctic
for the next three decades. The Americans, somewhat em-
barrassed by the theory of John Cleves Symmes that there was
an opening at the North Pole leading to a "happy land" within
the planet, hesitated to participate in such ventures. The
only United States expedition to Antarctica, that of Charles
Wilkes in 1837, was so warmly criticized by British geo-
graphers that Americans were disinclined to make further south
polar studies. They turned instead to Latin American and
Pacific explorations, which held greater promise for commerce
and natural history collecting. There would not be another
American expedition to Antarctica for almost one hundred years.
In 18^5 "the British Admiralty decided to make a serious
effort to find an ice-free passage to the Orient through arc-
tic waters. Once again John Franklin prepared to sail on a
voyage of discovery for science, geography and commerce. This
time he was given two ships — Erebus and Terror , which to-
gether carried a complement of over one hundred men. When
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they failed to return, the Admiralty began a series of rescue
missions. The first of these expeditions was commanded by
James Clark Ross, Fellow of the Royal Society and the dis-
coverer of the magnetic pole. The North British p OT<flB
praised the rescue effort and also urged the Government "to
supply from its treasury the sinews of thought" by authoriz-
ing trained naturalists to accompany the expedition. Science,
said the R_eview, should become a paramount factor in society,
enabling man to subdue the earth with his knowledge and pre-
pare "a new arena for nobler forms of life." The scientists
at Kew Garden hoped something would be done for botany by
the expedition.^
Many Americans were anxious to show their own ability
to explore the arctic and planned to join in the rescue
effort. New York merchant Kenry Grinnell and diplomat- I
historian George Bancroft made plans to send out an American
rescue mission. The Royal Society was pleased that Americans
should show such interest. It somewhat sententiously sug-
gested the Americans might one day hold "the same high place
in the science and literature of the world," as did Great
Britain.
* Silas Burrows, a New York shipper who was visiting
in London, assured Secretary of State Clayton that the worried
Lady Franklin and her countrymen were genuinely grateful for
the compassionate interest shown by America. He advised
against disguising "so noble an enterprise" as a commercial
surveying expedition, even if those Americans who might lack
sentiment should oppose it on constitutional grounds.^
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Bancroft and Grinnell hoped to make their rescue mis-
sion a shared enterprise with the government. Grinnell would
furnish the ships; he would ask the Navy for personnel. In
1850, Henry Clay presented their petition; stimulating a good
deal of discussion in the Senate. Henry Stuart Foote, Union-
ist Senator from Mississippi, was suspicious that Grinnell
might have private commercial motives. He and Alabama Demo-
crat William R. King, proposed instead a public naval expedi-
tion which would ensure that the enterprise would benefit the
nation as a whole. Jacob Miller, a New Jersey Whig, objected
to this approach for he did not want to give an exaggerated
sense of nationalism to what might otherwise be considered
a gesture of humanitarianism and good will towards England.
William R. Seward, New York Whig Senator and a craftier man
than Miller, suggested using men of science on the mission
in order to prove that this was a humane endeavor. Save for
Jacob Miller, the statesmen seemed more interested in the
prestige to be gained if Franklin were to be rescued through
American efforts. Congress finally authorized the expedi-
tion as a rescue mission with secondary scientific objectives.^
Having heard that the mission was authorized, several
naval officers requested permission to accompany Grinnell*
s
ships. Lieutenant William Francis Lynch, just returned from
his Dead Sea Expedition, submitted a plan for the attempted
rescue. Naval Surgeon Elisha Kent Kane, who had done a
great deal of exploring while on Navy duty, asked to become
a member of the mission. Lynch thought Dr. Kane too "frail"
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a man for such a strenuous journey. 8 The latter had suf-
fered with a rheumatic heart for years. Yet Kane was an
accomplished natural science student and collector, so the
Navy assigned him to the expedition. 9 As for Lynch, his
command of river boats exploring the Dead Sea was considered
less qualifying than the experience of Navy Lieutenant Edwin
J. DeHaven. DeHaven had commanded one of the ships of the
Wilkes Exploring Expedition and had already sailed in polar
seas. In his instructions, Navy Secretary William B
. Preston
stressed the humanitarian purpose of the expedition, but
also urged the explorers to make a special search for the
"point of maximum cold" as well as the long-sought "sea free
from ice" or northwest passage to the Orient. Confidently,
Secretary Preston told DeHaven that if the expedition should
reach China, to be sure to call on the U.S. Navy Agent there. 10
Matthew Fontaine Maury could not resist entering into
the preparations for the expedition. Still irritated over
the success of the Smithsonian and the Philosophical Society
in supporting the Gilliss Astronomical Expedition to Chile,
Maury wished to control the plans for the DeHaven-Grinnell
Expedition as much as possible. Coming at the same time as
the proposed Amazon Expedition and the recently concluded
Dead Sea Expedition, a successful search for the lost
Franklin would help fulfill the ambitions of "Young American"
navalists to find a place for themselves in professional
American society and to confer honor upon the Republic.
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In May, 1850, Maury asked DeHaven if he would make
collections for the National Observatory of "small speci-
mens ... in natural history," especially animalculae which
he believed could be found in hail, rain or snow. He asked
DeHaven to preserve any "coloured snow," which Maury could
have examined under the "microscope in order to detect
infusoriae." Maury provided DeHaven with specific gravity
bottles and copper cylinders for collecting deep sea speci-
mens. He did not specify how the "coloured snow" might be
preserved. In a manner reminiscent of God's instructions to
Noah, Maury told DeHaven to bring back "specimens of the
young of every creeping thing or flying fowl." 11
The bewildered DeHaven was also asked to make micro-
scopical studies of snowflake crystals and to bore a rod
in a glacier and note how much ice was lost by evaporation.
DeHaven was really not qualified to make such extensive and
intensive observations. Maury especially wanted to have the
expedition collect the skins and teeth of whales from Baffin
Bay, for he hoped to establish a relationship with whales
in the Bering Straits."^"2
On May 23 > 1850, two American ships sailed for the
arctic t the brigs Advance and Rescue , both owned by Henry
Grinnell but officered and staffed by U.S. Navy personnel
on official duty. Their missiont to show the U.S. flag in
arctic waters while contributing a national effort in the
search for the lost Franklin expedition; a gesture of
humanity and official good will towards England. The
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secondary objectivei the acquisition of scientific data,
both hydrographical and biological. Such data was intended
to provide American merchants with improved sailing routes.
It was also an effort to help the fading whaling industry
by determining the location and living habits of whales.
Maury's instructions also revealed a wish to collect data
on marine animals which might contribute tov/ards an under-
standing of life in the sea. Yet despite this professed
interest in marine biology, no professional scientist accom-
panied the expedition. Nor did Maury seek advice from
scientific societies, as the Wilkes explorers had done be-
fore they sailed.
Many Americans hoped that their probable success in
finding the English explorer would be a testimony to the
coming of age of the nation and its success in science,
commerce, navigation, courage and magnanimity. They shared
the sentiments of poet William Ross Wallacei
•'Franklin there, 0 ship will hail thee
Bursting through the icy bars;
Britain's Lion thus shall crouch him
Conquered by Columbia's stars."
Three days after departure, Rescue began to leak. Her
captain, Samuel Palmer Griffin, reported having to pump out
the ship "at the end of every watch." The logs of Rescue do
not indicate the personnel were able to make any scientific
observations. 1 ^ Conditions for such studies were more favor-
able aboard Advance , where the experienced Elisha Kent Kane
was surgeon-naturalist. Kane had managed to discuss his
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research plans with the scientific societies before leaving.
By the middle of August the expedition had reached
Cape York, on the western coast of Greenland, near the pres-
ent site of the Thule Air Force Base. DeHaven sent a boat
ashore so that Kane could botanize and collect specimens of
snow for Maury. Kane began a special collection of arctic
mosses for the Philosophical Society and studied fluctua-
tions in temperature, using "the long register Smithsonian
thermometers
.
11
There were serious difficulties ahead for the expedi-
tion. On September 12, a violent storm struck the ships,
splitting the rudder of Rescue
. She had to be taken in tow
by Advance
.
By the end of the month the ships had pene-
trated so far into the pack ice that they became completely
immobilized. The explorers had now reached 75° 24-* 52" north
latitude. The mean temperature was only 11.1 above zero.
They could go no farther and prepared for winter quarters
near Melville Bay, six hundred miles above the Arctic Circle.
Kane spent the winter collecting arctic mosses and
gathering what few plants could be found at that extreme
latitude. He also studied the ice fields of the winter pack.
Kane became inclined towards the view of James David Forbes,
the Scottish physicist, who believed that glacial ice flowed
in a viscous manner — the overall movements of the glacier
being determined by the fluidity inside the ice mass.
Even while Kane was studying the ice which imprisoned
them, the pack in which they were frozen broke loose and began
2kl
drifting down the open waters of Baffin Bay. The explorers
hurriedly abandoned the derelict Rescue and crowded into
Advance. Signs of scurvy appeared among the men with alarm-
ing frequency. Doctor Kane had them get as much fresh air
and exercise as possible, even arranging a ball game on the
ice floe which imprisoned their ship. On January 8, I85I,
the explorers celebrated a national holiday -- the victory
over the British at New Orleans, thirty-six years before. 15
Having forced the Advance some six hundred miles southward,
the ice finally released its hold in July. Still the re-
treat continued. The expedition had been equipped for only
one season in the arctic. The explorers returned to New York.
While the DeHaven Expedition was returning from the
arctic, Lieutenant Lynch, who had lost the appointment to
command the Franklin rescue mission, was working with Maury
to gain support for a new expedition to visit West Africa.
They suggested that such an expedition would aid American
agriculture with new seeds and plants. Maury also wanted
to test the possibility of using West Africa to resettle
slaves. It was a brief exploration and Lynch failed to
discover much in the way of either botany or settlement
possibilities. Yet for many Americans, these expeditions
fulfilled their expectations that the Republic could emulate
England, and carry a superior knowledge and technology "from
Greenland's icy mountains . . . [to] Afric's sunny fountains."
After Kane had returned, he gave his "limited flora"
collection to the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences for study.
2^2
He also exhibited some filaments and radicles (roots) of
the mosses collection at a meeting of the Philosophical
Society. He excitedly reported the finding of "red snow"
at 76° north latitude — the first recorded instance of or-
ganic matter spreading via snow. Kane believed this indi-
cated the former existence of a matrix of vegetable char-
acter in the frozen north. ° There was still some hope,
then, that a temperate ice-free zone existed somewhere in
the polar regions.
Because of Kane's work and the desire to see an Ameri-
can rescue of the lost Franklin, the New York merchants
considered the promotion of a second expedition to the arc-
tic. In November, 1851, Henry Grinnell told Kane that he
wanted somewhat greater exertions displayed for the purpose
of rescuing Franklin. He again offered his ships to the
government. The Fillmore administration agreed to seek
17Congressional approval. That same year, Grinnell, Bancroft,
and other New York merchants and newspapermen founded the
American Geographical and Statistical Society. The Society's
purposes* the promotion of trade and geographical science.
Henry Grinnell became the first president; George Bancroft
18
succeeded him in 1852.
Since it was now evident that a government-sponsored
mission could produce a national failure as easily as a nat-
ional success, Kane preferred a private expedition for his
second arctic visit. Grinnell said that Navy support was
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necessary for success. If the expedition should reveal the
existence of fur seals in the arctic, perhaps they might
then obtain civilian crewmen from the sealing ports. Even
if we don't find Franklin, said Grinnell, America still
should explore the arctic, for those regions "will belong
to us in less than twenty-five years." His motivations in-
cluded a not uncharacteristic mixture of humanitarianism
and Manifest Destiny.
At first Congress seemed disinclined to support the
proposed second Grinnell arctic expedition. Whig Senator
Hamilton Fish of New York told Grinnell that the Senate was
still upset over the expenses of the Wilkes Expedition. 1^
However, there was considerable private interest and support
for a scientific expedition. Prominent Bostonians such as
Edward Everett, Rufus Choate, William H. Prescott and Robert
Gould Shaw asked Kane to include ethnological studies for
the expedition. They had an interesting proposal for Kane,
suggesting he examine the character of the Equimaux Society
20
and the nature of "their adaptation to human existence."
Joseph Henry and Alexander Dallas Bache asked Kane to con-
duct thermal and magnetic observations. In December, 1852,
Henry proposed several physical studies to Navy Secretary
Kennedy. He urged especially a study of magnetic movements
and of the "pole of climate." Henry also recommended stud-
ies of solar radiation and of natural history. He told
Kennedy that the Smithsonian would join with the American
Philosophical Society and the American Association for the
2kk
Advancement of Science to formulate specific instructions
for Kane. Although Kane and others no longer felt that the
Franklin explorers would be found alive, they were to con-
tinue the search for the lost Englishmen as well as for the
northwest passage to the Orient. 21
Kennedy was impressed with Henry's ideas and in De-
cember, 1852, placed Kane on special service to command the
expedition which, like the DeHaven expedition earlier, was
to be financed partly by private businessmen such as Henry
Grinnell and George Peabody, a Massachusetts merchant who
, pppledged $10,000 for the exploration. Advance would sail
once again to the far North.
Kane now began to plan systematically for a serious
study of various arctic phenomena. He asked Maury for ad-
vice on how best to use the daguerreotype process; he was
anxious to "extend the area of inquiry" beyond that of the
DeHaven Expedition. The Philosophical Society urged
Secretary Kennedy to give liberal support. Kennedy was
pleased to do so for he believed that the Kane Expedition
would show that the Navy could support science. It would
also reveal an American willingness to support an "under-
taking of humanity."
A committee of the Academy of Natural Sciences advised
Kane to include a professional naturalist on his staff and
estimated that $4,000 would be needed to purchase collecting
equipment. Baird at the Smithsonian thought the Academy
apparatus was too bulky. Kennedy finally approved Baird 1 s
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proposed zoological apparatus, which included a thirty-foot
seine and dredges, as well as arsenic, alcohol and injecting
syringes for preserving the specimens in marine biology. 25
This second expedition to the arctic did not sail with-
out experiencing some planning problems. Henry Grinnell'
s
son Cornelius tried to help with the preparations. He
thought he had a solution to the meat space storage problem
which always plagued long arctic voyages. Gail Borden, a
Texas land surveyor, had developed a concentrated "meat
biscuit" to be carried by travellers. Borden had won a
medal at the Great Exhibition for this development. He
agreed to prepare a hamburger-like "pemmican" for the ex-
pedition. Grinnell had hard work to find a suitable First
Officer for Advance
. Kane wanted Henry Brooks, who had held
that post with DeHaven, but Brooks was by now an alcoholic
and had been discharged from the Navy for this reason.
Grinnell asked the Navy to "restore" Brooks to duty for
this expedition and Secretary Kennedy agreed to do this.
Yet when Brooks arrived at Grinnell* s office in New York,
he was so drunk he could hardly talk. He was barely able
to state that he had been assigned to the Kane Expedition.
Hopefully, Cornelius gave Brooks a temperance form to com-
2 6plete and forward to the Navy Secretary.
Pemmican v/as a traditional Indian travel food of
dried meat and berries. The pemmican made by Borden for
Kane consisted of dried beef, suet, raisins and sugar.
2^6
In February, I853, Kennedy gave Kane detailed instruc-
tions. His scientific objectives were to ascertain the loca
tion of the pole of magnetism and to note the intensity and
dip of the needle. He was also to seek the open polar sea
and to make American additions to the knowledge of the "nat-
ural history of our globe." Once more a grateful England
acknowledged American participation in the search for
Franklin. 2 ?
Kane was anxious to find an established assistant
naturalist who could add quality to the exploration. He
wrote to Baron von Humboldt for advice. 2^ Kennedy agreed
with this approach and even wrote to Humboldt himself agree-
ing to pay the travel expenses of anyone the Baron selected.
Kane also asked William Stimpson, then about to leave with
Ringgold's North Pacific Expedition, for advice on the
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proper method of collecting and preserving invertebrates.
When Humboldt did not suggest anyone as naturalist, Kane
turned to Baird for advice. The latter suggested an "excel-
lent" Washington, D.C. naturalist named W. H. B. Thomas who
would go for only $600 and meals. He has had several years
•
experience in collecting plants, animals and shells, Baird
stated, but has done nothing in marine zoology. The Smith-
sonian could, however, give him a lesson in dredging for
invertebrates. Kane finally had to reject Thomas, who made
it clear that he would not work if the weather got too cold.
Baird and Kane finally agreed to appoint Henry Good-
fellow as naturalist for the expedition. Twenty-year old
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Isaac Israel Hayes, who had just received a medical degree
from the University of Pennsylvania, joined the staff also.
Hayes would be surgeon of Advance
. August Sontag would be
expedition astronomer. He had come from the Hamburg Observa-
tory in Germany. The naturalists would give special atten-
tion to studying such arctic species as acalephae (jelly-
fishes), cetaceans (marine mammals) and pinnipedeans (car-
nivorous marine mammals).-^2
On May 30, 1853, the Kane (or Second Grinnell) Expedi-
tion sailed from New York Harbor. Advance carried four
scientists and a crew of seventeen. Their equipment in-
cluded the Smithsonian instruments, some well-built snow
sledges, 2000 pounds of Borden's "pemmican," a library and
33
a beer-making apparatus. By the first of July the explor-
ers had reached Fiskernaes, a Danish settlement on the west
coast of Greenland. Here Isaac Hayes made three excursions
"with botany box and gun" into the mountains. He studied
willows, collected heather, shot seagulls and "photographed"
geological faults. The naturalists also used the net to
obtain "curiosities from the deep." The expedition contin-
ued up Baffin»s Bay and by August had reached Smith's Sound.
Here they stopped to visit the outermost settlement, the
Esquimaux village of Etah, West Greenland. They went -ashore
to establish a supply depot. Digging down to bury their
stores, they uncovered the graves of some Esquimaux. Kane
recorded the mode of burial for the Boston scholars i "in
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the attitude of repose,
. . . [enclosed] in a sack of skins.
The implements of the living around him;
. . . covered with
a rude dome of stones. "^
On August 20, 1853, a fierce storm drove them into an
iceberg. Advance lost a small boat and the jib boom, but
stayed afloat. By now Kane's explorers had reached latitude
78° 41', farther north than anyone had yet gone except the
British Admiral William Edward Parry, who reached 82° in
182?. The naturalists collected twenty-two species of
flowering plants at this extreme latitude. Kane studied
the geological structure of Smith* s Straits, finding there
a sandstone series "with intercalated Greenstones and other
ejected plutonic rocks. (Kane subscribed to the theory
of Scottish geologist James Hutton — that internal fires
caused eruptions and displacements of rock.)
On August 26, another accident occurred. The ship
went "aground" on an ice floe and would not move off. So
the explorers donned shoulder belts, attached long lines
and began "warping off" the ship. In the process the ship
heeled over so far that the cabin stove spilled its contents,
setting fire to the deck. Seizing Sontag's coat, Kane soon
beat out the fire. There was little damage, and they finally
got the ship free from the ice.
Henry Goodfellow had not been performing his work as
Kane expected. The naturalist had become a "defunct" member
of the expedition, preferring to lie in his bunk and read
36
popular magazines. However, during the dark winter months,
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when the mean temperature was 46° below zero, astronomy
could flourish where zoology might not. Kane's own collec-
tions suffered also when a rat got into his collecting box
and ate up most of the spiders and bees. 37
Guided by some of the Etah Esquimaux, Kane explored
northward by dogsledge in 1853. Some thirty miles from the
ship, on the coast of Ellesmere Island, Kane discovered a
tremendous glacier — a wall of ice some three hundred feet
in height, extending well into the ocean beyond. Kane named
this massive ice formation after Alexander von Humboldt. He
returned to the ship which was now imprisoned in the ice.
The long winter began. The explorers spent their time making
astronomical observations, drilling the Esquimaux dogs and
exercising on deck or on the ice. By March almost everyone
was suffering from scurvy. The fuel supply was so low that
only three buckets of coal per day could be allotted for the
stove.
In the summer of 185^ the explorers at last began to
search for evidence of the lost Franklin party — but with
little hope and without result. They examined bays and
inlets in search of an open polar sea, naming the former
in honor of scientists such as Joseph Leidy and statesmen
such as Andrew Jackson. They climbed a mountain of ice at
75° north latitude and unfurled the same national flag which
Lieutenant Wilkes had carried to the Antarctic, almost twenty
years before.
Unable to break out of the ice prison, Advance and her
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explorers spent a second winter in the long shadows of the
north. By the spring of 1855, when it was obvious Advance
would not sail again, Kane ordered the ship abandoned and the
party prepared to escape in small boats. They were forced to
leave behind most of the collections of natural history and
some of their scientific instruments .
3
8
By September, 1855,
they had reached Godhavn, the Danish capitol of North Green-
land. Here they were soon discovered by an American naval
expedition which had set out to rescue them earlier that
39year . Jy
America hailed the return of her heroes. The New York
Times devoted the entire front page of its October 12 edition
to a description of the expedition, its rescue, and its re-
turn home. Within a year the first edition of Arctic Explor-
ations became a best-seller with 1^5,000 copies purchased
in the first three months. The thirty-fourth Congress re-
fused, however, to support an official publication of Kane's
exploits despite the plea of Pennsylvania Whig Congressman
Job Tyson, who saw an opportunity to advertise national
characteristics. Congress was reluctant to establish a
precedent for individual literary patronage. They consid-
ered this -^o have been a private expedition.^0
The Americans, despite their highly publicized inten-
tions, had not contributed successfully to the search for
the Franklin party. An English expedition finally found
evidence of the death of the Franklin explorers on King
Williams Island, over 2000 miles southwest of the Kane and
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DeHaven areas of reconnaissance. But Living Age and Christian
Examiner joined England in mourning the fate of her explorers,
"pained that human life must yield to Nature's power."41
The scientific results of the Kane-Grinnell Expedition
were meager. The box of daguerreotypes of arctic scenes had
been left behind in Advance
. The entire collection of arctic
birds prepared for the Academy of Natural Sciences had been
lost. Yet Kane brought back a few valuable notes, as well as
some specimens which the rat had ignored. His meterological
observations, while not precisely accurate, indicated a
greater regularity for the mean summer temperatures than for
those of winter, due to the feeble sun and higher winds of
the cold season. His records of observation among the Etah
Esquimaux contributed to a knowledge of arctic peoples.
Although most of the collection of mosses had been lost in
the hurried departure, Surgeon Hayes brought back some for
study, including a specimen of Hypnum Uncinatum Hedwig (a
hooked, two-stemmed moss) which can be seen today, pressed
between the leaves of the Thomas P. James book, The Kane
Portfolio in the Philosophical Society Library. As for the
British, they had become disenchanted with arctic explora-
tion after news of the terrible fate of the Franklin party.
Of fifteen naval exploring expeditions which set out
from America in the three decades before the Civil War, seven
of these visited some part of Latin America. Three of the
Latin American expeditions had as a principal objective
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exploring for a feasible canal route between the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans. During the 1850's Presidents Fillmore.
Pierce and Buchanan all showed a special interest in the
technical requirements for such an isthmian canal. The
tradition was older than this however. As early as 1839,
former United States Bank President Nicholas Biddle sug-
gested such an idea to War Secretary Poinsett. Biddle, who
had himself published an account of the Lewis and Clark Ex-
pedition, advised Poinsett that a professional study should
be made for the best "point of junction" between the two
oceans.
Professional scientists also had interests in Central
America. Joseph Henry, long before he had published arch-
aeological studies in "The Smithsonian Contributions to
Knowledge," had displayed a great deal of interest in places
such as the Mayan city of Palenque in South Mexico. Botanist
John Torrey had shown a similar interest in these ruins.
^
Science in the 1830 f s had not yet become so specialized as to
discourage its practitioners from research in different
fields of knowledge. The study of man and his social progress
was a topic of particular interest to Americans in general.
Their new republic, its proud experiment in democracy flawed
by slavery, was a subject of much study and criticism from
abroad
.
Most Americans recalled that the Wilkes Exploring Ex-
pedition had spent some time in South America. Their data
collections in that area were small but exciting to American
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men of science who wished to conduct subsequent studies there.
Ornithologist John Cassin wanted to go on Midshipman Isaac
Strain's expedition to Brazil in 18^3. His application was
rejected by the Navy, however, and he had to content himself
with classifying the birds Strain sent back.**"5
Other Americans continued Biddle's interest in an
isthmian canal. There were two possible routes i one in the
Panama section of New Granada, and one in Nicaragua. In
1846, a special opportunity for the United States to conduct
a canal study in Panama arose. The Government of New
Granada (now Colombia), in an effort to counteract British
influence there, negotiated a treaty with the United States
allowing her rights of transit across their nation in Panama.
The United States hoped to obtain similar privileges from
Nicaragua, which had become a republic in 1838. President
Taylor's government sent to Central America a remarkably
cosmopolitan diplomat and amateur archaeologist, Ephraim
George Squier. His scientific interests had brought Squier
into association with Albert Gallatin, founder of the Ameri-
can Ethnological Society. Gallatin, once Thomas Jefferson's
Treasury Secretary, had introduced Squier to important
statesmen such as Edward Everett. This led to Squier being
appointed by President Taylor as American Charge d'affaires
to Nicaragua. Squier followed in the traditions of the
scholar-gentleman, Joel Poinsett, whose own diplomatic post
in Mexico was enhanced by his studies of that country's
botany and Indian sub-culture. Squier continued his
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scientific interests as a part of his service to the nation
in Central America. Before going to Nicaragua. Squier pre-
pared himself by discussing Indian burial customs and the
ancient "tumuli" or mound graves of the American west with
Boston anatomist John Collins Warren.*4"6
The appointment of Squier as American diplomatic rep-
resentative to the Central American republic was due in part
to his scientific predilections ^7 Squier would be able to
conduct archaeological investigations in Nicaragua and the
Americans needed diplomats who were "cultured." They
appointed author Washington Irving as their minister to
Spain in 18^2. The Taylor administration was pressing for
increased American cultural influence in Nicaragua at the
expense of similar British influence. The Americans wished
to assure control over a transit route to the Pacific Ocean
and the California gold fields. Moreover, if England re-
fused to cooperate, Secretary of State Clayton believed
America was ready for a "collision" with her. Clayton in-
formed the American Minister in London that the United States
would probably build a canal once a favorable scientific
ho
exploration had been made. Then in 18^9 Squier negotiated
a treaty with Nicaragua which allowed the United States
rights of transit for a canal. Meanwhile he sent home a
dozen monoliths which he had collected from ancient Indian
cities. According to Squier the modern Mexican Indians
taunted their Spanish masters with the hope that the latter
might soon be "swallowed up by the 'Sons of Washington*, as
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they call all Americans."49 The American diplomat, like so
many of his fellow citizens, expressed the confidence of
the new Republic that she would soon extend her advanced
technology to the unenlightened peoples of the Southern
Hemisphere.
Lieutenant Maury and Colonel Abert were delighted at
this new development in Nicaragua. The Chief of the Topo-
graphical Engineers was convinced that a Nicaraguan canal
was practicable. In 1849, the Superintendent of the National
Observatory urged the Congress to consider constructing
either a railroad or a canal over the Isthmus of Panama.
Maury, like Commodore Perry, believed that nations decline
whenever they cease to grow and the United States needed
"stimulants to energy, the incentives to enterprise which
a highway across the Isthmus is to give, to urge men to the
high destinies which await us."^°
Squier continued to clamor for a canal study in
Nicaragua. Finally the government responded and sent out a
naval exploring expedition in 1853, the same year that Kane
headed north in Advance on his second arctic voyage. The
Nicaragua expedition was commanded by Lieutenant William N.
Jeffers, a naval gun specialist and mathematics instructor
at the Naval Academy. Dr. S. W. Woodhouse, a naturalist
from the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, accom-
panied Jeffers. D. C. Hitchcock was the expedition draftsman.
After reaching Nicaragua, the explorers surveyed the territory
from Porto Cabello to the Gulf of Fonseca on the Pacific.^
1
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The results were inconclusive for both science and commerce.
By now, England had to believe the United States would
go ahead with canal plans in defiance of the Clayton-Bulwer
treaty of 1850, by which each nation had repudiated exclu-
sive canal construction. The British tried to engage both
the United States and France in a tripartite exploring ex-
pedition to discover a feasible canal route. Finally,
England and America agreed to conduct a joint survey of
Panama in 1853. Navy Captain William Hollins in Cyane would
support American participation in this joint national enter-
prise — one which the Democrats* Navy Secretary Dobbin
hoped would "prove beneficial to the commerce of the world."
Lieutenant Isaac Strain would lead the American exploring
party. Strain had already explored Brazil in 18^3, lower
California in 1848, and the Andes Mountains in 18^9. During
this last expedition, Strain had visited Santiago where, he
proudly noted, "a branch of our National Observatory has
been established [i.e. by Gillissj."
The Strain expedition included J. M. Maury as assistant
astronomer, Civil Engineer Avery, four assistant engineers,
a surgeon and two civil commissioners from the Republic of
Panama. There were no naturalists. The British agreed to
prepare a similar exploring party, staffed by Royal Engin-
eers, and to attempt the reconnaissance from the Pacific
side of the isthmus, meeting the Americans partway.
It was January 20, 185^, when the American explorers
started into the humid jungles of Panama. Five thousand
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miles to the north, America's arctic explorers were conduct-
ing astronomical studies from an ice-house observatory. The
Strain party became lost before they had hardly begun their
journey. Stumbling through unmarked woods, they accidentally
interrupted a group of Indian girls who were bathing in a
stream near their village. The frightened girls ran into
the woods as the Americans marched grimly onward in their
search for a trail. After this episode, the Indians, never
friendly, became deliberately uncooperative and refused to
provide guides. The expedition soon found a river which
they followed for many miles, hoping to find an easy path
through the central mountain range. As they passed through
the mountains, however, several men who were on a reconnoit-
ering mission became separated and were lost.
The remaining explorers finally came upon an Indian
village but the inhabitants had deserted their homes and de-
stroyed their canoes. They managed to hire guides from an-
other tribe but even these became surly and ran away. The
explorers were now lost completely and could find very
little food, save for bananas and some scarcely edible
jungle grasses. After reaching the banks of another river
they began to construct a raft, hoping thus to find their
way to the Pacific Ocean. The river, however, soon proved
impassable for the raft, due to fallen trees and heavy jungle
growth. In desperation, Strain with three companions started
on ahead to find help for the now starving explorers. By
good fortune, Strain's advance party emerged several days
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later in sight of the British explorers* supporting vessel.
Accompanied by some of their own rescuers, the Americans re-
turned to their fellow explorers left behind. It was too
late for three of the main party who were now dead of hunger
and exhaustion. Of twenty-seven men who had entered the
jungle three months earlier, one-third had been lost. The
expedition had failed at all points of its mission. Once
again human life had yielded "to Nature's power." 52
The British continued to hope for cooperative survey-
ing operations in this sensitive, political area of Latin
America, but the Americans had no such intentions. Ignoring
the British completely, the administration of Democrat
President Buchanan set in motion an ambitious Navy-Army
expedition which was to explore the Atrato River area of
southern Panama (Darien) for a canal route. Congress auth-
orized $25,000 for this expedition. Colonel Abert, Chief
of the "Topos", chose Army First Lieutenant Nathaniel Michler
to command the expedition. Michler was to place himself
under the orders of Navy Secretary Isaac Toucey, who then
selected Navy Lieutenant Tunis A. Craven as deputy commander.
Craven had served for many years with Professor Bache and the
Coast Survey.
The scientific community, led by Spencer F. Baird at
the Smithsonian, was determined that this new expedition
should not fail to have a competent corps of scientists.
They did not trust the efforts of Lieutenant Maury and Colonel
Abert to supply this deficiency. The expedition geologist-
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naturalist would be Arthur Schott, who had worked with Pro-
fessor Torrey as a botanical collector on the great Mexican
Boundary Survey. Baird chose William Wood to be assistant
naturalist and Charles Wood to be an assistant surveyor.
In the fall of 1857, the expedition prepared to depart
for the tropics. Michler assembled his followers and told
them of the technical purposes of the enterprise i to study
the possibilities for an isthmian canal. He then impressed
them with the secondary objective t spreading "civilization
and true Christianity." Their sense of such a noble pur-
pose should overcome any fear of contracting tropical dis-
eases. 53 Everyone concerned with the success of the new
enterprise hoped that it would not suffer the fate of the
ill-prepared Strain Expedition of three years before. The
United States boldly announced to Great Britain that she
intended to make the isthmian canal an American enterprise.
Before the end of the year the expedition had reached
Panama and the explorers had penetrated well into the
jungle. The scientific corps was soon busy. They col-
lected numerous specimens of mammals — a special interest
of Assistant Secretary Baird. Some of the specimens were
cured but others were sent home alive by commercial vessel.
Their work was seriously endangered when they lost all of
their field notes as one of the boats capsized on a storm-
swollen river. Although most of the specimens were rescued
from the river, the humid atmosphere prevented many of these
from drying out completely. The same damp climate "unfitted"
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their firearms, which they depended upon not only for col-
lecting specimens but also for gathering food. While wait-
ing for the flood waters to subside, the explorers labelled
and packed over three hundred new specimens that had sur-
vived. This collection included over one hundred fifty
species of mammals with two entirely new species of
marmosets
.
The engineers had been studying the possibility of
constructing a canal over the route they had been following.
By the fall of I858 all scientific studies had been com-
pleted and the "Interoceanic Ship Canal Expedition" of
Michler and Craven was preparing to embark its explorers
aboard the Schooner Varina for New York.^ Careful planning
had spared them the trials of the Strain expedition and
competent staffing had resulted in some new and valuable
specimens. There remained unresolved construction problems
before canal digging could begin.
As usual Cassin could hardly wait to get more specimens
for study. He wrote to Baird and asked him to appeal to
Toucey or "some other great man" for an order on the Craven
collections, especially "the birds—very—especially that."
Cassin felt he would be fortunate to get any specimens at
all, for the recent State Department interest in acquiring
the island of Cuba had produced a "war fsicj with England
in the Gulph of Mexico." The Royal Navy was stopping all
American ships to search for filibusterers . It would be
two years more before Cassin could complete his study of
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the ornithology of the Michler-Craven Expedition and publish
the results in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural
Sciences
.
By now the effort of Baird to properly staff govern-
ment exploring expeditions was paying enormous dividends
in new data. Thousands of specimens of fishes, Crustacea,
birds, minerals and flowering plants were pouring in from
the Pacific, Latin America and the Arctic to join cartloads
already sent to the Smithsonian or to the Academy by western
Army engineer-explorers. American scientists were over-
burdened with raw data. The new science schools were not
yet able to provide adequate resources, and Americans
would still work closely with European scientists.*
Harvey of Dublin studied the Michler-Craven algae
collections. One result was his conclusion that a "botanic
basin" existed around the Gulf of Mexico, which revealed an
interrelationship of North and South American species of
seaweeds. Daniel Cady Eaton, who had studied under Gray
and Agassiz at the Lawrence Scientific School, undertook the
*These schools did supply some of the newer examiners
for the expeditions, although the Smithsonian usually selec-
ted and staffed the explorations. In 1859, Civil Engineer
Avery, a veteran of Strain's Expedition, returned to Panama
to lead a fourth canal survey. A zoologist was solicited
from Lawrence Scientific School and a botanist from a western
wagon-road survey. The engineering studies for a canal route
were inconclusive, but Torrey and Gray received more new plant
specimens. (See Rodgers, Torrey, 266, 300-2; Baird to Gray,
Washington, May 13, 1859, Torrey to Gray, New York, Sept. 9,
1859, Baird to Gray, Washington, July 16, 1861, all in
Baird MSS, HUH.)
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work up of the filices (ferns); Charles Girard, who had
studied under Agassiz and was now Baird's chief assistant,
studied the reptile collection; Stimpson, back now from the
North Pacific Exploring Expedition, began work on the Crus-
tacea. Baird recommended a very young student of ichthyology,
Theodore Gill, to classify the fishes. Baird kept the mam-
mals, wanting to study them himself. 56
-Naval surgeon Hayes was restless, and ambitious to
continue the Arctic studies of Elisha Kent Kane, whose dis-
eased heart took his valiant life in I857. Navy Secretary
Isaac Toucey, who had shown a mild interest in astronomy,
permitted Surgeon Hayes to head such an expedition, yet he
did not provide ships nor did Congress provide funds. Hayes
planned his expedition carefully, hoping to avoid the terrible
fate of Franklin and to succeed in finding the open polar
sea sought by the earlier Kane expedition. William Godfrey,
one of the crewmen on the Kane expedition, had just pub-
lished an account of the voyage which doubted there was any
evidence for an open polar sea and asserted that Kane had
not adequately prepared the expedition for scientific re-
search anyway.
Hayes conceived his expedition primarily as a search
for an open polar sea, as well as a study of natural history
and physical phenomena. The American Geographic Society en-
dorsed his plans. The American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science recommended that Hayes continue the search
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for the open polar sea, study glaciers, magnetism, tides
and the ethnology of the Arctic peoples. The Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences was anxious that Hayes continue
the national search for such flora and fauna as might Indi-
cate a relationship between American, European and Asian
life forms. The American Academy of Arts and Sciences pro-
posed an interesting sociological study, they asked Hayes
to study the Arctic peoples to see if there was evidence of
any cultural decline as such tribes migrated further from
their original home. 58
Professor Bache, whom ex-Secretary Dobbin had intro-
duced to Toucey as "one of the wisest and ablest men of our
country," urged the American Geographic Society in I860 to
give Hayes its financial support. He hoped that the "know-
ledge-loving and liberal citizens of the great emporium of
commerce of America [i.e. New York}," would aid this impor-
tant exploration. Astronomer Benjamin Gould reminded the
Geographic Society that such voyages for the scientific
study of natural laws had become one of the "duties of our
59
race." The Geographic Society was pleased to have Hayes
give his own address. Progress in science, said Dr. Hayes,
was a peaceful way of enlarging the scope of Christianity •
s
endeavors. Many shared this view of the purpose of America.
Francis Lieber, Professor of History and Politics at Columbia
College, rose to endorse these remarks, addingi if we
"obliterate this divine curiosity {of exploration] . . .
there is an end to advancement, to culture, to nobleness of
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purpose." Yet over two years more was required to raise
funds to buy a ship.
If the Navy Department and the Congress were reluctant
to provide funds, the Smithsonian and the Coast Survey took
a special interest in the Hayes expedition preparations.
Henry and Baird furnished magnetic and meterological instru-
ments to continue the western world's study of the figure of
the earth, now known to be itself a huge magnet. They pro-
vided Hayes with a dredge and collecting equipment to con-
tinue the study of organic life. The Societe de Geographie
de Paris sent its good wishes for a successful expedition.
Hayes selected August Sontag of the Dudley Observatory to
be astronomer. Hayes' previous collecting experience and
his medical training were considered sufficient to qualify
him to be naturalist. Botanist Gray, however, was less ex-
cited about this feature of the mission.^0
In July, I860 Hayes left Boston Harbor aboard the
Schooner United States , which friends of science had pro-
vided. Following the Kane route of five years before, Hayes
sailed up Baffin Bay to Ellesmere Island. The explorers
landed and conducted glacial studies which revealed the
forward velocity of one glacier to be twelve feet a month.
Unfortunately, an accident occurred when Sontag set out to
replace some sled dogs, accompanied by guide Hans Hendrik.
Sontag fell through thin ice over a tide-crack. Hendrik
got him out but neglected to strip off his wet clothes and
the expedition astronomer died that same night from exposure.
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Although saddened by this loss, Hayes stayed on in the
Arctic until the following summer, studying tides and tem-
peratures and collecting some two thousand plant specimens,
two hundred bird skins, and fishes for "the Smithsonian
copper tanks." The expedition was unsuccessful in its mag-
netic and meterological objectives, for the death of Sontag
had removed the only experienced physical scientist. The
physical measurements by Hayes himself were often inaccur-
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ate.
Although the first American expedition to the Arctic,
that of DeHaven, was supported in part by concern for the
lost Franklin party, the later expeditions were set in motion
more for the purpose of adding to general knowledge and es-
pecially winning success for America in areas that mattered
so much to the progress-minded world of the middle nine-
teenth century.
Americans were pleased to accept such praise as that
of Scottish naturalist William Jardine, who ranked Audubon's
Birds of America among the recent "works of unrivalled mag-
nificence." And Audubon was not even the most accurate of
American ornithologists. In 1850, the President of the
Royal Astronomical Society was even more complimentary,
stating that despite the late application of Americans to
astronomy, they had produced a capability to "instruct their
former masters." The North British Review was especially
friendly to America, referring to the Smithsonian's
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"Contributions to Knowledge" enterprise as "a noble work,
to which nothing analogous has yet been done in Europe."
Such words of praise were widely reprinted in the nation,
too much aware of the de Tocqueville evaluation that
democracy so reduced the importance of the individual as
to limit improvements in the quality of life. Now even the
British Navy was expressing pleasure over the accurate chart-
ing of the South Seas done by the Wilkes Expedition and
gratefully accepting copies of American maps. 6^
British compliments were too few to satisfy some.
Peter Force, editor of American Archives and President of
the National Institute in 1852, was particularly angry at
England for not recognizing Wilkes* discovery of Antarctica
in 18^0 and DeHaven's discovery of Grinnell Land in the
Arctic in 1850-1851. Force counselled against further
American rescue missions for the lost Franklin party. For
evidently these efforts were not appreciated. Instead, said
Force, "let that Flag be seen, floating proudly — but alone."
So many Americans were convinced that progress was competi-
tive. To advance beyond their rivals "must be the throbbing
dream ... of the whole American people, or they will sink
6kinto oblivion!" An energy-conscious rhetoric reflected
the frustration of decades of sensitive reaction to foreign
criticism.
CHAPTER VIII
NAVAL VOYAGES OF SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY i AN EVALUATION
"For wee must Consider that wee shallbe as a Citty upon a Hill, the eies of allpeople are uppon us. M
John Winthrop, 1630
Two hundred or more years had passed since this early
visitor to the new world wrote these words. A nation called
"America" had been formed and was itself almost a half
century old. Many people in America of the 1840*s and
1850»s were anxious to improve the reputation of the Re-
public. Their number included less well-known figures of
history such as the members of the Native American Society
of New York City who wanted to send only patriots on ex-
ploring expeditions. There were also other, more influen-
tial Americans, who felt the nation needed to demonstrate
in a dramatic manner her cultural superiority. This aggres-
sive attitude was shown by such citizens as Colonel Abert,
Chief of the Topographical Engineers, who sent so many army
explorers to survey and help develop the Western plains,
and by Commodore Perry, who sailed with several ships-of-war
to Japan to impress that nation with American technology and
maritime power. The ranks of the militants included also
Lieutenant Maury, Superintendent of the National Observatory,
who desperately wanted to increase the nation's knowledge of
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things nautical. John Cleve Symmes wished some American ex-
pedition would explore the earth's interior; William Francis
Lynch sought to prove the Old Testament correct by making a
scientific study of the Holy Land. Surgeon Kane's struggle
with the ice and cold of the Arctic, and Lieutenant Strain's
battle with the heat and insects of the tropics, both re-
flected an urgent desire to overcome the "palsied" nature of
"American" science which called forth the sneers of Europe
that America was not yet fit to be thought of as a nation.
The administrative talents of Maury allowed full use
of the facilities and influence of the Observatory to send
out several exploring expeditions. Other national figures
who were important leaders in the effort to promote an Ameri-
can naval reconnaissance were Jeremiah Reynolds, who was
chiefly responsible for gaining public acceptance of the
first national exploring expedition, and John Pendleton
Kennedy, Navy Secretary for President Fillmore, who supported
* the major expeditions to the Pacific.
Although Kennedy hoped that the exploring expeditions
would succeed in improving American commerce, he also hoped
that science would benefit and thus confer honor upon the
Republic. Unlike Lieutenant Maury, Kennedy wished to give
major support to the activities of the professional natural
scientists of America in their efforts to bring about a better
understanding of the physical world. That is why Joseph
Henry was so pleased with the attitude of the Fillmore ad-
ministration towards overseas expeditions. Maury, on the
cence —
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other hand, sought to improve the quality of the naval offi
corps by offering them opportunities to serve in soi
especially nautical science. Kennedy did not want to u
officers for scientific research; he wished to use the bett
trained civil scientists. Because of this policy, Spenc
Fullerton Baird, at the Smithsonian, was able to develop
qualified overseas missions for science ~ in particular the
North Pacific Expedition.
Navalists such as Maury and Perry did not want to use
civil scientists because they knew the latter did not agree
that the major function of the expeditions ought to be
surveying or discovering by technical methods the haunts of
the disappearing whale. The former also disapproved of mix-
ing the complements of the expeditions because the strategy
of the expedition commander was sure to be compromised by
the presence of well-informed professionals who had definite
research plans. They had not forgotten the bitter dispute
between Lieutenant Wilkes and conchologist Couthouy over
the overall technical and scientific strategy of the first
exploring expedition.
The navalists, indeed nationalists in general, opposed
American scientists, whether civil or naval, being in any
way dependent upon European science for advice. Any attempt
at cooperation with the old world seemed to defeat that ob-
jective of the expeditions which would improve the quality
of "American" science. Nationalists never made any clear
distinction between the acquisition of knowledge solely by
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and for Americans, and allowing people of science in America
to improve their own expertise so as to add to the world's
knowledge
.
Except for a few officers such as Wilkes, Gilliss, and
Charles Henry Davis, most of the naval corps could not really
participate effectively as natural scientists. Few officers
before the days of the Naval Academy were trained in science,
and even the later graduates of the Academy had little in-
clination to continue for years as junior officers — gridding
charts, tracking comets or dredging for animcalculae. In
times of peace, promotions in the overstaffed officer corps
were slow. Maury and others would use the exploring expedi-
tions to provide professional advancement to those officers
whom they believed could participate effectively. Many
others, such as Thomas Ap Catesby Jones, longed for war and
faster promotions. They knew they could not do scientific
work.
Efforts by science-minded members of the officer corps
to add luster to the Navy and to the Republic through explor-
ing expeditions and museum activities were not always suc-
cessful. The organization of the Brooklyn Naval Lyceum by
Commodore Perry and others did add a new dimension of thought
for the naval service. The Lyceum, whose motto was "Tarn
Minerva Quam Marte M (as well for Minerva as for Mars), was
dedicated to the peaceful arts and sciences rather than to
technical armaments. Its approach to science and research,
however, was non-selective and unsystematic (they collected
2?1
everything from mollusks to battleaxes )
.
1
Many expedition officers tried to be very professional
in their approach and sought to aid in improving the quality
of scientific research in America, as well as the reputation
of the country and the naval corps. The quality of perform-
ance was uneven, according to those civilian scientists whose
only motivation was research. The latter made a clear dis-
tinction between the dedicated efforts of officers such as
Davis of the Nautical Almanac Office and Gilliss of the
Chilean Expedition, on the one hand, and others such as
Maury, Lynch and Herndon, whose efforts were chiefly un-
imaginative and who failed to submit their results to the
scientific community for criticism and judgment. The most
annoying thing about Maury's approach was his insistence
upon review or judgment of his ideas by non-professional
readers
.
As the years passed, Maury's Observatory clique and
Perry's Lyceum group came to realize that they could not
sustain a true pursuit of natural science in the navy. They
were unable to revive the fortunes of the National Institute,
which had first advanced the general theorem of democratic
science. They tried without success to establish a profes-
sional scientific corps which they might use to control
science policy. Finally, the navalists joined with the in-
fluential American Geographical and Statistical Society of
New York, and began promoting major overseas exploring e.
peditions to gain for America commercial and cultural
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influence. This powerful combination tried to pressure un-
derdeveloped nations such as Paraguay and Japan into granting
trading concessions. At the same time they hoped that they
might contribute to the process of improving the reputation
of the nation by gathering specimens of natural history and
publishing the results. The process did not always work. It
would have failed completely had there not been professional
workers available in America to work up the collections.
The naval officer corps was on the defensive. They
had earlier tried to cooperate and assist in improving the
scientific reputation of the nation. They too had specialized,
replacing the Board of Navy Commissioners with a system of
bureaus, which increased their own degree of flexibility in
technological study and application of science. To encourage
the officers to play a role consistent with this ideal, the
government had permitted the founding of the Naval Observatory
and the Naval Academy. Allied functions such as the Coast
Survey and the Nautical Almanac Office provided even more
efficient training in science for talented officers. These
institutions were usually not affected by Jacksonian politics
and enjoyed continuous programs of learning and service. 2
The institutions which flourished in science, however,
were those headed by trained professionals, such as Bache,
Chief of the Coast Survey and his protege, Lieutenant Davis,
head of the Nautical Almanac Office. After the Civil V/ar
began and Maury left the Observatory to join the Conferi::
Lieutenant Gilliss took his place and again promoted
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astronomical research. The failure to develop general scienc
in the Navy was due in part to the anti-intellectual bias of
many in the corps who could not tolerate "closet" scientists.
This situation became even more critical on the long ocean
voyages of discovery when naval rank, so important for
discipline, conflicted with scientific strategy, as in the
Couthouy-Wilkes and the Ames-Rodgers cases.
Such proudly conceived missions could not successfully
attain the goal of an improved reputation for the republic
without the aid of professional workers such as Henry, Bache
and Dana, who possessed the expertise to staff and to supply
these expeditions wisely. Spencer F. Baird at the Smith-
sonian became the chief administrative officer for this im-
portant function.
The determination as to whether a mission should go
out at all was made by officers of state when they were con-
vinced that somebody was qualified to make such technical
missions successful. Any warship could go out and intimidate
a small nation, as was done to the King of Quallah-Battoo,
in the early years of the Republic. A more clever strategy,
and one which also could result in an improved reputation for
America, would be to attach scientific components to overseas
missions. "Young Americans," both Whigs and Democrats, were
delighted with the idea of obtaining a national credit rating
by collecting marine invertebrates and perching birds. It
was not until long after the Wilkes Expedition had returned
that the Whigs came to realize that professional expertise
e
27^
was needed in order for America to qualify for those new
credits. Many Democrats never did realize this, although
the missions for science were their idea in the beginning.
In addition to acquiring a scientific reputation, the ex-
peditions represented, for both Whigs and Democrats, an
opportunity to direct sectional fears and tensions into
national hopes. Secretary Kennedy looked for "merit" among
those citizens who should go along on the voyages and Sec-
retary Paulding hoped for continued "domestic heroism."
The more zealous advocates of "American" success in
science created problems for those engaged in analyzing the
results of the expeditions. They continually harrassed the
experts — Gray, Dana and others — whenever the latter asked
for European help. The National Institute had even referred,
somewhat grotesquely, to the "nationality" of the specimens
collected. Such attitudes, and the insistence that American
scientists work only with other Americans, exasperated the
professionals, and increased the hostility between navy and
civilian life, as well as between government and academic
workers. In the final analysis, the officers of state con-
ceded to the professionals that, within reason, they could
do what they wanted so long as they got good results. And
of course, that is what the latter had wanted all along —
"good" science for America in place of charlatanism and
amateur research.
The professionals as a group were harsh in their
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treatment of the nationalists and especially the amateur
naval scientists. A scientific leader such as Joseph Henry,
Secretary of the Smithsonian and America's leading theoreti-
cal physicist, was particularly critical of Maury's efforts
even in "nautical" science, let alone his minimal efforts in
astronomy. America's foremost geologist, James Dwight Dana,
was very critical of the Senate Committee on the Library which
presumed to direct the publication efforts of professional
science. Alexander Dallas Bache, new chief of the Coast
Survey, was critical of anybody at all who stood in the way
of the most advanced research. Louis Agassiz, the Harvard
zoologist, joined with Bache and others to form the Lazzaroni,
a group designed to segregate the more dependable working
men of science from the amateurs. Bache and the Lazzaroni
sought not only direction of science policy in America, but
also federal subsidies for such research as they might decide
upon.
America's statesmen knew and valued Bache. They re-
spected him for his early role in helping to solve the ex-
ploding steam boiler problem and for carefully charting the
coastal areas of their growing empire. They also respected
Henry and others of the scientific fraternity; but they were
unwilling to confer too many honors upon a select group of
men, however valuable they might be. This type of elitism
was incompatible with a national democratic ideal. Yet a
unitary theory of sovereignty was developing that suggested
a dynamic, corporate state had to claim the intellectual as
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well as the physical services of all its citizens. 3 Democ-
racy and America needed Bache, Henry, Dana, Stimpson, and
Sullivant, but the nation must offer opportunities to others
of lesser stature, who perhaps might acquire knowledge and
achieve success also. 2* Perhaps such self
-improvement might
become a significant feature of the national reputation. Un-
fortunately for this ideal, American expansionists came to
see individual success only as a reflection of a greater
national achievement. 5 Professionalism rejected this assump-
tion. They had particular goals in science and concerns over
the state of the art which needed attention.
One important goal of Victorian medical science was
the elimination of physical suffering by advances in anatom-
ical knowledge, the improved use of drugs and the etiology
of disease. In addition, scientists, both in England and
America, saw in basic research a method for a possible under-
standing of the mystery of the process of creation itself.
Medical science placed much reliance upon botanical work in
discovering new drugs which were so important in the treat-
ment of the terrifying plagues that struck America. 7 They
hoped the voyages of discovery would add to their materia
medica
. The exploring expeditions also offered an oppor-
tunity for advanced geological study in other parts of the
world, with special attention to such dynamic natural pro-
cesses as coral reef formations in the Pacific and glacial
activity in the arctic. Science could also send out its
newer students for training in the field, and Spencer Baird
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did so many times, although not always with success. Some
of his less successful appointments included naturalist Ames
of the North Pacific Expedition and Goodfellow of Kane's
Second Grinnell Expedition, who could usually be found in
bed reading Living Age
.
The first exploring expedition was to have included
America's top men of science, but jealousy of the naval
corps towards the civilians, and bickerings within the
scientific community prevented this development. Nor did
all subsequent expeditions utilize America's best talent.
Maury insisted on an all-Navy approach to staffing and even
then he did not use such excellent Navy men as Gilliss and
Davis. He knew he did not measure up to their professional
standards and he was jealous of them as he was of Henry at
the Smithsonian. What made the results of the expeditions
worthwhile for science and for the reputation of America was
the intensive care given to the precious collections by small
clusters of specialists working at home; men such as Gray,
Sullivant, Torrey, Cassin and the very hardworking micro-
scopist, Jacob Whitman Bailey.
The adequacy of equipment for the expeditions depended
largely upon the amount of assistance received from the
science academies. The North Pacific Expedition was perhaps
the best supplied of all the expeditions. Baird saw to it
that the explorers carried with them all of the latest and
best equipment, including the Daguerreotype process and a
2?8
chemical laboratory.
In spite of their protestations against "man-of-war
treatment," scientists found the Navy indispensable. The
latter afforded the official protection of the nation when
scientists botanized in other lands, hunted animals and
hacked off stalagmites. Public vessels provided a means of
getting to remote places and carrying home specimens. In-
dividual Navy officers often proposed exploring expeditions,
which usually included commercial or diplomatic purposes,
but always suggested a national scientific interest. Baird
was quick to take advantage of such opportunities when he
could, but he had to share such privileges with Maury. For-
tunately for scientific research, the areas chosen for com-
mercial or diplomatic missions often coincided with the
less known areas of the world. So much of the planet re-
mained unexplored.
Despite complaints from the scientists that the ex-
peditions traveled too fast for accurate observations, the
explorers made effective use of their time. The "man-of-war"
treatment and the wardroom anti-intellectual bias did not
prevent William Stimpson from remaining two months in South
Africa so he could study marine invertebrates more closely.
Later, while the Navy squadron surveyed Siberian coasts,
Stimpson and his colleagues were able to spend another month
collecting Chuckchi skulls and arctic sea birds. In point
of fact, an expedition's maneuvers could be controlled
great extent by the science corps. That is why Perry refused
2?9
to have such a corps of civilians. He feared his diplomatic
mission to Japan would be inhibited by their own special
enterprise. Perry's mistake was in believing that he could
substitute Navy officer efforts for those of professionals
who had been years studying and collecting.
American officers of state knew and respected the val-
uable expertise of the professional workers. They were dis-
appointed, however, in the interminably long time it took
the latter to work up and publish the results. The stagger-
ing amount of data collected in expedition after expedition
meant more years of work were needed to properly evaluate
the results. What American nationalists really wanted was
some kind of instant success — such as discovering the new
continent of Antarctica, or finding the lost Franklin party.
Notwithstanding all of the obstacles, real and imagined,
American exploring expeditions achieved certain successes.
They had certainly been provided with very many things to
help them. They had shipping i in the early years of the
ISSO's twelve ships-of-war were under instructions to make
scientific collections. They had some naval corps support
s
several officers, including Wilkes, Van Wyck, Gilliss, Kane,
DeHaven and numerous naval surgeons were specifically de-
tailed to carry out scientific duties. They had money
i
although Congress grew increasingly uneasy about costs, it
ultimately appropriated for the Wilkes Expedition alone
almost a million dollars for services and publication ex-
penses. They had the services of many of America's best men
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of science, and when that was not enough, the government
allowed them, reluctantly, to confer with Europe's principal
specialists. The result was that the best people of science
in England, France, Germany and Russia complimented the best
people of science in America. The French praised Dana's
work on Crustacea. His work on the shaping of the conti-
nents placed him in the first rank along with Sir Charles
gLyell. Darwin was pleased to have the critical comments
of both Dana and Gray on his "modification of species" idea,
for only Lyell, among the other geologists, had so far shown
him any sympathy. Sullivant was honored by the Kew Gardens
for his work with mosses. Physical scientists Bache and
Henry continued to receive approval from von Humboldt for
their administrative support of natural history exploration.
Perhaps the greatest single compliment was that paid to
Lieutenant Gilliss when the German astronomers asked him to
conduct collateral observations on the solar parallax from
a post in South America.
Out of such work in natural science, now made easier
by the collections of data from the exploring expeditions,
came an increasing emphasis upon particular studies in
science — specialization. This attempt to examine the
Cosmos piece by piece was not very comforting to the earlier
humanist thinkers who tried unsuccessfully in their lyceum
lectures to emphasize the Unity of all Being. 9 Their cosmic
view of life competed with Bailey's microscope, Gray's plant
studies and Darwin's ideas on evolution. It did not compete
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successfully. There was a basic faith in progress in Jack-
sonian America which accepted and steadily subsumed science
and technology as essential ingredients to be included in
the final shaping of the national destiny. Jackson himself
urged the departure of the first exploring expedition in I836.
The ones which followed steadily made additions to the scien-
tific expertise of the republic; a nation much abused by
critics from abroad for its impoverished cultural condition.
The presence of two sources of support for the forma-
tion and execution of the exploring expeditions -- one seek-
ing prestige and one seeking information — presented the
watching nations with a troublesome picture. They wondered
which would emerge as the dominant theme for exploring!
programs of knowledge and cultural interchange, such as
that proposed by Gilliss in Chile, or the gunboat diplomacy
of Perry and Rodgers such as occurred at Great Lew Chew.
Page's efforts to promote a scientific survey in La Plata
area by giving military aid was a clear abridgement of the
idea of extending republicanism by example. Smarting under
taunts that a democracy tended to level men and thus inhibit
intellectual excellence, many Americans wanted almost too
desperately for their contributions to scientific progress
to be admired by the world as quickly as possible. Nat-
ionalists in America never really understood how their ov/n
specialists could possibly allow Europeans to pass judgment
upon their work. The professionals on the other hand did not
look upon this as critical review by their "betters," but
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rather as the development of a working body of knowledge
which in itself would place the republic above contempt by
leading to further improvements in the human condition.
I
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